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Editor’s Preface

Central European countries undergone deep social and economic transforma-

tion in recent years. Likewise, the area of education has gone through significant 

changes in terms of structure and programme. The system of education, so far 

subject to autonomous analyses, has become a partner on the labour market – for 

employers. This partnership entails a number of frictions and tensions which might 

be examined from the point of view of pedagogy, philosophy, psychology and 

sociology. Therefore, it is a very positive fact that three universities – the University 

of Ostrava, Matej Bel University in Banská Bystrica and the University of Silesia – 

representing Central European countries – the Czech Republic, the Slovak Repub-

lic and Poland – have made an attempt to edit and publish a common scientific 

journal entitled The New Educational Review, which integrates issues combining 

the discipline of pedagogy and other humanities. 

The New Educational Review has been presenting a very scientific level since its 

very first issue published in 2003. That is the outcome of detailed reviews of texts 

received by the editorial section of the journal. The reviews are, first and foremost, 

members of the International Editorial Board.

In The New Educational Review original texts appear written In English only. 

Authors of the texts are scientists coming from many countries – not only from 

the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic and Poland, but from Great Britain, 

Austria and Japan as well.

The international character of the journal facilitates broadly understood scientific 

exchange, enhances application of educational theory in practice, and allows 

critical evaluation of suggested organizational solutions. Furthermore, it serves as 

a forum for methodological discussions and presentations of proposed research 

procedures.

Taking into account the scientific level of The New Educational Review, original 

character of texts published therein, as well as its editorial neatness, I am of 

Stefan M. Kwiatkowski
Member of the International Editorial Board
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8 Stefan M. Kwiatkowski

opinion that the journal in question endeavours to maintain an international 

character.

In this issue (2005, Vol. 5, No. 1) the editorial board have been proposed the 

following subject sessions: Social pedagogy, Social psychology, Teachers’ training, 

Chosen aspects of education, E-learning and Chronicle.

On behalf of the International Editorial Board I would like to invite the repre-

sentatives of different pedagogical sub-disciplines and related sciences to publish 

their texts in The New Educational Review. 
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CASSS-CZ: the Czech Version of the Social Support 
Questionnaire for Children and Adolescents

Abstract

This validation study deals with verification of the Czech version of CASSS. The 

questionnaire comprises 60 items. Students assess the frequency of each event 

described by an item and its importance. The research was realized on a sample of 

274 grade 6 to 9 students and yielded similar psychometric properties as the origi-

nal American version of CASSS (2000). The factor analysis identified five-factor 

structure corresponding to the variables of parents, teacher, classmates, best friend, 

and people in school. Factor loadings ranged from 0.31 to 0.87 (compared with 0.52 

to 0.81 in the original version) within each of the five components. The identified 

structure explains approximately 48 % of variance. Reliability estimated using 

Cronbach alpha was computed for each subscale (parents, teacher, classmates, best 

friend, and people in school). The coefficients ranged from 0.84 to 0.93 (compared 

with 0.92 to 0.95 in the original version). Cronbach alpha for the whole question-

naire is 0.95 (compared with 0.96 in the original version). The method can be used 

within the conditions of Czech schools to determine the actual state of individuals 

and groups, individual counselling and evaluation of intervention effects.

Key words: social support, perceived support, child, adolescent, parent, teacher, 

classmate, assessment

Introduction

It is no easy task to assess social support of children and adolescents because for 

years the researchers have focused on adults. A review (Mareš, 2001) has shown 

that despite the multitude of possible methodological approaches we have no reli-

Jiří Mareš, Stanislav Ježek,
F. Tomášek
Czech Republic
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12 Jiří Mareš, Stanislav Ježek, F. Tomášek

able, valid and widely applicable quantitative measure for school-age children 

which would assess all the main sources of perceived social support. Most current 

methods are screening ones comprising of 20 to 25 items. They are intended for 

middle or later school age; most are for older age groups. Until recently there was 

no measure that would cover all age groups from school age to adolescence, i.e. 

from age 9 to 18.

We got interested in the work of the psychologists form Northern Illinois Uni-

versity in DeKalb (IL, U.S.A.) who tried to create a widely applicable assessment 

method. We got in touch with them and obtained their consent to create a Czech 

version of their CASSS questionnaire (Malecki, Demaray, Elliot, 2002).

Theoretical framework

The cited authors base their approach on Tardy’s model of social support which 

they develop further.

Tardy’s model (1985) comprises five dimensions of social support: direction, 

disposition, description and satisfaction, content, and network. The dimension of 

support direction makes a distinction between giving and receiving support. The 

dimension of disposition has two components: availability (whether an individual 

has access to sources of support) and expression (whether an individual can indeed 

draw from these sources; whether this source is not only theoretical). The next 

dimension focuses on whether when being assessed for social support the respond-

ent expresses some evaluative statements or whether only he/she describes the 

presence or absence of support. The content dimension comprises the dominating 

form of social support (emotional, instrumental, informational, appraisal). The 

last dimension taps the social network. It looks at the individual’s membership in 

certain social networks or sources of support that originate from a social network 

and at whether the individual can draw from these sources.

The authors use this model and conceptualise social support as the total level of 

support perceived by the individual or as specific supportive behaviour of other 

people again perceived by the individual. In other words, they take into account 

both potentially available support or actually expressed or provided support. The 

individual receives this support from within his or her social network that strength-

ens his or her functioning and dampens the negative influences. There are four 

types of general social support and specific support: emotional, instrumental, 

informational, and appraisal. 
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13CASSS-CZ: the Czech Version of the Social Support Questionnaire for Children…

History of the method

The development of the CASSS questionnaire took almost 10 years. The authors 

tried to create a multidimensional measure of social support in children and 

adolescents. Doctoral student Nolten (1994), under Elliott’s supervision, developed 

the Student Social Support Scale – SSSS as part of his doctoral dissertation. The 

questionnaire was originally intended only for children but Malecki and Elliott 

(1999) tried it out also with the adolescents.

After the first empirical trials the SSSS was modified and two separate versions 

were created – for younger and older children. The new questionnaire was renamed 

to Child and Adolescent Social Support Scale: level 1, level 2 (CASSS; Malecki, Dema-

ray, Elliott, Nolten, 1999). The items that did not meet psychometric criteria were 

omitted. The wording of the items was also checked for age appropriateness. 

In summary, the modifications resulted in two versions of the CASSS. One ver-

sion is intended for grades 2 to 6 and the other for grades 6 to 12.*) Hereinafter we 

will refer to the measure as CASSS (1999).

CASSS (1999)

The CASSS (1999) questionnaire assessed social support from four sources: 

parents, teachers, schoolmates, and friends. Ten items described each source of 

support, i.e. the questionnaire consisted of 40 items. Each item was to be replied 

to on two dimensions: frequency of occurrence of a given form of social support 

and the perceived importance of this form of support. 

The frequency of occurrence was assessed on a six-point numerical scale with the 

extremes labelled as never and always. The importance was assessed on a three-point 

numerical scale with the extremes labelled as not important and very important.

The measure was tried on two age groups – younger and older. However, there 

are differences in the literature concerning the sizes of the samples. Malecki, 

Demaray (2002) write about 1110 students whereas Demaray, Malecki (2002a) give 

1711 as the sample size.

The detailed psychometric properties of CASSS are available in a study by 

Malecki, Demaray (2002) and there is a summary in the manual by Malecki, 

Demaray, Elliott, 2002. See Table 1.

*) This is not a typo or an error. Both versions are usable with grade 6. 
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14 Jiří Mareš, Stanislav Ježek, F. Tomášek

Table 1. Psychometric properties of CASSS 1999 according to the manual 

(Malecki, Demaray, Elliott, 2002)

property scale version 1

grade 3 to 6

version 2

grade 6 to 12

Reliability (Cron-

bach alpha)

Questionnaire as a whole

individual scales

.94

.87 – .93

.95

.89 – .94

factor loading parents

teacher

classmates

best friend

.58 - .73

.55 – .72

.72 – .81

.64 – .78

.59 – .74

.66 – .78

.69 – .86

.75 – .85

Correlation of the 

total CASSS score 

with…

SSRS-T1) – problem behaviour

 – social skills

SSRS– S1) – total score

SSCS2) – total score

Harter3) – total score

BASC4) – externalization

 internalization

 behavioural symptom index

 adaptive skills

-.26

.22

.64

.59

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

-.13

.18

.39

.39

.70

-.33

-.26

-.38

.39

Notes:
1) SSRS-T, SSRS-S … Social Skills Rating System – Teacher, Parent, and Student Version 

(Gresham, Elliott, 1990).
2) SSCS … Students Self Concept Scale (Gresham, Elliott, Evans-Fernandez, 1993).
3) Harter … Social Support Scale for Children (Harter, 1985 b).
4) BASC … Behavioural Assessment System for Children (Reynolds, Kamphaus, 1998).

It might occur that with the development and validation the efforts of the authors 

would come to an end; that they would only seek various uses for the questionnaire. 

That was only one of the directions they chose. They are also interested in social support 

in children living in risk environments (Demaray, Malecki, 2002a), and in the critical 

level above which social support is perceivable (Demaray, Malecki, 2002b). 

CASSS (2000)

The authors were not fully satisfied with the 1999 version of CASSS and went 

on with its development. They made the following two main modifications:

a)  they increased the number of sources of social support to five. Now the also 

distinguish the support from other people in school besides teachers;

b)  instead of two age-group versions the authors developed a single version 

usable from grade 3 to 12.
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15CASSS-CZ: the Czech Version of the Social Support Questionnaire for Children…

Further modifications are summarised in the CASSS manual (Malecki, Demaray, 

Elliott, 2002):

1.  Each scale now consists of 12 items. Some original items were reformulated 

or moved so that the original 4 scales (i.e. parents, teacher, schoolmates, 

friend) were the same length.

2.  Of the 12 items in parents scale 9 come from the 1999 version. Seven of the 

original nine were reformulated. 

3.  Of the 12 items in teacher scale 9 come from the 1999 version. Four of the 

original nine were reformulated. 

4.  Of the 12 items in classmates scale 10 come from the 1999 version. Seven of 

the original ten were reformulated. 

5.  Of the 12 items in best friend scale 9 come from the 1999 version. Three of 

the original nine were reformulated. 

In summary, 36 of the total 48 items of the new questionnaire (CASSS 1999) 

come from the original version (CASSS 2000); 21 of these 36 were modified.

The important psychometric properties of CASSS (2000) can be found in 

Demaray, Malecki (2002a: 308–309). The preliminary analysis is based on the data 

collected on a sample of 183 students in grades 6 to 8. The measure seems to have 

similar psychometric qualities as the 1999 version. The factor analysis shows a clear 

five-factor structure corresponding to the five areas – parents, teacher, classmates, 

best friend, people in school. Within each factor the factor loadings range from .52 

to .81. The eigenvalues of the factors range from 19.07 to 2.67.

The internal consistencies estimated by Cronbach alpha for the five scales 

(parents, teacher, classmates, best friend, school) range from .92 to .97. The whole 

questionnaire has a Cronbach alpha of .96. Test-retest reliability over 8 to 10 weeks 

was .78.

Concerning validity, the overall score has a significant statistical correlation 

with the total score of the Social Support Scale for Children – SSSC (Harter, 1985; 

r = .55).

Czech version of CASSS (2000)

With the consent of the authors of CASSS we have developed the Czech version 

of the questionnaire – CASSS-CZ. The items were independently translated by 

three people: D. Komárek from the University Hospital in Hradec Králové, E. 

Ondřejová from Faculty of Philosophy and Science in Opava and J. Mareš from 

the Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Králové. J. Mareš also created the final Czech 

version. The questionnaire was administered to two independent samples – pupils 
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16 Jiří Mareš, Stanislav Ježek, F. Tomášek

of elementary and middle school in Czechia (F. Tomášek) and students of second-

ary schools in Moravia (B. Koukola and E. Ondřejová). 

In this paper we present the study based on the data collected on elementary 

and middle school students in Czechia. 

The sample included 274 pupils of the elementary and middle school in Brandýs 

nad Labem. Both genders were equally represented (49.3% boys, 49.6% girls, 1.1% 

unknown). The grade representation was as follows: 43 grade 6 students (15.7%), 

45 grade 7 students (16.4%), 95 grade 8 students (34.7%), and 91 grade 9 students 

(33.2%). The age distribution was as follows: 28 eleven-year olds (10.2%), 45 

twelve-year olds (16.4%), 78 thirteen-year olds (28.5%), 93 fourteen-year olds 

(33.9%), 24 fifteen-year olds (8.8%), and 6 pupils did not state their age (2.2%). The 

selection procedure was not random.

Methods. The Czech version of the CASSS was used. Like the original, it com-

prises 60 items graphically divided into 5 sections entitled: my parents, my class-

mates, my best friend, people in school. There are 12 items in each section. Students 

assess the frequency of each event described by an item (hereinafter “type A”) and 

its importance (hereinafter “type B”).

For each item, only 10 students out of the total 274 had some missing data. The 

single exception was item 36. Only 178 students responded to this item. Because 

we do not know why this happened we decided to substitute the mean value for 

the missing values in the analyses.

The dimensionality of the scales was explored with the Principal Component 

Analysis and Factor Analysis using the Maximum Likelihood method.

Frequency items (type A)

Let us first have a look at the responses to the items asking about the frequencies 

of occurrence of various forms of social support. Using PCA we extracted 12 

components with eigenvalues larger than 1. The first component explains 27.4% 

of the total variance whereas all the other components much less (see Table 1). 

After the 6th component there is another drop. From the 7th component on the 

eigenvalues decrease steadily.

Table 1 shows that there are two possible interpretations of the results of PCA. 

We can either see the questionnaire as one-dimensional or as five- or six-dimen-

sional. Considering the fact that the questionnaire consists of five sections we were 

more interested in the multidimensional solution. Thus, we decided to rotate the 

first 6 components using the Varimax criterion with Kaiser’s normalisation. The 

result is 6 orthogonal components. The first five correspond to the five sections of 
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17CASSS-CZ: the Czech Version of the Social Support Questionnaire for Children…

the questionnaire and the sixth is composed of small loadings of various items 

(maximum .39).

Table 1. Unrotated principal components of CASSS-CZ

 Component

Unrotated components

Eigenvalue
% of total variance 

explained

Cumulative % of total 

variance explained

1 16.452 27.420 27.420

2 4.241 7.068 34.488

3 3.303 5.505 39.993

4 2.812 4.687 44.680

5 2.296 3.826 48.506

6 1.863 3.106 51.612

7 1.376 2.293 53.905

8 1.302 2.169 56.075

9 1.216 2.026 58.101

10 1.142 1.903 60.004

11 1.109 1.848 61.851

12 1.065 1.775 63.627

13    

…    

Table 2. Varimax rotated 6-component solution.

Component

Components, Varimax rotation

Eigenvalue
% of total variance 

explained

Cumulative % of total

variance explained

1 (≈ best friend) 7.118 11.864 11.864

2 (≈ people in school) 6.777 11.295 23.159

3 (≈ my parents) 5.255 8.759 31.917

Component

Components, Varimax rotation

Eigenvalue
% of total variance 

explained

Cumulative % of total

variance explained

4 (≈ my classmates) 5.016 8.359 40.277

5 (≈ my teacher) 4.816 8.026 48.303

6 1.986 3.309 51.612
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Next table shows the loadings of items on the six rotated components. The load-

ings below the absolute value of .3 are omitted.

Table 3. The loadings of items on the six Varimax-rotated components.

 

 

Component

1 2 3 4 5 6

A1   .514    

A2   .620    

A3   .562   -.338

A4   .735    

A5   .586    

A6   .638    

A7   .545    

A8   .396    

A9   .465   .376

A10   .624    

A11   .662    

A12   .602    

A13     .573  

A14     .445 -.300

A15      -.392

A16     .607 -.312

A17     .720  

A18     .705  

A19     .614  

A20     .522  

A21     .508  

A22      .383

A23     .689  

A24     .702  

A25    .628   

A26    .673   

A27    .744   

A28    .658   

A29   .367 .374   

A30    .569   

A31    .540  .329
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Component

1 2 3 4 5 6

A32  .340  .465   

A33    .601   

A34    .734   

A35    .615   

A36 .343      

A37 .759      

A38 .659      

A39 .768      

A40 .624      

A41 .662      

A42 .670      

A43 .649      

A44 .653      

A45 .690      

A46 .763      

A47 .712      

A48 .765      

A49  .619     

A50  .621     

A51  .746     

A52  .724     

A53  .633     

A54  .723     

A55  .685     

A56  .654    .317

A57  .737     

A58  .709     

A59  .636     

A60  .430    .356

A more realistic description of the CASSS-CZ dimensionality would be corre-

lated components. Especially considering the strong first component and the 

content of the questionnaire. The authors of the original questionnaire probably 

did not require that the perceived social support coming from different sources 

(parents, classmates, parents, teachers, people in school) should be completely 

independent.
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The following table gives the loadings on components rotated according to the 

Promax criterion (kappa = 4). Again, the loadings below the absolute value of .3 

are omitted.

Table 4. The loadings of items on the six Promax-rotated components

 

 

Component

1 2 3 4 5 6

A1   .508    

A2   .622    

A3   .544   -.325

A4   .788    

A5   .612    

A6   .681    

A7   .583    

A8   .376    

A9   .454   .410

A10   .671    

A11   .686    

A12   .661    

A13     .600  

A14     .456 -.335

A15      -.434

A16     .662 -.360

A17     .806  

A18     .770  

A19     .661  

A20     .562  

A21     .532  

A22      .409

A23     .773  

A24     .761  

A25    .690   

A26    .800   

A27    .842   

A28    .685   

A29   .314 .307   

A30    .574   
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Component

1 2 3 4 5 6

A31    .515  .316

A32    .436   

A33    .619   

A34    .813   

A35    .666   

A36       

A37 .798      

A38 .678      

A39 .814      

A40 .601      

A41 .669      

A42 .680      

A43 .611      

A44 .638      

A45 .697      

A46 .815      

A47 .763      

A48 .798      

A49  .679     

A50  .692     

A51  .873     

A52  .834     

A53  .675     

A54  .814     

A55  .762     

A56  .658    .306

A57  .839     

A58  .787     

A59  .677     

A60  .422    .352

Table 5 shows that the correlations between the components of CASS-CZ range 

from .286 to .555 with the median equal to .407. For comparison, Table 6 lists the 

correlations between the summation scores for individual sections of CASSS-CZ. 

They range from .336 to .575 with the median equal to .465. The correlations are 

quite corresponding.
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Table 5. Correlations between Promax-rotated components of CASSS-CZ.

3 5 4 1 2 6

3 (≈ my parents) 1.000 .393 .389 .286 .420 .035

5 (≈ my teacher) .393 1.000 .365 .364 .555 .219

4 (≈ my classmates) .389 .365 1.000 .452 .513 .246

1 (≈ my best friend) .286 .364 .452 1.000 .442 .206

2 (≈ people in school) .420 .555 .513 .442 1.000 .267

6 .035 .219 .246 .206 .267 1.000

Table 6. Correlations between summation scores for CASSS-CZ scales.

 Parents Teacher Classmates Best friend People in school

Parents 1  .461  .465  .336  .465

Teacher  .461 1  .415  .391  .575

Classmates  .465  .415 1  .550  .564

Best friend  .336  .391  .550 1  .485

People in school  .465  .575  .564  .485 1

We thus conclude that the most suitable empirical description of the dimension-

ality of CASSS-CZ is the model with five correlated factors. They correspond to 

the intended structure of the original American questionnaire with some excep-

tions listed below. It is necessary to add that this model is not fully satisfactory 

because a) the factor structure is not simple; b) the model estimated using the 

Maximum Likelihood method does not have satisfactory goodness-of-fit indices, 

and c) the proportion explained variance is not very high.

Item 15 differs from all the other items because it does not load on any of the 

five primary components. It is possible that the item taps a certain aspect of an 

attitude towards teachers or school, which is something that students usually have 

already formed. The item probably represents the content of component 6 on which 

it has the highest loading. Item 36 was difficult to classify, too. 

We have found no empirical foundation for the original scales called E (emo-

tional support), I (informational support), A (appraisal support), and I (instru-

mental support). Individual sections as well as the whole questionnaire are so 

homogeneous or internally consistent that it is possible to select almost any think-

able subset of items (e.g. according to any theoretical criterion) and create a sum-

mation scale from them.

Internal consistency. Individual sections of CASSS-CZ are very homogeneous 

(Cronbach alphas range from .84 to .93). Cronbach alpha for the whole question-

naire is .95. 
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Subjective importance items (type B)

Generally, we can conclude that type-B items concerning the perceived impor-

tance of individual forms of social support do not function sufficiently well. They 

significantly positively correlate with their respective type-A items (.17 to .61). This 

means that a respondent who sees a given form of support positively tends to 

respond that this form of support is more important for him or her. If he or she 

sees a given form of support negatively then he or she tends to present this form 

as unimportant. This is why type-B items do not add much to what we can learn 

from type-A items. 

Principal Component Analysis of type-A items weighed using type-B items gives 

the same results as PCA of unweighed type-A items presented above.

It is of course possible to use type-B items in individual examinations as the 

starting point of exploration or basis for counselling. 

For using type-B items in scales and aggregation it will be necessary to tune the 

response labels for both type-A and type-B items so that the effect of “sour grapes” 

is suppressed as much as possible.

Conclusion

This validation study of the Czech version of CASSS on a sample of 274 grade 6 

to 9 students yields similar psychometric properties as the original American ver-

sion of CASSS (2000). The factor analysis identified a five-factor structure corre-

sponding to the variables of parents, teacher, classmates, best friend, and people 

in school. The factor loadings range from .31 to .87 (compared with .52 to .81 in 

the original version) within each of the five components. The eigenvalues start at 

16.45 and end at 2.30 (compared with 19.07 and 2.67 in the original version). The 

identified structure explains approximately 48 % of variance. 

Reliability estimated using Cronbach alpha was computed for each subscale (par-

ents, teacher, classmates, best friend, and people in school). The coefficients ranged 

from .84 to .93 (compared with .92 to .95 in the original version). Cronbach alpha for 

the whole questionnaire is .95 (compared with .96 in the original version).

The study was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic,

 grant number 406/02/0829.
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A History and Present Situation 
of Social Pedagogy 

Abstract

The attention of this contribution is paid to the prehistory, history and the 

present time situation of social pedagogy in our country and abroad. Social peda-

gogy must now solve numerous problems that have remained unsolved over its 

more than 150-year-long history. It is about the subject’s elaboration, terminology, 

clarification of its relation to different sciences, specification of contemporary 

problems that have priority, and the professiogram of social pedagogues. 

Key words: Social, social pedagogy, social work, directions of social pedagogy, socializa-

tion, supporting professions, prevention, environment, formative education.

The prehistory of social pedagogy comes out of the social-educational care 

(state or private) developed to prevent and remove moral and spiritual decadence 

of children and youth, which represented a substitute of family and relational 

formative educational services (Schilling, J., 1999).

Swiss pedagogue J. H. Pestalozzi (1746–1827) has been recognized as a real 

founder of social pedagogy by many authors, though he himself did not use the 

notion “social pedagogy”, and pedagogy no longer lived in the period of the estab-

lishment of social. According to R. Wroczyński, Pestalozzi laid foundation of the 

pedagogy of social care as part of social pedagogy through his theoretical works 

(“Linhart and Gertrude”, „How Gertrude Teaches her Children“) as well as by his 

practical educational activity in the Institute for formative education of poor 

children in Neuhof, and also in the asylum for abandoned children in Stanza. In 

his works Pestalozzi formulated basic theses that were later developed by social 

pedagogy: The 1st Thesis on formative role of the environment, and the 2nd 

Thesis on the need of intentional activities for the formation of positive develop-

Jolana Hroncová
The Slovak Republic
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mental incentives in the environment that are identical with the goals of the 

intentional educational work (Wroczyński, R., 1968, p. 48). An important role in 

the formation of the conception of social pedagogy also played by the opinions 

and practical social formative activity of Robert Owen, Fridrich Fröbel, Charles 

Loch, and other representatives of social educational care.

Historical institutional roots of social pedagogy are viewed by J. Schilling (1999, 

p. 53) within the following facilities of practical social-educational care: 

1.  Caring for abandoned children and orphans (the 12th–13th centuries)

2.  Schools for the poor (the 14th–16th centuries)

3.  Orphanages and reformatories (the 17th–18th centuries)

4.  Reformatories and nurseries (the 18th–19th centuries)

5.  Social care – social help to children and the youth at modern times (the 20th 

century)

The history of social pedagogy began to develop in Germany in the middle of 

the 19th century. Social pedagogy was undoubtedly born under a strong influence 

of sociology as well as philosophy and other sciences in reaction to individual 

pedagogy and herbartism. The name was created by joining the words “social” and 

“pedagogy”, which points to the nexus of social and educational aspects. The 

ambiguity of the word “social” in the past as well as nowadays made it extremely 

difficult to define the subject of social pedagogy not only at the time of its origin 

but also later during its development. According to J. Schilling (1999, pp. 192–194), 

“until now the notion ‘social’ is obscure in the German language.” The notion 

“social” is usually understood at three levels (Krebs, V., 1997, p. 16):

– in its broader sense as societal;

–  in its narrower sense as heading towards the perfection of human living 

conditions;

–  in its broadest sense more or less in a curative way, in the sense of a solution 

to disadvantageous or emergency social situations. The answer to the question 

as to of these aspects has been emphasized by social pedagogy is not at all 

unambiguous.

The notion “social pedagogy” according to J. Schilling (1999, p. 109) was intro-

duced by Karl Mager in 1848. Other authors (Wroczyński 1968, F. Hájek 1975, 

K. Galla 1967, S. Klapilová 1996, B. Kraus 2001) consider A. Diesterweg to be the 

author of this notion as he uses the name “social pedagogy” in his work “A Hand-

book of Education for German Teachers”. In the 4th edition of this book from 1850 

we find a part called “A treatise on social pedagogy”. However, Diesterweg does 

not give a more precise definition of social pedagogy. The fact that he used the 

combination “Sozial – pädagogik“, clearly points to the link of social and educa-

tional tasks (Štverák, V., 1983). K. Mager and A. Diesterweg are respected repre-
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sentatives of the so-called practical orientation of social pedagogy; its attribute was 

a strong orientation towards practice as well as combination of social and educa-

tional aspects when handling with existing social problems. According to 

H. Marburger (1979), social pedagogy at its origins was to a great extent a reaction 

to the social-political situation in Germany in the second part of the 19th century, 

and it was developing under the influence of the German social-democratic move-

ment. According to her, the revolution influenced the origin and development of 

social pedagogy that was to help fight the “social danger.” In this context she men-

tions an idea of A. Diesterweg recorded in 1850: “A great danger threatens in the 

growing city riff-raff. This riff-raff expands in a state without general education 

where there is no care of youths’ spiritual and moral lag. The basic need is to prevent 

it.” (H. Marburger, 1979, p. 40). Social pedagogy, as well as formation and educa-

tion generally, were to help decrease social contradictions and to unite society, 

which certainly witnesses to the influence of positivist sociology emphasizing the 

adaptation function of formative education and the stabilization of the 19th century 

society.

Paul Natorp (1854–1924) the founder of the theoretical orientation in social 

pedagogy developed social pedagogy under a strong influence of I. Kant’s philoso-

phy, H. Spencer’s evolution thoughts, and J. H. Pestalozzi as well. His social peda-

gogy is marked as “normative one”, because he mainly emphasized the questions 

of educational goals derived from Kant’s goals of social development. He is the 

author of the first theoretical writings on social pedagogy such as the treatise called: 

“Religion within the Boundaries of Humanity” with a subtitle “A Chapter on the 

Basis of social pedagogy”, which appeared in 1894, and especially the work Social 

Pedagogy (Socialpädagogik) from 1898, in which he clarified the grounds and 

goals of social pedagogy as a theoretical science (H. Marburger, 1979, p. 26). In 

these works Natorp comes out of the basic sociological theses that emphasize the 

social basis of human education as well as development, while attacking individual 

pedagogy that emphasizes the uniqueness of an individual: “A human being will 

be human only in a society. A human being as an individual exists only abstractly 

like an atom in physics. A human being without society is not human.” (P. Natorp, 

1974, p. 90). Society depends on human beings as well. An individual and society 

are mutually tied up. Likewise education; formation and education cannot exist 

without society: “All educational and formative activities are implemented on the 

ground of society” (Natorp, 1927, p. 24). According to Natorp (1908, p. 31), “The 

whole human content of education comes from society. Human society develops 

mainly by the education of its members through appropriate education of an 

individual”. The main task and goal of social pedagogy is to provide education to 

everybody according to the extent of his/her abilities, to all classes of society. In 
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the treatise „The Democracy of Education” he calls for abolition of social disparities 

in education, a common education was to contribute to the decrease of tensions 

in society. 

Thoughts on social pedagogy based on philosophical sociological grounds were 

also developed by another representative of the German social pedagogy Paul 

Barth (1858–1922) in his work “A History of Social Pedagogical Ideas” (Geschichte 

der sozialpädagogischen Ideen. Berlin, 1920), in which he describes the basics of 

social formative education directed to the formation of will and reason (In: 

Wroczyński, R., 1968, p. 53).

Social pedagogical ideas in the 19th century were developed also by significant 

Czech pedagogue G. A. Lindner (1828–1887) in his work “A Pedagogy Based on 

the Teaching of the Natural, Cultural, and Moral Development” (published in 

Prague in 1888). According to Lindner, pedagogy cannot come out of the concep-

tion of an individual because he is only part of a social entity, and therefore it must 

use the services of sociology. Throughout his work, Lindner stresses the social 

character of education as well as its directivity for future development.

Mutual linkage of man and society was also emphasized by a representative of 

the empirical orientation in social pedagogy Paul Bergemann (1862 – 1946), who 

refused deductive setting of educational goals typical of Natorp and Barth, and 

who asked for grounds of goals and norms of education through the “empirical 

basis”. He also emphasized the idea that “A human being without society is like a 

mill without water. He is a part, a member of society.” (P. Bergemann, 1900, p. 516). 

Bergemann attracted the attention of social pedagogy to the relation of education 

and social environment, and he emphasized its prophylactic dimension. He asked 

for public social control over the activity of family in order to prevent wrong 

development of children in dysfunctional families. He also paid attention to the 

problems of the extra-school formative education of children and the youth as the 

factors of the prevention of social pathological phenomena, which is emphasized 

by present social pedagogy as well. 

The social pedagogy of the practical orientation originated in 1848 (Mager, or 

Diesterweg in 1850) and it has over 150-year-long history. The whole 20th century, 

marked as “a century of social pedagogy” was not able to give an adequate answer 

to the question: “What is the subject of social pedagogy?”. This ambiguity has 

remained until now. One of the reasons for it is the above-metioned ambiguity of 

the notion social, but particularly the fact that social pedagogy in its more than 

150-year-long history paid attention to the large variety of social educational 

problems that it attempted to solve. These problems were miscellaneous, specific 

and differentiated in particular periods and countries, which caused the emergence 
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of various streams of opinion and approaches to the definition of its subject. I will 

mention at least some of them:

–  Social pedagogy as providing practical social educational care oriented 

towards the solution of social problems in society (A. Diesterweg, J. H. Pes-

talozzi, R. Owen, S. Tešedík).

–  Social pedagogy as a theoretical science researching social goals of education 

and emphasizing the social determination of education and human develop-

ment (P. Natorp, P. Barth, K. Mollenhauer).

–  Social pedagogy as a science examining the relation of education and social 

environment including the pedagogy of social care and extra school education 

(P. Bergemann, H. Radlinská, R. Wroczyński, H. Nohl, M. Přadka).

–  Social pedagogy as an answer to the problems of modern society (H. Mar-

burger, J. Schilling, P. Ondrejkovič …).

–  Social pedagogy as a science on social aspects of education (O. Baláž, B. Kraus, 

J. Hroncová).

–  Social pedagogy as a tertiary educational institution whose core is social help 

to children and the youth (J. Schilling).

–  Social pedagogy as a science examining the deviations of the social behaviour 

(N. Hupertz, E. Schinzler, P. Gabura, but also P. Ondrejkovič and others).

–  Social pedagogy as a science examining the questions of human right for 

education and formation (J. Lukas, I. Jaccobi-Schmitz, L. J. Mess).

 –  Social pedagogy as an application of concrete social ethics and development 

of social formation and pro-social behaviour.

–  Social pedagogy as a help to all age categories with a special emphasis on 

helping children and the youth (J. Schilling).

–  Social pedagogy as social educational activity emphasizing preventive activ-

ity as well as intervention into the socialization processes of children and the 

youth (P. Ondrejkovič, J. Hroncová, Z. Bakošová …).

The development of social pedagogy in the European context was quite differ-

entiated and uneven in the 20th century. While in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, 

and Poland social pedagogy was developing very intensively, it stagnated in 

Czechoslovakia. Neither in Czechia nor in Slovakia had any integral work from 

social pedagogy appeared. There were some sociologists social-pedagogically 

oriented in Czechia such as A. I. Bláha, J. Král, O. Chlup, and in Slovakia J. Čečetka 

and A. Jurovský. A revival of an interest in social pedagogy started in the 60s of the 

20th century when the book “Social Pedagogy” by R. Wroczynski (1968) was 

translated from Polish and published in Slovakia, which served as the basic uni-

versity textbook on social pedagogy and influenced the orientation of social 

pedagogy in Slovakia as well as in Czechia. 
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It was especially Prof. Ondrej Baláž who dedicated himself together with his 

coworkers in the Institute of experimental pedagogy of the SAS in Bratislava to the 

development of social pedagogy in Slovakia before 1989. O. Baláž was engaged in 

defining the subject and classification of social pedagogy into the system of peda-

gogical sciences in his book “The Social Aspects of Education” (1981) as well as in 

numerous scientific studies published in the magazine called The Unified School 

(Jednotná škola) and later in the Pedagogical Review. During the period of trans-

formation in Slovakia there appeared a rapid development of “supporting profes-

sions” that involved social pedagogy and social work as well. The most important 

representative of social pedagogy in Slovakia continues to be Prof. O. Baláž, who 

examines the basic questions of social pedagogy, particularly defining its subject, 

its relation to other sciences and the like. O. Baláž understands social pedagogy as 

a “science on the aspects of formative education”. According to him, “social peda-

gogy is a pedagogical discipline which, on the basis of exact knowledge, solves the 

relations of education and society (social environment), takes part in the definition 

of educational goals, examines the educational aspects of socialization processes, 

and contributes to the formation and development of personalities through 

formative educational process in families, schools and in free time, as well as in 

interest and working activities” (O. Baláž, 1991, p. 610).

When defining the subject of social pedagogy, P. Ondrejkovič (2000, p. 189), 

points to a close relationship of social pedagogy and social work saying: “social 

pedagogy can be understood as a science on education that takes its effectivity in 

social work and wherein it forms its basic core of activities. In this sense it is also 

a theory of social work. It is grounded on the process of socialization (especially 

of children and the youth), it examines and implements the possibilities of inter-

ventions into this process, particularly in the case of the endangered and socially 

disadvantaged groups of children, the youth as well as adults. At the same time, it 

is the realization of the policy in the area of formation and education that is imple-

mented in special formative educational institutions”.

Z. Bakošová (1994) inclines to the understanding of social pedagogy as social 

help, and she involves into its problems such ones as social pathological phenom-

ena, Roma problems, problems of socially and morally disorganized children and 

the youth and other problems as well. She puts special emphasis on a “preventive 

dimension” of social pedagogy.

One of the important representatives of the Czech social pedagogy B. Kraus 

(2001, p. 12) emphasizes transdisciplinarity when defining the subject of social 

pedagogy, and he tends to understand social pedagogy more broadly, saying that 

“this discipline deals not only with the problems of a pathological character, of 

marginal groups, of a part of population endangered in its development and of 
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those potentially deviantly acting, but first of all of the whole population in the 

sense of the formation of harmony between the needs of and individual and 

society in order to provide an optimal way of life in a given society.”

Based on the above-mentioned approaches it is possible to draw a conclusion 

that “the subject of social pedagogy as a specific pedagogical science is the social 

aspects of the formative education and the development of personality. It is focused 

on the “third area of education” in the area of which it intervenes into the processes 

of socialization especially in the endangered as well as socially disadvantaged 

groups of children and the youth but also of adults. It helps families and schools 

to solve crisis situations and to prevent the formation of dysfunctional processes. 

Its goal is education for the sake of self-help, the restoration of human normality, 

and an effort to improve the social conditions under which man lives” (Hroncová, 

J. – Hudecová, A. – Matulayová, T., 2001, p. 36)

Social pedagogy experiences its renaissance throughout the present transforma-

tion period in post-communist countries; however, it continues to struggle with 

numerous problems that are necessary to be solved. They were expressively speci-

fied by B. Kraus (2001, p. 15) in his book “Člověk, výchova, prostředí” (Man, 

Education, Environment). It concerns chiefly the solution of the following tasks:

–  to define more precisely the subject of social pedagogy and its basic termi-

nology;

–  to clarify its content in relation to the other sciences and especially to social 

work and social andragogy (dealt with for example by M. Krystoň, 2003, 

p. 20);

–  to define priority problems that will be examined under the conditions of the 

Euroregion as well as the global society;

–  to work out a professiogram of social workers and to start endeavour to 

enhance the possibilities of its use in practice, for instance in the prevention 

of the social pathological phenomena of children and the youth, which is also 

dealt with by I. Emmerová (2003, pp. 55, 56). 

There are many tasks which are to be dealt with by social pedagogy, but hey 

cannot be solved at once. Following the entry of our country into the European 

Union the inevitability of the development of supporting professions is more 

emphasized, for example while solving the Roma problem, the growth of social 

pathological phenomena of children and the youth, the problems linked to the 

family crisis, and the like. There constantly emerge new tasks for future in the area 

of the theory and practice of social pedagogy that are necessary to be solved within 

its scope.
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The Risks of the Present Youth Subcultures in the View 
of Social Pedagogy and Social Work 

Abstract

The contribution analyzes the most important risks of the present youth 

subcultures and the opportunities for social work and social pedagogy with 

regard to the problems of youth subcultures. The basic characteristics of youth 

subcultures is described as well as their social development, types and forms. 

The central meaning is inscribed to the possibilities of interdisciplinary coaction 

of social pedagogy and social work when solving specific problems of youth 

subcultures in the process of socialization during free time or at the penetration 

of social deviations. A specific attention is paid to the definition of the profes-

sional roles of social workers and social pedagogues in relation to the risky youth 

subcultures. 

Key words: youth, culture, subculture, social pedagogy, social work, social pathology, 

adolescence, family, globalization, individualization, drug addiction, criminality, unem-

ployment, marginalization, lifestyle, socialization, free time, social environment. 

Introduction

One of the most typical social features of youth is a specific subculture; it is an 

integrated sum of values and patterns of behaviour through which youth distin-

guishes major society. In fact, within each social system there can be identified 

smaller culture entities that are usually called subcultures. They are characterized 

by the following basic indicators:

1)  subcultures are smaller exactly defined groups within a bigger entity;

Peter Jusko
The Slovak Republic
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2)  its internal structure involves the same components as the majority culture 

does, it means material, spiritual, and normative ones;

3)  a subculture, however, differs from the basic culture at least in some elements 

of these components,

4)  a subculture must be relatively steadfast in time.

A constitutive feature of subcultures is their own development. For the begin-

nings of the formation of subcultures we consider the 50s of the 20th century when 

beatniks, hoboes, yippies and hipsters asserted themselves in the USA, and later 

got to post-war England in the form of the Teddy Boys. The 60s were the domain 

of hippies and of the rockers at the close of the decade. In England of the 70s the 

style called “mod” appeared which was a reaction to the hippies and opened the 

way for the Rude Boys and future skinheads and punkers. In the USa, at the begin-

ning of the 70s, first graffiti appeared in the black and Puerto Rican ghettos that, 

by means of hip-hop, flooded Europe in the 80s and 90s. An important subculture 

from the 70s till now has been the punkers. Squatter and anarchist initiatives 

developed in Europe at the turn of the 70s and 80s. The 90s are to a certain extent 

a mixture of the foregoing subcultures. As a meaningful megatrend of today’s youth 

can be labeled the rapid expansion of so-called dancing scene accompanied by the 

rise of new fashion, social political and underground subcultures, e. g. computer 

pirates (hackers) or techno-punkers (Syrový, 1999). 

The term “subculture” is often used in relation to youth because adolescents as 

well as young adults are perceived as a dynamizing element in society due to their 

social psychological characteristics. The ability to create subcultures is not an 

exclusive domain of the youth. The forms of behaviour that are significant for 

subculture members, e. g. greeting, clothing, relating, slang, and so on, can practi-

cally be found in every age category. What is typical of the youth is the disunity of 

their subculture, which influences the number of various youth subcultures in the 

social reality.

The relation of a subculture and an individual, however, is not only one of the 

ways of the solution of generation problems of parents and children, but in a 

broader context these conflicts move on into the members of a subculture and the 

respected social norms. Ondrejkovič (2000, p. 42) declares that a subculture differs 

from the global culture especially by values, norms, a special culture, occasionally 

also by the way of life and behaviour of its members. As a result, there can appear 

social antinomies or even conflicts, whose positive solution is the motive power of 

the society. 

In the whirl of present social processes, such as globalization with its parts 

integration and regionalization at the all-social level, and progressive or regressive 

individualization at the individual level, the youth subculture finds itself in a dif-
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ficult situation. The willingness to allow risks involved in the subculture member-

ship is indirectly proportionate to the natural endeavour of a young man to be 

independent of the institutionalized conformity of the present world. The extent 

of acceptability of (some) youth subcultures by the official institutions (e. g. police) 

is, on the contrary, directly proportionate to the extent of the risks that their lever-

age in the society can bring about. 

1. The types and forms of youth subcultures

Aiming at the more precise use of the term “subculture” we can recommend the 

understanding of the term “subculture” in three basic meanings on the basis of the 

analysis of accessible studies of various authors (In: Ondrejkovič, 2000, pp. 47–48):

1.  Subculture in the meaning of a “pre-culture”. In this meaning the term “sub-

culture” involved a phenomenon that should forego the rise and existence of 

all cultures.

2.  Subculture understood as a normative system, or a partial subsystem, of a 

larger entity.

3.  Subculture understood as a result of a conflict of one or numerous groups 

with a global society or its dominant culture.

The formation of a specific youth subcultures as a self-realization possibility for 

the youth represents a sum of various forms of youth self- awareness formation. 

A youth subculture can be understood as:

–  a natural phenomenon in the period of the socialization of adolescents which 

is characterised by an emergence of peer groups, changes in families, and 

gradual takeover of social roles,

–  a matter of social affiliation; Ward (1997, p. 144) for example points to the 

fact that subcultures create conditions by means of which young people form 

their cultural environment standing against the dominant culture of the mid-

dle class in particular;

–  lifestyle; affiliation to a subculture significantly influences the way of life of the 

youth for instance in the area of value orientation, clothing, listening to music, 

and the like; the resistance against the stereotypical throwaway life style of the 

majority can then overgrow into so-called subcultural uniformity. 

A risk feature at the formation of youth subcultures is a potential rise of patho-

logical social adaptation as a result of blocked aspirations of the youth; this way 

can merge at the rise of several types of subcultures:

a) conflict subculture – it appears especially in the areas with high migration 

of population; the epiphenomena are disorientation, anonymity, and low social 
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control up to anomie. Young people from these areas create a subculture focused 

on street skirmishes, gang wars and the like. In the social environment of a sub-

culture violence is “scuffles, theft, and murders understood as an inevitable result 

of the coincidence of everyday life forces, which is out of control of each individual” 

(Schmeidler, 2001, p. 3). On one hand, violence appears to be a solution of every-

day problems; on the other hand it represents a problem in itself. Ondrejkovič 

(2000, p. 105) considers the escalation of youth violence to be a negative part of 

the process of youth individualization. 

b) resigning subculture – this type constitutes especially among young people 

who have fallen for alcohol or drugs. The drug subculture (In: Matoušek, 1998, pp. 

88-89) consists most frequently of young people who failed according to the cri-

teria of society and they also failed according to the criteria of stabilized peer 

groups. This “double failure” has made them outsiders, but through their common 

drug subculture they find mutual support. What is typical is their over-consump-

tion of alcohol and other drugs, sexual promiscuity as well as non-standard gain-

ing of the means for drugs (begging, theft, and so on). Resignation is here an 

outcome of the refusal of socially recognized life goals together with the means of 

getting them. 

c) criminal subculture – this subculture mostly appears within the most organ-

ized parts of city zones. Cohen (In: Ondrejkovič, 1998, pp. 226 - 227) distinguishes 

six kinds of delinquent subcultures:

1.  The most common one is so-called base subculture of male youth;

2.  Conflict oriented subculture as a subculture of big organized bands;

3.  The subculture of drug addicts;

4.  The subculture of “professional thieves” mainly 16 – 17 years old for whom 

utility-motivated crime prevails;

5.  A delinquent subculture of the middle class that is back especially by failures 

at school;

6.  A women delinquent subculture that is back especially by the sexual behav-

iour. 

The subculture of the unemployed youth was analyzed by Macháček (1997, pp. 

20–22), who saw within it the lovers of free time, the isolated and deprived, the 

active seekers of any employment, a type of the pseudo-employed and the so-called 

followers of unemployment subcultures.

The characteristics of youth subcultures that have more significantly influenced 

the development of the Euro-Atlantic culture area over the last decades, can be 

found in the publication called “Kultúra a multikultúrna výchova” (Culture and 

Multicultural Education) /Mistrík et.al., 1997/, in which the authors used the fol-

lowing criteria: social background, ideology, expressional media, fashion, music, 
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time and geographical identification, and lifestyle, by means of which they specified 

a list of 31 most significant alternative cultures (for example beatniks, body building, 

cyberpunk, dance music, hard core, heavy metal, punk, and the like), which wit-

nesses the distinctive diversification of these cultural societal phenomena. 

Due to the frequent and sharp social changes nowadays, the process of catego-

rization of the forms of subcultures can be neither finalized nor typologically 

clarified; however, in relation to social cultural specifics we may abstract two basic 

types of subcultures:

–  the first type represents socially marginalized subcultures that are most fre-

quently made up by socially declassed junkies, homeless people, or criminal 

gangs.

–  the second type grows out of the youth movement; they react to the social 

political atmosphere in society, to the place of young people within it in 

particular. 

2. Youth subcultures in the view of social work and social pedagogy

The meaning of the youth subculture problems for social work and social peda-

gogy can be analyzed from numerous angles. Their survey is show in T1.

One of the most important aspects of social educational influence on youth 

subcultures is its meaning during the formation of adolescent’s personality in the 

process of socialization. According to Višňovský (1998, p. 86) “socialization is a 

process of the integration into society, during which an individual is learning to 

know him/herself and his/her environment accepting the rules of the coexistence 

as well as the possible and expected ways of behaviour”. Even though socialization 

is a lifelong process, in this context we emphasize its meaning mainly in the time 

of maturing. For an adolescent – a member of a youth subculture – socialization 

has its specific features. The first matter is the decreased influence of key socializa-

tion factors of this period, the family and school, on the account of the influence 

of subcultures. The part of the subculture in the formation of the views and attitudes 

of young people is also important. 

A very important role in the socialization process of the youth is played by free 

time. Its meaningful spending is determined by exogenous factors, too. The social 

aspects of free time are focused by Hroncová and Emmerová (2004, pp.134–136); 

they point to the meaning of the formation of children’s and youth’s right attitudes 

towards free time as well as toward the possibilities of useful and positive use of 

free time. Social pedagogy in the coaction with the pedagogy of free time has 

competence in the area of interventions into children’s and youth’s free time. 
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Potential controversies in opinions as to the way of spending free time between 

social pedagogy, the pedagogy of free time and (especially risk) subcultures of 

today’s youth make up a space for the creation of alternative forms of spending free 

time in relation to its often risky use in youth subcultures. 

The long-lasting existence of unfavorable (social pathological) consequences of 

the membership in a subculture represents another possibility how to use social 

work and social pedagogy in this area. The problem arises especially when the 

internal self-identification of young people with a subculture values gets a charac-

ter of a social deviation (Syrový, 1999, p. 15). Ritualization and habitualization of 

the socially deviant forms of behaviour within a subculture leads us to the analogy 

of this phenomenon with some types of pathological addictions, with so-called 

cultic ones in particular. In Slovakia, the use of social work and social pedagogy 

for the prevention of pathological addictions and other social pathologies is exam-

ined by e. g. Hroncová and her team (2004). The risk youth subcultures are con-

sidered as one of the symptoms of an anomic society that questions the existing 

social order, which gets youth subcultures into a natural conflict with the institu-

tional and legislative background of today’s society. 

Social environment is an important part of the theory and practice of social 

pedagogy (social environment is considered to be part of social pedagogy) and 

T1 The possibilities of the interdisciplinary coaction of social pedagogy

and social work for the solution of the problems of present day youth subcultures 

Aspect Application

Youth subcultures in the process 

of socialization

–  supporting the influence of key socialization factors 

(family, school)

–  the formation of relevant opinions on the subculture and 

the membership in it 

Social aspects of free time and 

youth subcultures

–  the formation of adequate attitudes to free time

–  the formation of possibilities to positively use free time

Social pathological aspects of the 

youth subcultures

–  the prevention of pathological addictions

–  the creation of alternative forms to social deviant behav-

iour 

Social environment and youth 

subcultures 

–  the correction of negative impulses within a subculture

–  the reduction of harmful disparities between the sub-

culture environment and other natural environments of 

young people

Professional roles of social work-

ers and social pedagogues in 

relation to youth subcultures

–  field social worker (streetworker)

– social curator 

– probationary and mediatory clerk

– social advisor
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social work. According to Žilová (2003, p. 37) “social environment makes up all 

what is part of human life in a certain socio-cultural entity”, in which we can 

include youth subcultures as well. From the point of view of various environment 

typologies a risky youth subculture is most commonly city or metropolitan incen-

tively defected but, at the same time, natural semi-environment. Due to the fact 

that the subculture environment can influence young people both positively and 

negatively, Pelikán (In: Hroncová, Emmerová, 2004, p. 115) emphasizes in this 

context the necessity of intervention, and he places it in the competence of so-

called social assistants (social pedagogues, social workers). 

The practical place of social workers and social pedagogues in the work with 

youth subcultures can be optimally identified through the prism of their profes-

sional roles. During social educational activities these professionals encounter 

numerous risky youth subcultures, e.g. drug subcultures, delinquent subcultures, 

or the subcultures of the unemployed youth. For the working with the drug sub-

culture we emphasize the meaning of the field social work, sort of more precisely 

specified streetwork with drug users in the natural environment of their subculture. 

In relation to the delinquent subculture, social pedagogues and social workers act 

for example on the positions of social curators that act in Slovakia within the 

socio-legal protection of children and youth, or recently is the area of probationary 

and mediatory services as the system of solution of the disciplinary matters of 

mainly the juveniles and young adults (in detail Jusko, 2003, pp. 118–126). The 

creation of the subculture of the unemployed youth as the consequence of the 

overall phenomenon in our country attracts attention to the importance of social 

advisors

Conclusion

The original meaning of the notion “culture” is cultivation. When cultivating, 

naturally an aspect of improvement, of perfection is taken into account that gets 

forward the evaluating moment in the sense of quality and the object formation 

through culture influence. Through its membership in subcultures the youth 

becomes part of the relational network which represents incentively broad content 

of the young generation’s social life. When analyzing the mobilization of the 

potential that is hidden in the youth through a subculture, we can obtain a func-

tionally ill-assorted result. In this context, it is necessary to take into account the 

terminological variability and internal structure of youth subcultures. Within 

certain systematization we can try to define the functions that flow out of the place 

of youth subcultures as a global formative factor in the time of adolescence:
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1.  The selective function – is in relation to society subculture in a position of 

a so-called “outsider group”, it is a group which holds a distance towards 

socially respected norms and values. The subculture of the anarchists can 

serve as an example. 

2.  The substitution function – according to assessments (In: Johnson, 1998, 

p. 7) up to 80% of all Americans come from dysfunctional families. If a fam-

ily ceases to be the firm point in the life of a young man, something must 

substitute it. The ambitions of this kind are especially held by pseudo-reli-

gious subcultures. 

3.  The absentee function – in the context of the process of adolescence, young 

people feel a certain burden caused by the transition from childhood to 

independent maturity. Subcultures provide for a “temporary asylum” in the 

time of inner formation of young people, in an extremely adverse case it may 

become a drug subculture. 

4.  The adaptation function – in this case a subculture is a solution of the dispar-

ity between the acceleration of the biological development and the protrac-

tion of the social development in the period of adolescence. Numerically the 

most important subculture, the result of social adaptation problems, is the 

subculture of the unemployed youth.

The existence of youth subcultures is not a marginal phenomenon in our coun-

try. On the contrary, the present structure of society is directly involved in the 

creation of the whole system of subcultures. The creation of the individual, seem-

ingly independent, ideologies has its logic in the context of present social develop-

ment and, at the same time, it expresses the social attitudes of prospective youth 

groups. The membership in a subculture is expressed by a young man by his/her 

behaviour (lifestyle, the way of free time use, and the like) as well as by symbols 

(both visual and verbal). Youth subcultures are part of broader alternative cultures, 

protest movements and social movements that fight for the right for self-determina-

tion and human emancipation. Due to their activities, the majority of youth sub-

cultures get into a natural conflict with the social order; which can reach 

characteristics of social pathology (e. g. criminality, racism, extremism, radicalism). 

We do not consider it right to understand subcultures exclusively as a “dangerous 

extreme appendix of democracy”, but rather as a creation of natural autonomous 

structures that can (also) fulfill positive social functions. 
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Scrutinizing Pupil’s Social Status by Means of 
a Sociometric Questionnaire 

Abstract

This contribution is directed to the way of identification of the social status of 

a pupil in a school class by means of scrutinizing the ratio between positive and 

negative choices in the sociometric questionnaire without a choice limitation. In 

order to find out the social status, two indexes were used: The Index of accepts of 

the scaled social status Index as well as the Index of non-accepts of the scaled social 

status of an individual in a social group. 

Key words: Scaled social status, the Index of accepts of the scaled social status, the 

Index of non-accepts of the scaled social status.

Every human being as a social creature gets a certain social status in his/her 

member group which is a result of complexes of mutual relationships within this 

group. One of the possibilities as to how to scrutinizean individual’s social status 

in a social group can become the method of sociometry that detects the relation-

ships in the framework of small social groups. Its author’s name is J. L. Moreno 

(Kollárik, T., 1993), however, this method was employed and developed by many 

authors (in our environment especially V. Černoušková and J. Janoušek). These 

authors focused on the index analysis of the social relationships within the analyzed 

society, though they did not focused on the examination of a person as well as their 

formation in society, especially their social status in the framework of a given 

society and their prospective changes under the influence of the group dynamics 

that reach an individual’s personality as well. For the teaching process, which 

should support positive development of pupil’s personality, it would be appropriate 

to have a certain tool through which these changes could be recorded. Since we 

have not found any procedure in accessible literature as to how we should trace the 

Zuzana Heinzová,
Ján Belko
The Slovak Republic
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social status of an individual in a given society, we dared create such a proce-

dure.

We have started with the presupposition that in the framework of human com-

munication each subject transmits and receives both positive and negative signals 

from his/her social environment, these are therefore certain accepts and non-

accepts. The ratio indicator of these transmitted signals can show us the social 

status that every individual has within prospective society. “The status of group 

members is multi-dimensionally conditioned; situation factors, group structure, 

group stability or instability from the point of view of its firmness as well as per-

sonality characters of individuals, their skills, positions, behaviour, and charac-

ters – all those participate in its position. In spite of this multi-dimensional 

conditioning of the status, it is possible to accept the idea that the socio-psycho-

logical characters – as a socio-psychological category – have a distinctive part in 

its gaining.“ (Kollárik, T., 1993, p. 53) A constituted social status is thus, in addi-

tion, a retrogressive result of complicated interactions of sympathies and antipathies 

which an individual receives in society, and at the same time it is an emotional 

reflection of received accepts and non-accepts. The indicator of the ratio of positive 

and negative signals from particular society members can quantify the level of an 

individual’s status in society. That is why in our research we focused on the explicit 

expression of pupils’ status under accepts and non-accepts in their school class.

The quantified indicator of the ratio of accepts and non-accepts was operation-

ally called the Index of accepts of the scaled social status; there were two indexes 

developed – an Index of accepts of the scaled social status (IAšss) and the Index of 

non-accepts of the scaled social status (INšss). 

Basic formula:

IAšss = 
number of accepts

number of non-accepts

INšss = - 
number of non-accepts

number of accepts

 The scaling of statuses arose quite simply. We came out of the basic ratio between 

non-accepts and accepts, as “accepts” we considered positive sociometric choices 

and non-accepts we considered negative sociometric choices obtained by means 

of the sociometric questionnaire from within the examined social groups, in our 

case these were school classes. Where accepts outnumbered non-accepts in indi-

viduals there arose a set of positive social statuses within the whole social group 
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represented by the Index of accepts of the scaled social status (IAšss). A middle set 

of social statuses within a social group belonged to such a proportion wherein 

non-accepts constituted half of the number of accepts, it means the resultant value 

was 1. However, where non-accepts prevailed over accepts, there arose a set of 

negative social statuses within a social group represented by the Index of non-

accepts of the scaled social status (INšss) (for better orientation we have assigned 

sign “—“ to this Index). It means that the basic sectioning of the research sample 

into these two indexes was made based on the comparison of the prevailing accepts 

or non-accepts. According to prevailing numbers of choices, we have installed 

them into the reader of the prospective Index.

We utilized the results received in that way, in our research to find out the social 

status of particular pupils in their school class as well as to compare the presumed 

changes in statuses that took place following the experimental action.

The research findings

The examination of the levels of social statuses within a social group was realized 

as part of a broader experiment oriented to socialization and emotionalization in 

school environment using also the sociometric questionnaire with an unlimited 

number of choices, of our own provenience, directed to positive and negative 

sociometric choices. 

The research sample was made up by 121 pupils of the 5th and 9th grade from 

four classes of two elementary schools in Banská Bystrica where we conducted the 

experiment. 

In order to create levels of social status we needed to find out in our research 

sample how the empirical data are portioned out according to statistical testing of 

the normality of distribution (Laplace–Gausse categorization), which was con-

firmed to us. 

The particularity of our scaling, however, was the fact that the sum 1 (the same 

ratio of accepts and non-accepts), for understandable reasons, we did not includ 

into the categorization unlike the sum 0 which we could unambiguously assign 

either to accepts or to non-accepts.

According to the learned basic statistical criteria (arithmetic mean and author-

itative divergence) we set the levels of social statuses which reached number 5 for 

the social statuses of accepts and 5 for the social statuses of non-accepts. The climax 

of the acceptance status was marked as persona grata with absolute absence of 

non-accepts, and the climax of the non-acceptance statuse as persona non grata 

with absolute absence of accepts. The described dividing line of the acceptance and 
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non-acceptance statuses was formed by the border line of person X with an equal 

number of accepts and non-accepts. (A specific case of this horizontal border line 

was the stage of absolute absence of both signal data of the sociogram: accept and 

non-accept. for the sake of a higher discernability of this curios condition of the 

sociogram we placed this section on the most distinct place of the acceptance statuses 

under the status of so-called persona non grata keeping in mind the particularity of 

this person’s condition in the examined society. We marked this section with an 

inscription Persona ANi.) In between the already mentioned climaxes there were 

two fives of symmetrically scaled statuses of accepts and non-accepts. By means of 

those we lined up the retrieved indexes into a scaled sociogram of the examined 

society and found out the sociability of individuals within the examined society. 

This is how we created the following levels of the scaled social statuses:

PERSONA GRATA: a personality absolutely accepted with absence of non-accepts, 

supposed high socialibity (group leader, providing he/she does not 

lack leading skills – a successful group leader) Aa

+0.01 to +0.2: a personality easy to accept accepts highly prevail over the number 

of non-accepts (n. make up approx. one fifth of the accepts 

number), possible group leader Al

+0.21 to +0.4: a personality medially easy to accept, non-accepts make up 

approx. two fifths of the accepts number Alm

+0.41 to +0.6: a personality medially accepted, non-accepts make up approx. half 

of the accepts number Am 

+0.61 to +0.8:  a personality medially acceptable, non-accepts make up three 

fifths of the accepts number Amg 

+0.81 to +0.99: a personality acceptable in a more difficult way, non-accepts make 

up more than four fifths of accepts, the number of accepts is at 

least twice as high as that of non-accepts Ag

1: a personality with equal number of accepts and non-accepts X

-0.99 to -0.81: a personality gently non-accepted, the accepts number is in a zone 

of only one fifth loss when compared with non-accepts Nl 

-0.80 to -0.61: a personality medially non-accepted, the accepts number is in 

a zone of two fifth when compared with non-accepts Nlm

-0.60 to -0.41: a personality medially non-accepted, accept numbers make up 

approx. half of non-accepts Nm

-0.40 to -0.21: a personality medium non-accepted, accepts number make up 

approx. three fifths of non-accepts Nmg

-0.20 to -0.01:  a personality difficultly accepted in a difficult way, accepts 

number make up less than one fifth of non-accepts – a personality 

requiring specific socialization approach Ng 
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Finally, we may say that our statistical comparison of the differences between a 

test and re-test following experimental actions to support emotionalization and 

improvement of social relationships in a school class proved the presupposed dif-

ference in a positive way – there happened especially an increase of accepts in their 

school class society. Scaled sociometry thus appears to be a valid diagnostic tool 

for scrutinizing the process of socialization of an emotionalization of an individual 

in a school class society.

Conclusion 

The use of our way of scrutinizing the social status of individuals in their society 

by means of positive and negative choices in the sociometric questionnaire without 

choice limitation we see particularly for the experimental goals while scrutinizing 

the development of social relationships in a group (of the dynamics of a social 

group) under the influence of change-creating socialization activities. Following 

the application of change-creating activities it is possible to realize a sociometric 

retest, and the researcher, after processing data, obtains outcomes of both scaled 

sociograms A comparison of changes that took place in the time between tests and 

retests can disclose possible effect of the invasion of change-creating activities upon 

pro-social relationships in the examined society. The identification of the social 

status levels in this way can also help objective diagnostics of interpersonal rela-

tionships in society.

Thanks to its simple use, the scaled sociometry holds prerequisites to be used 

not only in scientific-research work of pedagogues, but also in a daily practice of 

elementary and secondary school pedagogues. It can thus become groundwork for 

pedagogical interference of the class teacher or of teachers of formative subjects. 

PERSONA NON GRATA: a non-accepted personality, A personality with no single accept, 

a personality receiving only non-accepts usually also sending 

only non-accepts – a personality requiring specific socialization 

approach Na 

a personality with no single accept and no single non-accept, an 

inert personality indifferent for a given society, presumed low 

sociability – a personality requiring a very specific socialization 

approach ANi
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Evaluation as the Tool to Initiate Changes and 
Development of the School

Abstract

The article is focused on the analysis of the essence, purpose and meaning 

(sense) of evaluation and self-evaluation processes in the school environment. It 

is an attempt to analyse the pedagogical evaluation as both a specific theoretical 

problem and a long-term, systematic process by means of which the school is able 

to reflect and evaluate its work quality in a critical way, to initiate changes and thus 

to improve and upgrade its quality. The above idea is based on an assumption that 

the development of the good quality school depends on its concept as an open, 

co-operative and learning institution focused on educational, cultural and public 

awareness objectives; and the systematic reflecting, checking and evaluating of its 

objectives, progress and results form an integral part of its (internal) culture. 

Key words: educational evaluation, self-evaluation, external, internal evaluation, 

autonomy, school culture

Introduction

The key assumption for any considerations relating to schools and the school 

system as such rests in the necessity to raise questions about relevant and desirable 

objectives, tasks and missions which should be met by a modern school operating 

within present society. What are the expectations relating to the present school? 

Which concept should be adopted for the school preparing the mankind for the 

21st century and society to become the “learning society”?

There is never-ending criticism relating to the need to leave the traditional 

schooling model and again and again to initiate and openly discuss the current 

Alena Seberová
Czech Republic
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status and further development of schools, including universities. What is namely 

highlighted is the updating of educational needs which would reflect the current 

society status in all main aspects, e.g. cultural, social, economic and political ones, 

as the dynamics of changes has become an integral part of life of all individuals, 

whereby it becomes much demanding with respect to their mental and social 

capabilities of flexibility and adaptability. 

The traditional school phenomena, such as the knowledge-based encyclopae-

dism and abstract logicism, overburdening children by useless facts and by 

underestimation of the creative development of pupils not only at cognitive but 

also at emotional, social and volitional levels, should be replaced by a more complex 

view of values and objectives of education, in the widest sense. The school should 

namely strive for complex development of opportunities and potentialities of every 

child, in its bodily, mental and moral dimensions, with the stress upon self-devel-

opment and self-improvement as the key capabilities of a human being which 

become the tools for his/her life-time education (cf. Helus, 1991; Spilková, 1996; 

Kantorková, Langr, 1996).

The prerequisite to reveal, identify and solve problems occurring in our school-

ing system rests in the more complex and deeper understanding of a very compli-

cated and complex unit represented by a school; moreover, to be able to solve the 

above – mentioned issues, certain specific approach is necessary and such a proc-

ess will be rather long.

There are more and more frequent challenges pointing out the necessity to 

critically reflect and evaluate the quality of pedagogical phenomena, processes or 

institutions in the sphere of education and upbringing and the current peda-

gogical practice has thus been enriched recently by a new term: the pedagogical 

evaluation. 

The term evaluation in educational theory

Evaluation ranks among the most frequently used terms which have appeared 

in pedagogical terminology. 

The “evaluation” terminology has not been unified and widely used, yet (cf Průcha, 

1996; Rýdl, Horská, Dvořáková, 1997; Průcha, Walterová, Mareš 1995). For more 

detailed clarification of the term evaluation, see the only original Czech publication 

by J. Průcha “Pedagogical Evaluation” (1996), then the Pedagogical Dictionary 

(Pedagogický slovník,1995) and the “Marketing of a School” (1996) by J. Světlík who 

writes about evaluation in the chapter titled the “Evaluation of a School”. There is also 

a monograph by K. Rýdl – the Way to an Autonomous School (1996) and translation 
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of a book by Austrian authors A. Fischer and M. Schratz (1997) titled School Manage-

ment and Development which pay some marginal attention to the term evaluation, 

though they bring about some important and thematically related ideas.

A simple translation of the English and French word ‘evaluation’ means in Czech 

‘assessment’ or ‘appraisal’. Of course, such a simplified definition would not be 

enough for our purpose, even if it brings about key terms which are essential for 

the specification of the evaluation term and its content in the educational theory. 

Evaluation can be defined as an activity carried out in the final phase of the work 

with data obtained during research focused on educational processes, educational 

contents or educational results, effects or needs. 

If we are to speak about evaluation with respect to pedagogical phenomena, we 

can also use the term pedagogical evaluation. Both terms are mixing up and for 

the evaluation of a certain educational phenomenon we can also use the term 

educational evaluation.

It is of secondary importance to decide which term to use as a priority; it would 

not tackle the key issue relating to the specification of clear and accurate content 

of a given term. A problem can appear in two cases:

1.  If evaluation is defined in a simplified way, as an appraisal,

2.  If the terms evaluation and assessment are separated and explained inde-

pendently and not accepted as synonyms. 

It is necessary to analyse the relation between the two terms in detail.

In the Pedagogical Dictionary (Pedagogický slovník,1996) the term evaluation 

means assessment, nevertheless it is defined (under the term of educational evalu-

ation) as “…the identification, observation and explanation of data which are 

characteristic of the status, quality and efficiency of the educational system… and 

the term covers the evaluation of educational results, evaluation of textbooks, …” 

(Průcha, Walterová, Mareš, 1995, p. 147). Evaluation is a general term for assess-

ment, which is understood as quality assessment. The term evaluation does not 

mean only the final phase of data processing relating to a phenomenon under 

research; evaluation here also means the whole process of data collecting, analysis 

and interpretation.

We can find some disparities when clarifying the relation between the terms 

evaluation and assessment in the works by J. Průcha (1996) and K. Rýdl, V. Horská, 

M. Dvořáková (1997).

According to J. Průcha, the content of the term evaluation covers the theoretical 

approach, pointing out the necessity to evaluate all phenomena of the educational 

reality, e.g. the educational processes and programmes, educational results and 

institutions, further on the methodology of such evaluation as a set of research 

methods and techniques and last but not least, the process during which – through 
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the selected methodology – we realise a certain theoretical approach which, having 

selected a certain phenomenon from the educational reality, is implemented at the 

corresponding level of the educational practice; it can be represented by an edu-

cational programme of one individual school or by an educational system of one 

or more countries (cf. Průcha, 1996).

According to Průcha, the meaning of the term evaluation is closely related to 

science and research, whilst the term assessment is used in daily school practice. 

“Evaluation is a term introduced in the sphere of theory, science and research, 

whilst assessment is a term used rather by teachers, parents and non-pedagogical 

public” (Průcha, 1996, p. 11).

K. Rýdl (1997) defines evaluation quite clearly and accurately as “systematic 

investigation and observation of value and efficiency of a certain subject or phe-

nomenon … Then in relation with a school we have in mind the assessment and 

evaluation of the education and work procedures offered by a given school. It is 

nothing new, anyway. One would evaluate one’s success and failure every day, one 

would adopt some statement to one’s own work and to the work of others. Com-

pared to such a random-selection approach, here evaluation means a systematic, 

planned and controlled process of evaluation and assessment of the phenomena 

under research” (Rýdl, Horská, Dvořáková, 1997, p. 2).

The above-mentioned definitions by K. Rýdl, in my opinion, clearly explain a 

mutual relation between the terms evaluation and assessment. Attributes like 

systematic, planned and controlled in a targeted way, specify the distinct character 

of the term evaluation as an evaluation process; thus the dispute between the 

“scientific theory and school practice” becomes irrelevant.

Evaluation – scopes and objectives

Scopes and objectives of evaluation can be divided, as follows:

1.  Evaluation as control and self-evaluation

2.  Evaluation as the process of self-reflection, planning and further develop-

ment

3.  Evaluation as scientific research (cf., Horská, Dvořáková 1997)

We can say that the idea of evaluation as a process of control and self-evaluation 

still reflects traditional experience of teachers who themselves, together with their 

pupils, are subject to control by school inspectors who dictate the criteria and 

methods of evaluation and assessment. 

There is an entirely different concept of evaluation, which is its specification as a 

process of self-reflection playing its role in the decision making processes and the 
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actions of planning and prediction of further development. The term self-reflection 

shows that evaluation in this case is carried out by its direct participants, which 

means that in the case of a school such participants cover the school management, 

teachers and pupils/students. The objective of such an evaluation concept then rests 

in the “extending of knowledge of one’s own work and one’s own school and having 

the opportunity to review the adequacy of one’s own strategy of acting and of the 

organisational structure, as well.” (Rýdl, Horská, Dvořáková 1997, p. 3).

Evaluation oriented towards scientific research aims at the evaluation of innova-

tion processes and projects in pedagogical practice. Evaluation results serve to 

“… find out the extent of application of the investigated phenomenon within 

a broader system” (Rýdl, Horská, Dvořáková 1997, p. 3).

Evaluation research is defined as an “essential part of every educational research 

project” in the professional journal “Educational Research and Evaluation” pub-

lished by the European Research Association in Education. In one of its issues from 

1995 we can find a note on evaluation research as a new discipline which originated 

from the permanently growing interest in evaluation which plays a significant role 

in decision making processes (cf. ERAE, 1995). “Evaluation research brings about 

a complete set of proofs which illustrate values in educational programmes, prod-

ucts and technologies“(ERAE, 1995, pp. 36–37).

The term ´evaluation research´ is also used by Czech authors (cf. Chráska, 1995; 

Průcha, 1996). In my opinion, though, it is not possible to agree with M. Chráska 

who states that evaluation research is focused on the evaluation “or measurement of 

various educational phenomena, processes or effects” (Chráska, 1995, p. 44). In spite 

of the fact that J. Průcha (1996) speaks about a potential terminological connection 

of the terms evaluation and measurement or measurement as a basic procedure of 

evaluation research, we cannot limit the methodology of educational evaluation 

research by including only measurement-based one, e.g. quantitative methods and 

techniques. Evaluation research can be specified in detail as empirical evaluation 

research, the same as for instance the action field research, split according to its type, 

e.g. quantitative or qualitative research or according to applied methodologies.

Another key term appearing in relation to evaluation and assessment is the term 

quality, the significance of which should be explained a bit more, as well.

The term quality in educational evaluation

In a simplified way, evaluation is sometimes defined as quality assessment. If we 

evaluate a certain pedagogical phenomenon, we try to find out whether it meets 

the criteria which determine the fact whether a given phenomenon can be identi-
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fied as a good “quality” one or not. The quality of a given phenomenon is then a set 

of its properties which are of high, desirable value for us. If we evaluate a certain 

pedagogical phenomenon, we evaluate whether it has become close or reached a 

given pattern (model), a given quality. “Evaluation activities in education are always 

connected with the fact that they are compared with some values, patterns (mod-

els), ideals,…, and it is high time to start a thorough analysis of what we want to 

understand as desirable values in education - today and for the future, as well. 

Without such an analysis and adoption of values, even the most perfect evaluation 

procedures would still remain technical parameters only.” (Průcha, 1996, p. 152).

If we are to evaluate a given pedagogical phenomenon under investigation based 

on its quality, we should be able to define such a quality as accurately as possible 

and, at the same time, to identify the key assumptions which must occur to be able 

to determine the evaluated phenomenon as a good quality one. It means that we 

must identify the so-called quality indicators and immediately after that we should 

specify criteria for quality evaluation.

“In the research context the term “quality” equals the term “perfection”, whereby 

we state that “quality” is related in some way to “value” and “evaluation” (quoted 

from Průcha, 1996, p. 27). Quality can be defined as a desirable, optimum level, 

a stage of perfection which is prescribed by certain requirements – the quality 

criteria. The quality thus defined then becomes a “normative category” and the 

investigated phenomenon is compared with that category.

Apart from the term quality we should analyse another important term which 

is effectiveness; this term often appears in the quality context. 

The term effectiveness in educational evaluation

The Encyclopaedic Dictionary (Encyklopedický slovník) defines effectiveness 

and efficiency or the ratio between benefits of some activity and costs incurred, 

including the amount of work spent (cf. Encyklopedický slovník, 1993). 

The terms effectiveness and efficiency bring about another dimension in defin-

ing of the quality criteria which cannot be based only on the relation between the 

objectives planned and results achieved (the so-called result-based efficiency); it 

is necessary to reflect the means, too, which were used to achieve a given results 

(the so-called process-based efficiency) (cf. Průcha, 1996; Fischer, Schratz, 1997). 

In the theory of effectiveness, quality is then defined as a general term which 

combines result-based efficiency (which shows whether the objectives planned 

have been met) and the performance rate or in other words the process-based 

effectiveness (which shows the means used in given process). 
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Process-based effectiveness often appears in literature as efficiency. Efficiency 

(which means HOW) “shows the mutual relation (ratio) between inputs and 

outputs. If the inputs are lower than outputs, the efficiency is positive“(Rýdl, 

Horská, Dvořáková, 1997, p. 7).

The mutual relationship of the meaning of the terms effectiveness and efficiency 

can be explained by means of the statement “from the orientation towards activity 

to the orientation towards an objective”. The authors, Fischer a Schratz (1997), 

compare the aspects of both terms in the scheme shown below:

Orientation towards activity 

 (efficiency)

Orientation towards an objective 

(effectiveness)

to do the things right

to solve problems

to protect the means

to fulfil the obligations

to reduce costs

Successful exploitation of things, 

tools and sources

to do right things

 to look for alternatives

 to optimize the means exploitation

 to achieve results 

 to increase profit 

 Successful approach to people and 

dealing with complex phenomena

(Fischer, Schratz, 1997: 112)

If we are to define educational evaluation in an accurate way and find out the 

answer to the question ´why can it contribute to scientific research or the school 

practice´, we should analyse such areas of practice which are in the focus of evalu-

ation, e.g. the evaluation subjects. 

Subjects of educational evaluation and the role of evaluation in 
the school environment

“Evaluation, as a research subject or discipline, has been developed from the 

school testing, the priority purpose of which was to differentiate pupils by their 

dispositions to study. … .In our country an opinion often appears that educational 

evaluation equals the assessment of the educational results of pupils. … . At present, 

though, the above-mentioned concept has been overcome. The educational evalu-

ation subject has been unprecedentedly extended and evaluation research is based 

on a different, more complex paradigm now. Such a new paradigm assumes that 

the purpose of educational evaluation is to provide evaluation information relating 

to the educational reality as a whole.” (Průcha, 1996, p. 22). 

Identification of the sphere of educational reality as a subject of the educational 

evaluation is a key task and it has no sense to doubt it. However, it is very difficult 
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to identify all areas which should represent the sphere of interest of educational 

evaluation. 

J. Průcha (1996) provides two potential approaches to the above issue. As for the 

first one, he quotes from the work by an American scientist M. Scriven who has 

adopted the opinion of the so called general theory of educational evaluation; and 

based on this theory he specifies general issues, areas of evaluation, as follows:

Programme evaluation

Personnel evaluation

Performance evaluation

Product evaluation

Project, proposal evaluation

Policy evaluation 

Meta-evaluation 

J. Průcha finds the Scriven’s identification of the educational evaluation subject 

as too general and proposes his own, more complex specification, as follows:

Evaluation of educational needs

Evaluation of educational programmes 

Evaluation of textbooks 

Evaluation of teaching methods 

Evaluation of educational environment – atmosphere 

Evaluation of educational results 

Evaluation of educational effects 

Evaluation of schools 

Evaluation of alternative schools 

Evaluation based on indicators 

Evaluation of educational science (cf. Průcha, 1996)

When specifying the subject of educational evaluation we should reflect the fact 

that school is the place where practical the sense of evaluation is implemented and 

that school and its actors (stakeholders) need to know what to evaluate, which 

educational phenomena and processes should be reflected in a critical manner, to 

put into life the ideal of a “good” or “good quality” school on a continuous basis.

The subjects’ specification of the educational evaluation of a school is analysed 

also in the study titled Self-evaluation of School by K. Rýdl, V. Horská and 

M. Dvořáková (1997). Their concept is based on the idea of the evaluation process 

as a natural and integral part of the educational process providing feedback to 

teachers; the feedback relates to the level of success of their educational efforts 

which are evaluated according to the actual performance of pupils/students, as well 

as according to changes in their value-based orientations and attitudes. The authors 

assume that the following attributes are important, too, e.g. the school atmosphere 
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as a whole, group links and inter-personal relationships among pupils and teachers. 

Such phenomena and processes occurring in the school reality are considered as 

those “which are still marginal as they are not generally known or are not consid-

ered as important… even though they are an integral part of education and of the 

social experience of pupils, too.“ (1997, p. 26)

Such educational results are considered by the authors as subjects of evaluation 

which indicate changes in personal features of pupils. Apart from knowledge 

mastered it is also “the enjoyment when working in a creative way, tackling of 

problems, the attitude to some topic or behaviour in new situation” (1997, p. 27).

 The above-mentioned, intended targets include - apart from knowledge, skills, 

capabilities and experience, also values, attitudes and interests of pupils/students 

representing the qualitative framework of education which necessarily influences 

the selection and creation of the evaluation tools. 

For successful evaluation of the target state achieved, the authors point out 

identification of all factors (variables) which have an impact on the target state. 

The above-mentioned study provides the following variables which should be 

evaluated in a systematic way:

•  Sufficient financing of education

•  Appropriate legislative framework for the school operation

•  Concept of the personality of a pupil/student in various phases of school 

attendance

•  Concept of the profile of a school leaver

•  Concept of the education scope (individual educational areas, subjects, topics, 

etc.) 

•  Concept of methods and organisational forms of education

•  Expected educational results in individual phases of school attendance

•  Methods for continuous and final identification and evaluation of the school 

educational process 

•  Sociodemographic and a sociocultural characteristics of a class (including the 

capabilities and performance of given class) 

•  Sociodemographic a socioprofessional characteristics of the teaching staff 

(including teacher experience)

•  Personality characteristics of a pupil / student (learning style)

•  Personality characteristics of a teacher (teaching style)

•  Work concept of individual teachers

•  Work concept of the teaching staff as a whole

•   Curriculum-based validity of the applied evaluation tool (e.g. the difficulty 

level of a test should be in compliance with requirements for the output qual-

ity of a pupil/student) 
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•   Organisation of the school work

•  Level of co-operation with other social partners 

•  Diversified situational variables

•  Relationships at school, the school environment and many other, different 

variables (1997, p. 28)

One of the first key steps leading to successful realisation of the evaluation proc-

ess rests, in our opinion, in most specific identification of the educational evalua-

tion subjects, which means every target state and factors influencing such a state. 

 The evaluation standard of a school is, together with the cultural, social, cur-

riculum, structural and administration standard, an intensification element which 

is irreplaceable and gives sense to the detailed structure of such a system, which 

the school undoubtedly is.

The cultural and social standard, as well as the evaluation standard influence all 

elements of the viable school organism, which helps to make the school system 

complex and supports the meeting of its main mission.

Now, let us focus upon a more detailed analysis of the frequently used term of 

self-evaluation.

Self-evaluation of the school

In 1989 the international organisation named CIDREE was established in 

Western Europe (Consortium of Institutions for Development and Research in 

Education in Europe) which is a consortium of institutions dealing with the 

development and research of education in Europe. The CIDREE activities cover 

also the project “Self-evaluation in the Development of Schools”, the aim of which 

is networking of entities operating in science and research and schools practice, as 

well, all those dealing with self-evaluation processes in school systems. 

Co-operation of the above interested entities together with sharing of experience 

and information will bring about the following result: self-evaluation will become 

a more efficient and sensible accelerator of the school development also at the 

international level as the decentralizing trends, which go hand in hand with the 

increasing level of freedom and responsibility and thus with the new need and 

necessity to reflect the course and results of the school work; all those are attributes 

common in all Western European countries. “As a part of the decentralizing 

activities, national politicians have prepared certain steps to help the school to 

become an autonomous entity. … And it is the evaluation which is able to fill in 

the gap between the “autonomy” and “responsibility” of the school for the results 

of its work” (Schratz, 1997, p. 1).
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The CIDREE project focuses on the preparation of theory and methodology for 

self-evaluation which is published in the form of instructive guidelines thus help-

ing all those who are interested in the development of better quality educational 

institutions.

What does the self-evaluation of the school mean?

The term self-evaluation brings about many questions. How did such a currently 

more and more frequently used term appear? What does it mean, in fact and why 

should it become an integral part of the school life?

The term self-evaluation is used in the context of terms relating to self-assess-

ment, of terms which relate to all processes and activities and by means of which 

the school itself and its actors (stakeholders) systematically evaluate their work. 

All processes by means of which the school management, teachers and in the best 

case also pupils and parents reflect and evaluate the feasibility and meaningfulness 

of the intended and planned target state and also the current, actual state, whereby 

they get the opportunity to make decision making processes easier, taking into 

consideration the future development, as well. 

The terms self-evaluation and self-assessment are often mixed up but they are 

not identical. Similarly to the terms evaluation and assessment, there is a problem 

with the prefix “self-“. 

There is a distinct and illustrative explanation provided by K. Rýdl (1997) who 

compared the key attributes of both terms and showed them in the following table:

Self-assessment Self-evaluation

As common assessment and reflection As systematic (self-)evaluation

•  Not planned •  Planned

•  Not regular •  Regular activity

•  Is based on impressions and opinions
•  Is based on a broad database of diversified 

viewpoints

•  Is based on individual, random experience •  Information is collected in a targeted way

•  Assessment criteria are not clear •  Criteria are set up in advance

•  Questions are not documented •  Clear questions are documented

•  Subjective •  Relatively objective

Example: Dialogues during the break relating to 

immediate experience from the teaching process

Example: Self-querying of the whole teach-

ing staff needed for further development and 

support

(Rýdl, Horská, Dvořáková, 1997, p. 6)
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Whilst self-assessment is a not planned, not targeted and random process occur-

ring in everyday school practice, self-evaluation is a process of planned, prepared 

and systematic evaluation which is to meet the planned objectives, by applying the 

criteria which are set up in advance. “By self-evaluation we mean the evaluation 

of objectives achieved by the school itself, where the purpose is to assure the qual-

ity of education within the framework of the school educational programme 

implemented. … Self-evaluation can also be understood as a mechanism for 

continuous self-regulation of one’s own educational work of a given school as 

a whole and of individual teachers, as well, as a useful tool which makes it possible 

to identify strengths and weaknesses of the educational programme guaranteed by 

the state and implemented by the school. Self-evaluation thus provides the feedback 

relating to the standard and quality of educational results achieved and/or to 

expected target state” (Rýdl, Horská, Dvořáková, 1997, p. 18).

From the above definition of self-evaluation we can now derive its fundamental 

sense and basic objectives.

Sense and objectives of self-evaluation

Every school, as described in the introductory chapters, is an educational insti-

tution and thus an original and unique community of people participating, accord-

ing to their individual tasks, in the standard and quality of its operation. The local 

conditions of a given school, professional and personal standard of teachers and 

schoolmasters, the sociocultural and personality-based, internal and external 

conditions for pupils/students and also their attitudes, all those more or less influ-

ence results of the school work and also specific problems occurring at school, 

which need specific solutions. In spite of all that, comparable results and a similar 

approach to problems are expected from every school.

Not all schools and not all teachers like the educational concept dictated by the 

state, e.g. the concept with too general and not clearly formulated objectives and 

profiles of school leavers (cf. Rýdl, 1997).

There are more and more teachers who, as they wish to have a good quality 

school, reject the routine, indifferent approaches and who look for the key and 

sensible values and objectives of education actively and in a creative way and try 

to meet them via individual educational programmes. And self-evaluation can help 

those schools and teachers to understand their own situation and to find the way 

to find solutions. “Self-evaluation provides an opportunity to look at oneself with 

one’s own eyes, realising all problems and impacts which external observers may 

not notice. … Its main sense rests in the opportunity to identify the specific features 
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of the given school and to evaluate its real potential” (Rýdl, Horská, Dvořáková, 

1997, pp. 21–22).

The key evaluation objective is to systematically reflect and evaluate the quality

• of intended and achieved objectives and contents of education

•  of educational results

•  and effectiveness of educational activities and all other activities relating to 

the educational 

•  work of the school 

Self-evaluation enables the school to 

•  create tools for its development and upgrading

•  identify and support the decision making processes

•  strengthen mutual trust of all actors (stakeholders), e.g. schoolmasters, teach-

ers, pupils and 

•  parents

•  cultivate positive working culture

•  become an open and respected educational institution with clear idea of its 

mission 

The autonomous development of schools is a long-term objective and evaluation 

represents one of the ways leading to its achievement. The evaluation processes 

provide an opportunity to the school to be able to realise its mission and purpose 

of its existence and to reflect whether such objectives are met. 

It is evaluation which can help the school to distinguish and identify areas of 

concern which need a change and thus to meet its development dimension. Such 

a dimension can reflect changes and participate in changing cultural and social 

values of the school and thus improve its overall atmosphere preferring open com-

munication and co-operation of teachers, pupils/students and their parents. 

Evaluation enables the school to settle conflicts in an open way and thus to build 

a partnership organisation based on trust. It enables to make the school adminis-

tration and management more efficient, to clarify its profile and open the school 

outwards, to become a place respected and accepted by its neighbourhood. 

If teachers admit that it is necessary to continuously improve their work, to be 

open to changes and to “learn”, then it is the unique opportunity for the school – to 

become a “learning institution” itself which is open to changes and willing to 

criticise itself and operate “on a thin ice” of potential loss of authority which, 

anyhow, can only be temporary if a sensible evaluation process is applied.
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The Impact of Metacognitive Strategies on Reading 
Comprehension in an Early Literacy Workshop

Abstract

This preliminary study investigates metacognitive strategies displayed by young 

children and their impact on increasing reading comprehension during their 

involvement in a reading intervention programme from February to July 2004. The 

purpose of this study is (a) to explore the nature of existing metacognitive experi-

ence in the second, third and fourth grade classrooms and (b) to determine whether 

children who had participated in an early literacy workshop demonstrate reading 

comprehension achievement. To document and reflect metacognitive awareness 

of reading strategies students engaged in a literacy workshop. The teacher in this 

workshop provides instrumental support to student’s awareness and regulation 

comprehension strategies before, during and after reading. This metacognitive 

intervention was observed and videotaped by the research assistant and compared 

with reading achievement. 

Key words: metacognitive strategies, reading comprehension, young children, literacy 

workshop. 

Background 

Skilled, self-regulated readers are those who set realistic goals, select effective 

reading strategies, monitor their understanding of the text, and evaluate progress 

toward their goals. The reader’s level of comprehension depends not only on their 

beliefs about their efficacy to read, the value they place on the reading task, and 

their motivation to read and learn, but also on their metacognitive skills. Metacog-

Karla Hrbáčková,

Vlastimil Švec,

Czech Republic
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nition as a form of cognition, a true reflection on thought, involves both knowledge 

of cognitive process and a conscious control and monitoring of that processing. 

Metacognitive knowledge reflects the awareness of the variables of self, task and 

strategy. Brown (in Phillips, 1992) identified reading strategies as instances of 

metacognition and described metacomprehension as “any deliberate planful 

control of activities that give birth to comprehension”. 

Research has provided a wealth of information about the kind of instruction 

that is needed to help students to become good readers, how good and poor 

readers differ and about what good readers do as they read. Work with gifted 

children has also shown that they have a greater metacognitive attitude. Expert 

readers are active readers who use a text and their own knowledge to build a 

model of meaning, and then constantly revise that model as new information 

becomes available. They consider the author’s intentions and style, when judging 

a text’s validity, and determine the purposes that the text can serve in their lives 

– how it can increase their knowledge, deepen their enjoyment, and expand their 

ways of examining and communicating with the world. This allows the reader to 

move beyond the surface of the text. Readers with metacognitive awareness have 

conscious control of strategy use; they are able to make decisions about which 

strategies to use and above all when to use them according to their purpose, 

context and the characteristics of the genre. It appears that metacognitive com-

prehension skills can be taught and learned. Teachers can stimulate metacognition 

in ways that support improvement in the student’s comprehension process. This 

article presents the impact of metacognitive strategies on reading comprehension 

improvement in an early literacy workshop. It discusses some instructional tech-

niques of reading comprehension strategies useful in helping students improve as 

“thinkers about thinking” in reading. 

There is a tension in the theoretical concept of metacognition arising from the 

description of metacognition as late developing, involving highly abstract thought-

processing, when many researchers have described children as young as 4 display-

ing metacognitive processing. Flavell´s recent work shows that whilst age is 

a determining factor for the degree of metacognitive knowledge, young children 

do have some knowledge of thought process (Larkin, 2002). However, it can be 

very difficult to analyse metacognitive experience, because of an internal state 

experienced by the subject, often is not verbalized, displayed in non-verbal 

behaviour.
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Design:

The first purpose of this preliminary research was (A) to explore the nature of 

existing metacognitive awareness and reading strategies in the third and fourth 

grade and the second one was (B) to determine whether children who had par-

ticipated in an early reading workshop demonstrated reading comprehension 

achievement, furthermore reading literacy development. 

Our five month reading comprehension project implemented in the third and 

fourth grade class of selected 24 students, incorporated metacognitive reading 

strategies to promote comprehension in literacy. A distinct feature of the project 

was the incorporation of metacognitive awareness of comprehension strategies 

where students set goals, monitor their reading process as they reflected upon how 

they were meeting those goals and evalute the comprehension strategy use. 

This programme included three parts connecting reading literacy blocks with 

the various practice: 

•  the comprehension instruction

•  the reading workshop and 

•  the creative writing. 

The comprehension instruction showed young students how to control their 

reading by introducing the reading strategy in a variety of texts to encourage them 

to develop their later independent reading. The teacher taught students to imple-

ment the above-mentioned strategy in chosen texts and after reading challenged 

them to think for themselves about this process.

To practice many strategy options children participated in the reading work-

shop. Because they were expected to select a book for free reading we encouraged 

them to make personal strategy practice by setting goals and deciding how to reach 

Sequencing Summarizing
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and evaluate those goals. Thus, students chose both the process and product and 

shared in reflection feelings about the story episode. 

They were given the opportunity to reflect upon their reading experiences by 

responding in their journals to a specific prompt in creative writing. The students 

shared their responses orally by participating in the “hot seat“. Small groups took 

turns sitting in the hot seat by forming a circle with their journals in hand to discuss 

their written reflection. Also they could perform the portfolio checklists to assess 

their progress after the reading process. 

Strategy knowledge plays an important role in the elementary reader’s abilities. 

To become fluent comprehenders, readers must determine which strategies to use 

depending on the content and difficulty of the text. Due to the sophisticated nature 

of this process, students needed a great deal of explicit instruction and guided 

practice to become adept strategic readers. We found out, that this direct instruc-

Free reading Strategy practice

Creative journals Reading response
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tion (explicit or modelling) was most effective when coupled with guided practice 

in small groups to foster reading literacy. We focused instruction on a limited set 

of the most essential strategies connected with an appropriate reader’s ability. These 

strategies gradually led up to more abstract inference strategies, but it’s not meant 

to suggest they should be taught in any particular order.

The teacher provided comprehension instruction and challenged to reading 

strategy use through self-questioning, visualising, thinking aloud, an interactive 

discussion and a reflective journal, which guided student’s inner speech so they 

could self-monitor. These metacognitive strategies, which generalize across many 

tasks, help reader awareness of whether or not they comprehend what they are 

reading and assist the reader’s decision of what strategies to employ to aid compre-

hension. The students often adopted teacher’s support to awareness and regulation 

comprehension before, during and after reading and their strategies “went under-

ground“ and became a skill when used automatically.

BEFORE reading DURING reading AFTER reading

Planning reading – aim, goals, 

strategies, assessment, time, 

activating prior knowledge, 

setting, technique, etc.

Comprehension monitoring 

through

•  self questioning

•  visualising, mental image

•  thinking aloud

•  interactive discussion

•  reflective journal (note 

taking)

Applying fix-up strategies when 

comprehension difficulties arise

Self-assessment in reading 

comprehension (portfolio 

assessments, checklists, 

discussion, self-reflective 

journal, etc.)

 Metacognitive strategies

Reading comprehension skills
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Taking multiple perspectiveTaking multiple perspective

Evaluate text contentEvaluate text content

Evaluate text structure, languageEvaluate text structure, language

Making connectionMaking connection

Making predictionMaking prediction

Considering an alternativeConsidering an alternative

Identifying main ideaIdentifying main idea

Determining cause and effectDetermining cause and effect

Drawing conclusionDrawing conclusion

Comparing and contrastingComparing and contrasting

Summarizing

Sequencing

Locating details

4. Evaluate content, 

language and textual 

elements

3. Interpret and integrate 

ideas and information

2. Making straightforward 

inferences

1. Focus and retrieve 

explicitly stated 

information

Taking multiple perspective

Evaluate text content

Evaluate text structure, language

Making connection

Making prediction

Considering an alternative

Identifying main idea

Determining cause and effect

Drawing conclusion

Comparing and contrasting
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The teacher’s regulation gradually leads to self-regulation of reading comprehen-

sion. In the classroom, where students have a choice of tasks, they can select the 

activities and join groups of children with the same interests at various centres 

around the classroom; we found out that children showed scant enthusiasm for 

such literacy activities. Shared control requires strategic thinking monitoring and 

evaluating their learning from students and provides them with opportunities to 

take responsibility for their reading. 

Instruction begins with a teacher’s demonstration of the strategy via “thinking 

aloud“ and shifts to a “guided use“ component during which students get multiple 

opportunities to try out the strategy under the watchful and supportive eyes of the 

teacher, and then it moves to “independent use“, where students take on responsi-

bility not just for using a strategy but also for self-assessing of its effectiveness. In 

exploration, the teacher invites students to take control of the reading act, to be 

aware of the reading strategy through the metacognitive strategies and subsequently 

to regulation of their comprehensive process in reading literacy.

T: What comprehension strategy are we practising here?

J: Sequencing.

T: How do you sequence the story?

O: You put the events in order.

T: When does the sequencing strategy help you as a reader?

V: When a story has a lot of events.

T: Why is sequencing a useful strategy?

M: It helps me remember more about a story after I’ve finished reading it.

………….

T: What comprehension strategy have we been using to practise our story analysis charts?

O: Cause and effect.

T: How do you use the cause and effect strategy?

D: You decide how a character’s problem makes him or her feel, and then you figure out how he or 

she acts and why.

T: When does cause and effect help you as a reader?

V: When it is not clear why certain events are happening and you need to make inferences about 

a story. 

T: Why is cause and effect a useful comprehension strategy? 

M: It helps you to understand the point of the story.

 Classroom “metadiscussion“

 The goal of fostering self-regulated reading has implications for how the teacher 

should organize their literacy programmes and interact with students. The reading 

comprehension develops in the classroom, where students have opportunities to 

engage in complex, meaningful tasks, choose among literacy processes and prod-

ucts, control the level of challenge tasks present, evaluate their work and collaborate 
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with peers. Also, the positive atmosphere is more likely to develop in the classroom 

where the teacher guides rather than directs student’s learning (Perry, 2002).

Method and results

 At the beginning and end of the reading project, the class completed the written 

test of reading comprehension to measure student’s literacy achievement. A random 

interval sampling technique was used to divide readers into two groups. The 

experimental group included readers who had been involved in the Early literacy 

project and the control group consisted of third and fourth graders who had not 

received this programme but represented their classmates at the same level. The 

third and fourth graders were tested using the Metacomprehension Strategy Index 

interview (modified according Schmitt, 1990) to determine their levels of strategy 

awareness. It is a self-report instrument, and, as such, it has the limitations associ-

ated with such instruments. For example one cannot tell from the instrument alone 

whether or not children actually do what they say they do. Therefore, the teacher 

observation was required to verify the say/do relationship. This observation and 

self-report measure of awareness were compared with the reading comprehension 

pre-test. The students, who performed at a high level on the pre-test displayed 
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higher strategic awareness. This information was useful to the teacher in designing 

a comprehensive reading programme that fosters metacomprehension strategy 

awareness and competence. 

To document and reflect the metacognitive awareness of reading strategies the 

experimental group was involved in literacy workshops. Each Monday afternoon 

from February through June, the students spent approximately one hour in class 

participating in project activities. This reading intervention programme carrries 

out on metacognitive instruction to develop students understand and apply com-

prehension strategies through the metacognitive strategies in their personal read-

ing and their metacognitive awareness of these strategies that make them strategic 

readers. The post-test showed a significant difference between the pre- and post-

level of reading comprehension. The students who received training in metacom-

prehension strategies scored significantly higher comprehension achievement 

those students in the instructed control group.

An important purpose was to study reader’s behaviour and attitudes. To that 

end, we administered questionnaires to ask students about their reading project 

experiences. By the end of the project, many students were showing signs of read-

ing for intrinsic reasons. Their journal responses demonstrated genuine excitement 

for their books and increasing interest in literacy. 

Reading comprehension post-test means 

(t=5.006, p (22)=2.819, t>p, significant)
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Conclusion

This programme helped student to become metacognitive thinkers by explicitl 

modelling and discussing the components of comprehension with them on a routine 

basis. The lessons invariably concluded with an interactive discussion about the 

particular strategies they had been practising. Specifically, the class members regu-

larly reviewed the name of each strategy they had just employed, discussed how to 

go about using it with flexibility, speculated about when it could be useful to a 

reader, and determined why it was an effective comprehension tool. We encouraged 

the children to comment on the relative difficulty of each text they had read and 

consider how different strategies might be applied to new texts they would read in 

the future through the metacognitive strategies. This “metadiscussion“ helped make 

the comprehension process more understandable and purposeful for readers. In 

this literacy workshop the teacher involved the children in planning and evaluating 

strategies and in thinking about thinking before, during and after the reading proc-

ess. The metacognitive knowledge of reading comprehension strategies entered 

consciousness through metacognitive strategies to take control of the self-regulated 

process and aid to the development of reading comprehension.
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Social Support for Physical Activity Received
by Youth at the Age of 14–18

from Their Parents, Peers and PE Teachers

Abstract 

In the face of maintaining a high level of morbidity of civilization diseases, the 

etiology of which is to a large degree connected with scarcity of physical activity 

(obesity, coronary heart disease, type II diabetes mellitus etc.), an education deal-

ing with participation in physical culture has become an important social task. In 

order to be efficient the process should be aimed at developing psychological and 

behavioural determinants of physical activity but also building social relationships 

enhancing an active life style. One of the mechanisms through which social envi-

ronment may influence physical activity of children and youth is social support. 

The paper presents the results of the study of four kinds of social support for 

physical activity (instrumental, informational, emotional and evaluational) received 

by pupils at the age of 14 to 18 from their parents, peers and physical education 

teachers. The results suggest that the most often received form of support is emo-

tional one (especially from parents and peers) and the least frequent – instrumen-

tal support, which is a more direct form of support than the above mentioned one. 

Moreover, the frequency with which respondents receive social support for their 

physical activity significantly differentiates particular categories of significant oth-

ers, with the most rare support from physical education (PE) teachers. Also an 

interesting phenomenon was observed of parents’decreasing social support for 

physical activity of girls as they are growing up.

Key words: social support, physical activity

Krzysztof Sas-Nowosielski
Poland
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Introduction

For many ages physical activity was an inseparable element of human striving 

for survival. It was such a natural and necessary part of life that it left a stamp on 

the morphological and functional aspects of a human being. Meanwhile, contem-

porary civilization brings about a situation in which the mechanisms formed in 

the long process of evolution very often turn against us. For example, accumulat-

ing excess of energy derived from food in the form of fat tissue was very important 

for survival in the past, when periods of excess of food were very rare for most 

people, but nowadays – when there is plenty of food, the same mechanism under-

lies an epidemic of obesity found in modern societies. The same class of examples 

of our evolutionary heritage failure to adept to new conditions of life includes 

dependence of the proper functioning of the whole body on engagement of the 

human motor system, which has undergone drastic limitation during the last few 

decades due to the processes of mechanization and automation of many activities 

connected with production of material goods, locomotion, gaining and preparing 

of food etc. As a consequence of sucha situation diseases – so-called civilization 

diseases or diseases spread of the 20th century –(for example coronary heart 

disease, stroke, type II diabetes mellitus etc.), the etiology of which is strictly 

connected with an improper diet and too low – from the point of view of physi-

ological needs of a human organism – level of physical activity (the state known 

as hypokinesia). 

The most obvious solution to health problems caused by hypokinesia is to 

replace physical activity extorted by conditions of life by physical activity which is 

consciously intended. Such a change is one of the most important aims of public 

health. Transition between both forms of physical activity is not an easy task, 

however, taking into consideration that as a philosopher A. Awdiejew (2003) claims 

“a human being ulike to animals unfortunately has consciousness which guides his 

behaviour so that he avoids effort by all means, because he associates a lack of effort 

with blissfulness” (p. 64). Changing this “consciousness” is the essence of the proc-

ess of physical culture education. Its efficacy depends on many factors, some of 

which are strictly related to influences from a social environment. As R.K. Dish-

man, R.A. Washburn and G.W. Heath (2004) claim “Relationships and interactions 

with others can have a strong impact on behaviour. They can create or resolve 

barriers to physical activity (..) Through words and deeds, family and friends can 

help or hinder efforts to be physically active” (p. 403). One of the mechanisms by 

means of which social environment reinforces tendencies of an individual to 

undertake particular behaviours, is social support. Introduced to social sciences 

in the 70s, it meant “help accessible by an individual for difficult, stressful situa-
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tions” (I. Sarazin, quoted after: Jaworowska-Obłój, Skuza 1986, p. 733), contem-

porarily it is defined in a much broader sense as all kinds of influences leading to 

reinforcing given behaviour of an individual, mainly through expressing an 

approval of this behaviour by social environment (Gracz 1993), and in relation to 

physical activity it “usually refers to a favourable attitude on part of significant 

others (…) toward an individual’s exercise program (…) Effective social support 

may thus include stimulus cueing and reduction of punishing consequences as well 

as provision of social reinforcement” (Knapp 1988, p. 212) (on importance of social 

support for engagement in physical activity and other health-related behaviours 

see also: Anderssen, Wold 1992, Hovell et al. 1992, Carron, Hausenblas and Mack 

1996, Ostrowska 1999, Levy 2000, Weiss 2000, McElroy 2002, Marcus and Forsyth 

2003, Dishman, Washburn and Heath 2004).

Social support for physical activity can have a different character. Usually its four 

main kinds are considered:

1)  instrumental support – the most tangible form of social support. It means 

for example providing children with sports equipment, buying them tickets 

to swimming pools, health and sports clubs, giving them a lift to places when 

they can exercise, rendering gym out-of-obligatory PE lessons, etc.;

2)  emotional support – significant others’ approval of voluntary undertaking 

physical activity by children, encouraging them to do this, keeping up their 

spirits in critical moments;

3)  informational support – informing children why, how, when and where to 

undertake different forms of physical activity (do exercises, practice sports, 

go for walks, etc.); it could be both objective knowledge about the health 

effects of physical activity and sharing subjective experience about a signifi-

cant other’s own physical activity;

4)  evaluational support – giving children feedback about progress in learning 

motor skills, gaining physical fitness, positive changes in body shape, fre-

quency of expected behaviour etc.

The question of social support for physical activity was rather rarely taken up in 

Polish literature, except for issues related to organized sport, which were presented 

in a book titled Wsparcie społeczne w działalności sportowej. Materiały Ogólnopol-

skiej Konferencji Naukowej Dymaczewo k/Poznania 23–25.05.1991 (Poznań 1993) 

and some aspects referring to the construct described here in research on physical 

recreation of young people. The aim of the research done by the author of this 

paper was to make a diagnosis of social support for physical activity received by 

youth from their parents, peers and physical education teachers. Each of these 

groups of significant others plays important role in both physical activity itself and 

shaping attitudes toward physical activity, valuing this kind of behaviour etc.
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Material and method

The research was made in the second quarter of 2004 by means of the method 

of diagnostic sounding on 178 pupils aged 14-18 (M 16.11, SD 1.42) from one of 

the secondary schools in Chorzów. The respondents filled in an anonymous “Scale 

of social support for physical activity of youth” worked out by the author and 

divided into four subscales of aforementioned forms of social support (instrumen-

tal, informational, emotional and evaluational). The scale consists of 17 statements 

evaluated on Likert’s scale from 1 (“never”) to 6 (“very often”), while, in order to 

avoid mistakes resulting from differences in understanding of particular ratings of 

frequency of receiving support, each of them was supplied with a short commen-

tary on what is meant by “rarely”, “often” etc. Within most statements there were 

three variants of Likert’s scale (for parents, peers and physical education teachers), 

unless the specific nature of the support given in a particular statement excluded 

a possibility of providing it with some of the category of significant others (it 

concerned three statements of subscale of instrumental support where teachers 

were excluded). Reliability of the scale was assessed by means of an analysis of 

internal consistency using Cronbach’s α equation. It was accepted after A. Sokołowski 

and A. Sagan (1999) that an instrument is reliable if α is higher than 0.6. As it can 

be seen in Table 1 each subscale met this criterion. 

Results and discussion

The first step in the analysis of the obtained material was the calculation of the 

means of each subscale of social support and comparing them within each of the 

three categories of significant others with the use of the analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). Since it turned out that there were differences in frequency of receiving 

particular kinds of social support within each category of significant others, a post 

hoc analysis was conducted (comparing of each pair of the means by Tukey test) 

in order to precisely locate the differences. For each form of social support the 

significance of differences between particular categories of significant others was 

also calculated. The data on this subject are shown in Table 2 – differences between 

frequency of receiving particular kinds of social support from parents, peers and 

PE teachers are portrayed in the form of so-called homogenous groups. The differ-

ences in frequency of receiving particular kinds of social support which are located 

in one homogenous group are statistically insignificant. In relation to social sup-

port from parents the support most frequently received from them is emotional, 

especially in the scope of expressing satisfaction, content and approval of the fact 
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that their child participates in physical activity. The respondents declared that they 

experienced these manifestations of emotional support fairly often, once a month 

on average (the mean of the position of the scale was 4.028, SD 1.735). However, 

other manifestations of emotional support from parents were received only a few 

times a year on average. Emotional support, along with evaluational support (the 

difference between these two kinds of support was not significant), turned out to 

be also the most frequently received from one peers. In supporting behaviours of 

the PE teachers the respondents pointed at the evaluational support most fre-

quently, and the instrumental support most rarely. However, it should be noted 

that even in the case of the former, the frequency of receiving it was sporadic – an 

average respondent heard positive comments on his appearance, progress in learn-

ing or conditioning etc. not more than a few times in a year.

During the analysis of the obtained data a question arose if the frequency of 

received social support depends on gender or age of the respondents. It turned out, 

however, that neither factor is in itself differentiating the frequency of receiving 

social support within all three categories of significant others. However, interesting 

data were obtained from the analysis of the interaction age x gender x (parents, 

peers, PE teachers), which in the case of parents showed an interesting dependence 

(in all four forms of social support differences were statistically significant: infor-

mational p=0.0091, instrumental p=0.0035, emotional p=0.0191, evaluational 

p=0.0045) – while growing up girls receive less and less support from them. An 

example of the interaction is shown on Chart 1. For peers and PE teachers interac-

tions were statistically insignificant. 

Summary and conclusions

The general reflection that comes to mind in relation to the study is that the 

respondents sporadically receive social support for their own physical activity, 

although within the limits of particular kinds of support some differences are 

observable. First of all it appears that most frequently the respondents receive 

emotional support, and less frequently more “direct” instrumental support. The 

“weakest” source of social support for physical activity turned out to be teachers, 

which could be considered as having a negative pedagogical overtone. It might be 

argued that teachers do not provide the respondents with instrumental support 

because their possibilities in this area are limited out of PE class, but in relation to 

remaining forms of social support rarity of receiving them, both in comparison to 

peers or parents and in absolute measures, those results may reveal the shortcom-

ings of pedagogical skills of the teachers, supporting some disturbing reports by 
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other authors (cf. for example Sulisz 1997). For example, considering the fact that 

if the essence of informational support is to provide a person with information 

about physical activity, its effects, possibilities and ways of behaving, ways of 

maintaining motivation etc., the respondents could be expected to declare that this 

is teachers who they receive this kind of support from most frequently. But our 

study disclosed a quite different, rather gloomy picture, PE teachers turned out to 

be the kind of significant others, who provided the respondents with the aforemen-

tioned kind of social support the most seldom, while their peers the most frequently 

although they are not in a position to provide reliability and completeness of 

knowledge necessary to participate in a lifetime physical activity. Naturally, for the 

relatively small number of respondents, generalization of the obtained results on 

considerable part of the community of PE teachers is not advisable. None the less, 

our study allows us to state that within the community there are some individuals 

who may properly plan, organize and conduct PE lessons, but at the same time 

their conduct is marked with scarcity of behaviours which, according to the current 

state of knowledge, is conducive to shaping of psychological determinants of lei-

sure-time physical activity. It means that in teacher’s education there is a need for 

paying special attention to developing competence which allows to go beyond the 

realization of short-term performance goals, and concentrate on work on long-

term prospective goals, like shaping cognitive and emotional dispositions toward 

physical activity.

The traditionally important role in the process of education to active life is 

attributed to parents, without whom it is hardly possible for other education 

institutions to realize their educational goals (Łobożewicz, Wolańska 1994). “Par-

ents – as M. McElroy (2002) claims – play an important role in encouraging 

children to be physically active as they help children interpret experience and 

influence their self-perceptions, expectancies, and value of speicific acctivities” 

(p. 97). As our study showed, parents fulfil their supporting functions first of all in 

an indirect way. Some intriguing result of the study is an observation that the 

frequency of parental support (in its all four forms) for girl’s physical activity 

declines as the latter are growing up, which, in turn, corresponds with the well 

known fact that adolescent girls tend to become sedentary at an earlier age and to 

greater extent than boys. Therefore making parents aware of the potential role of 

their support for their children’s (especially daughter’s) physical activity should be 

an important dimension of the process known as “pedagogization of parents” 

(Marczewska, Wolańska 1988). 
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Chart 1. An example of the interactions age x gender: 

informational support from parents

Table 1. Alpha coefficients for each subscale

Parents Peers Teachers

Instrumental support 0.78 0.70 0.65

Emotional support 0.78 0.82 0.86

Informational support 0.81 0.82 0.84

Evaluational support 0.86 0.85 0.85

boys
girls

4

3.8

3.6

3.4

3.2

3

2.8

2.6

2.4

2.2

4
14 15 16 17 18
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Table 2. Means, standard deviations and differences between frequency

of receiving of particular kinds of social support from parents, peers

and PE teachers.

Legend: INST –instrumental support, EMOT – emotional support, INFO – informational 
support, EVAL – evaluational support.

Forms 

of support

Parents Peers Teachers

M SD M SD M SD

INST 2.856 1.202 2.993 1.050 2.107 1.258

EMOT 3.507 1.343 3.316 1.420 2.836 1.512

INFO 3.003 1.358 3.308 1.314 2.923 1.452

EVAL 3.026 1.562 2.974 1.506 2.376 1.406

ANOVA

Homogenous groups 

(Tukey test)*

F(3, 175) = 28.17 

p = 0.0000

F(3, 175) = 9.02 

p = 0.0000

F(3, 175) = 30.42 

p = 0.0000

I II I II I II II

INST

INFO

EVAL

EMOT
INST

EVAL

EMOT

INFO
INST

EMOT

INFO
EVAL

* between forms of social support which are located in the same homogenous group differences 
are statistically insignificant
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Sense of Coherence
in Adolescents in the Context of Parents’ Attitudes

and Support

Abstract

The subject of the study is the analysis of relations between the sense of coher-

ence (SOC) in adolescents and their perception of parental attitudes and support 

received from both parents. The dependence between the level of SOC in adoles-

cents and parents’ education and material status of the family have also been taken 

into account. The study group consisted of 105 people aged 17–18, boys and 

girls – secondary school pupils. The obtained results confirm a considerable part 

of the assumptions included in the hypotheses indicating the existence of a sig-

nificant dependence between the rejection attitude of both parents and SOC, 

demanding an attitude of both parents and a protective attitude of father and SOC. 

The dependence between global, information and instrumental support received 

from mothers and SOC and between emotional support from fathers and SOC 

were confirmed. However, it turned out that loving and liberal attitudes of both 

parents do not show any relation with SOC. No dependence was found between 

evaluative support and the level of the sense of coherence in adolescents. The study 

shows that the education of both parents and the material status of the family are 

of significant importance in forming the level of SOC. 

Key words: sense of coherence, the period of adolescence, parental attitudes, social 

support.

Maria John-Borys
Poland
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Introduction 

Antonovsky’s works (1979, 1984) about health in the paradigm of salutogenesis 

inspired numerous investigations in the area of psychology of health. They search 

for factors that promote health or help to regain balance in spite of stresses and 

problems that happen in everybody’s life. This approach falls into the current of 

positive psychology, the research of which is oriented at looking for resources 

increasing people’s abilities to cope with problems of life. Coping consists in the 

ability to use internal resources (e.g. intelligence, resistance, personality features) 

or external ones (e.g. social support) in responding to difficulties. In accordance 

with the concept of salutogenesis, important personal resources include the sense 

of coherence (SOC) defined by the author of this concept as “global orientation of 

a person expressing the degree of his/her general, long-lasting, although dynamic 

sense of confidence where: a) stimuli of the external or internal environment are 

structured, predictable and possible to explain; b) resources sufficient to match up 

the demands imposed by these stimuli are available; c) demands constitute a chal-

lenge that is worthy of engagement and taking action” (Antonovsky, 1987, p.19, 

acc. to: Jelonkiewicz, 1994, p.57). What follows from this definition is that SOC is 

a cognitive structure that decides about a person’s way of understanding, ordering 

and interpreting events that happen in the world, and also affects undertaking 

adequate actions. The concept of SOC has got three inter-related components: 

comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness. The level of SOC is formed 

under the influence of experiences throughout a person’s life, however the periods 

of childhood, adolescence and early adulthood are regarded as particularly impor-

tant. The development of the components of the sense of coherence depends on 

characteristic features of individual experiences. According to Antonovsky, they 

should be analysed in the categories of: consistency, underload-overload balance 

in demands imposed on an individual and his/her participation in making deci-

sions and being responsible for them. 

Experiences resulting from relations with people important for an individual 

are regarded as essential in the development of his her resistance resources. Con-

tacts between parents and children certainly belong to that category. They affect 

one’s mental state and indirectly - somatic health. A special kind of situation of 

exercising influence is social support defined as resources supplied to an individual 

by other people from his/her environment (Cohen, Syme, 1985). Social support 

can be important in reducing strain and other negative emotions caused by strong 

stressors, it can also contribute to increasing the ability of an individual to antici-

pate difficult situations and cope with stress. 
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Problem:

In accordance with Antonovsky’s suggestions (1995, 1997) shaping the sense of 

coherence of an individual in early periods of life depends on his/her experiences 

in interpersonal relations with people significant to him/her and social environ-

ment conditions. More and more studies look for connections between variables 

called external resistance resources (environmental factors) and the level of the 

sense of coherence. The conclusions from the studies indicate the dependence 

between the strength of the sense of coherence of adolescents on some variables 

of family environment (Kosińska-Dec, Jelonkiewicz, 2001; Mroziak et al., 1999; 

Worsztynowicz, 2001; Zwoliński, 2000). The research presented in this paper refers 

to investigations aimed at explaining conditions of the development of the sense 

of coherence. The subject of the study is the dependence between the level of the 

sense of coherence (SOC) and its components in young people and parental atti-

tudes and support of both parents perceived by them. The dependence between 

SOC and parents’ education and the material status of the family has also been 

examined. 

Hypotheses:

1.  The global level of SOC and the levels of its components in adolescents 

depend on parental attitudes of mother and father. 

2.  The global level of SOC and the levels of its components depend on the kind 

and strength of social support received from both parents. 

3.  The global level of SOC and the levels of its components depend on the 

parents’ education and material status of the family. 

Study group:

The study group was composed of 105 students (girls and boys) at the age of 

17–18, from three last grades in two randomly selected secondary schools of 

general education in Katowice.* 

Study tools:

Life Orientation Questionnaire SOC-29 (in the authorized Polish version 

Koniarek et al., 1993), Questionnaire on Relations between Parents and Chil-

dren – PCR by Seligman and Roe III (in authorized translation of Kowalski), Social 

* The studies were conducted by Ewa Augustyniak-Nawrot in the framework of MA thesis 
prepared under the supervision of the author entitled: “Forming the sense of coherence in 
adolescents and their perception of family functioning”, University of Silesia in Katowice, 
2002. 
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Support Scale (Kmiecik-Baran, 1995), Questionnaire concerning parents’ educa-

tion and self-assessment of the material status of the family. MANOVA statistical 

model and independence test Χ2 were used in data analysis. 

Results:

The presentation of the study results below has been limited only to these vari-

ables that showed dependence with SOC. 

Significant dependence was marked with an asterisk (*). 

1. Dependence between kinds of parental attitudes and SOC

1.1. Rejection attitude and SOC 

Independent variable Dependent variable df F Sig.

Mother’s rejection attitude Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

.915

.051

1.154

2.052

.404

.950

.320

.134

Father’s rejection attitude Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

1.266

1.916

1.229

1.274

.287

.153

.297

.284

Interaction between parents’ 

attitudes

Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

4

4

4

4

3.037

1.441

2.498

3.547

.021*

.226

.048*

.010*

The global level of SOC and the sense of manageability and meaningfulness 

depend on the interaction of rejection attitudes of both parents. This dependence 

is inversely proportional, which means that the more intensive the rejection attitude 

of both parents is, the lower level of the sense of meaningfulness, manageability 

and global level of SOC. 
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1.2. Demanding attitude and SOC 

Independent variable Dependent variable df F Sig.

Mother’s demanding attitude Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

3.484

2.977

3.120

2.271

 .035*

0.56

 .049*

 .109

Father’s demanding attitude Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

2.028

1.407

1.278

2.150

 .137

 .250

 .238

 .122

Interaction between 

parents’ attitudes

Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

4

4

4

4

3.291

2.180

2.281

3.261

 .014*

 .077

 .066

 .015*

The global level of SOC and manageability is dependent on the mother’s 

demanding attitude. There is also clear dependence between the demanding atti-

tudes of both parents and the global level of SOC and meaningfulness. 

1.3 Protective attitude and SOC 

Independent variable Dependent variable df F Sig.

Mother’s protective attitude Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

 .233

1.036

 .491

 .422

.792

.359

.614

.657

Father’s protective attitude Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

3.799

4.994

1.786

3.029

.026*

.009**

.173

.053

Interaction between 

parents’ attitudes

Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

4

4

4

4

 .558

 .182

1.093

 .504

.644

.908

.356

.680

The global level of SOC and comprehensibility are dependent on the father’s 

protective attitude. 
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2. Dependence between kinds of parental support and SOC

2.1 Global parental support and SOC 

Independent variable Dependent variable df F Sig.

Mother’s global support Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

6.369

3.890

4.379

5.918

.003**

.024*

.015*

.004**

Father’s global support Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

 .886

 .420

 .878

 .758

.416

.658

.419

.471

Interaction between 

support of both parents

Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

4

4

4

4

 .302

 .221

 .656

 .330

.876

.926

.624

.857

There is dependence between the global support received from mothers and the 

global level of the sense of coherence and all of its components. 

2.2 Information support and SOC 

Independent variable Dependent variable df F Sig.

Mother’s information support Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

10.395

 4.229

 7.207

12.228

 .000***

 .017*

 .001**

 .000***

Father’s information support Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

  .548

  .000

  .252

 1.846

 .580

1.000

 .778

 .163

Interaction between 

support of both parents

Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

4

4

4

4

 1.858

 1.527

 1.082

 2.141

 .124

 .201

 .370

 .082

The global level of SOC and all its components depends on information support 

received from mother. 
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2.3 Instrumental support and SOC 

Independent variable Dependent variable df F Sig.

Mother’s instrumental support Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

3.108

2.416

2.286

2.638

.049*

.095

.107

.077

Father’s instrumental support Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

1.372

1.943

 .591

 .945

.258

.149

.556

.392

Interaction between 

support of both parents

Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

4

4

4

4

 .990

1.483

1.295

 .202

.417

.213

.278

.937

Only the global level of SOC is dependent on the instrumental support received 

from mother. 

2.4 Emotional support and SOC 

Independent variable Dependent variable df F Sig.

Mother’s emotional support Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

1.895

2.620

 .591

1.882

.156

.078

.556

.158

Father’s emotional support Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

2

2

2

2

3.279

3.159

 .996

4.553

.042*

.047*

.373

.013*

Interaction between 

attitudes of both parents

Global level of SOC

Comprehensibility

Manageability

Meaningfulness

4

4

4

4

 .429

1.747

 .645

 .681

.787

.146

.632

.607

The global level of SOC, meaningfulness and comprehensibility depend on the 

emotional support received from father. 
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3. Dependence between parents’ education and material status
of the family and SOC 

3.1. Parents’ education and SOC 

Components of SOC Mother’s education Fathers’ education

Global level Chi²=35.33; p<0.05 Chi²=23.34; p<0.05

Manageability Chi²=27.93; p<0.05 Chi²=16.30; p<0.05

Meaningfulness Chi²=23.55; p<0.05 Chi²=13.49; p<0.05

Comprehensibility Chi²=15.11; p<0.05 Chi²=13.12; p<0.05

3.2. Self-assessment of the material status of the family and SOC 

Components of SOC Material status

Global level Chi²=32,83; p<0.05

Manageability Chi²=12.59; p<0.05

Meaningfulness Chi²=27.80; p<0.05

Comprehensibility Chi²=16.59; p<0.05

The global level of SOC and all its components depend on both parents’ educa-

tion and the self-assessment of the material status of the family. 

Discussion: 

The results of the study confirm the assumptions that gaining experience shap-

ing the global life orientation – SOC is dependent on the attitudes and support of 

both parents, as well as on their education and the material status of the family. It 

should be noted here that two attitudes from PCR questionnaire: the loving and 

liberal ones did not show relation with SOC. No dependence was found between 

SOC and the evaluative support measured by the Social Support Scale. The quali-

tative analysis of the remaining results allows the conclusion that rejection attitudes 

of both parents create unfavourable conditions for the development of strong SOC. 

Parents’ emotional distance, lack of friendly attention and increased tendency to 

criticise and punish their child limit the received positive reinforcement, which is 

necessary for the development of motivation to make efforts to cope with the tasks 

of life. Thus, parents’ behaviour associated with that attitude does not promote 

building up a belief that it makes sense to set oneself goals, the achievement of 

which requires effort. Lack of attention and help from parents weakens the child’s 

self-esteem and reinforces their conviction about a lack of influence on the course 

of events, which significantly lowers their ability to take appropriate actions, 
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especially when problems appear. Similar observations were made in earlier stud-

ies on children’s coping with stress. What follows from them is that the lack of 

resourcefulness in difficult situations in case of children is clearly connected with 

negative emotions experienced by parents. Probably parents giving in to the pres-

sure of negative feelings impose them on children or considerably restrict their 

educational activities, which can be interpreted by children as a lack of kindness 

and interest (of: McGrath and Pister, 1990; Compas, 1984). 

The significant relations noted in the study between SOC and the demanding 

attitude of both parents make it possible to draw a conclusion that a clear definition 

of rules concerning demands from children and their consistent (but not restric-

tive) enforcement build an orderly structure of goals important to reach, thus 

increasing the sense of stability and predictability of events. The child becomes 

convinced that their efforts have sense, as their results are rewarded with parents’ 

attention. Mother’s demanding attitude proved to have a significant influence on 

the development of meaningfulness. Probably the basis for the development of the 

child’s sense of competence in coping with problems is an early period of life, in 

which mother accompanies them most frequently and provides them with models 

of facing new challenges and rewarding success showing positive emotions. Moth-

er’s significant influence on the ways of coping with stress by their children was 

demonstrated in numerous other studies (of. Melamed and Bush, 1985; Seligman 

1993, 1995). 

Father’s protective attitude plays a significant role in building strong SOC in 

children. It is expressed in supporting the child’s efforts to explore the surrounding 

world, to acquire new experiences and skills, combined with ensuring security. 

Perceiving father as a protective person is connected in the child with confidence 

in his strength and readiness to provide help in difficult situations. Thus, it can be 

supposed that father’s protective attitude gives the child courage necessary for 

getting to know the world and makes events occurring in it more understandable. 

The importance of the fact that father accompanies the child in a friendly way in 

theire development tasks was also confirmed in other studies showing that it affects 

aspirations and need for achievements, as well as the child’s motivation of self-

improvement (of: Pospiszyl, 1980). 

Mothers’ support is of great importance for acquiring experiences important in 

SOC development; a high level of mother’s total support corresponds positively 

with the global level of SOC and all its components. Particularly strong dependence 

was observed between the level of support received from mother and the level of 

the meaningfulness component. It can be supposed that a supportive mother 

encourages the child to make efforts, rewards their achievements confirming their 

belief in their ability to use their own and other people’s resources. Therefore 
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mother’s support is important for development of child’s self-confidence, which 

makes it easier to perceive even difficult situations as challenges motivating to 

efforts aimed at achieving goals regarded as valuable. Also information support 

received from mothers is important for the development of the meaningfulness 

and manageability components. It means that mothers providing the child with 

knowledge about events, explaining their meaning, and providing models of 

behaviour in life situations considerably model ways of coping both in natural 

situations resulting from the course of life (such as self-service, contacts with 

people) and show how to recognize special situations and how to cope with them 

(e.g. disease diagnoses and treatment). In the light of the conducted study it turns 

out that mother’s education activity consisting in providing competent explana-

tions and guidelines equips the child with practical skills increasing their resource-

fulness. It should be assumed that good effects of their actions increase the child’s 

belief that it makes sense to undertake further tasks of life, positively affecting the 

development of SOC resources. Parents’ emotional support proved to be an impor-

tant factor in the development of meaningfulness and comprehensibility. This 

result confirms the significance of the earlier noticed dependence between father’s 

protective attitude and the level of SOC indicating that father’s acceptance creates 

secure conditions in the process of the child’s learning behaviour increasing their 

resistant resources. The dependence between the level of education, material status 

and health in the family was found in many studies (of. Green, 1979; Dielman et 

al., 1982; Tinsley and Holtgrave, 1989; Comas-Diaz, 1996 and others). These rela-

tions are also clearly visible in the discussed study. Parents’ good education by itself 

constitutes an important resource thanks to which the family can increase other 

resources (a satisfying job, better income, apartment etc.). In our culture good 

material status indicates efficient task management - and usually it is also con-

nected with good social status of such families. And this, in turn, in a natural way 

makes educational, cultural and recreational possibilities available to the children 

in this way creating potentially optimal conditions for the development of the sense 

of coherence. The dependence between the sense of coherence and the material 

status of the family seems to be obvious, the interpretation of it, however, should 

take into account the complex context of the family life conditions, because the 

most recent studies have revealed that problem behaviour in fourteen-year -olds 

is more frequent in well-off families in comparison to those in a less favourable 

financial situation (Bobrowski, 2004). 
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Conclusions 

1.  The conducted study indicates the dependence of the sense of coherence on 

parental attitudes: rejection, demanding and protective ones. No relation was 

found between SOC and loving and liberal attitudes. 

–  There are significant relations between SOC and the interaction of rejection 

attitudes of both parents (they are of inversely proportional character). 

–  There are significant relations between SOC and the interaction of demand-

ing attitudes of both parents and mother’s demanding attitude. 

–  SOC depends on protective father’s attitude. 

2.  The study confirms the dependence of the sense of coherence on the global, 

information, instrumental and emotional support received from parents. No 

dependence was found between evaluative support and SOC. 

–  There are significant relations between SOC and the level of global support 

received from mothers. 

–  There is highly significant dependence between SOC and instrumental 

support received from mothers and father’s emotional support. 

3.  The study confirms positive relations between the level of education of both 

parents and good self-assessment of the material status of the family and the 

level of global SOC and its components. 
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On the Need 
of Innovation in Teacher Training 

Abstract

Slovak education is still undergoing transformation changes. The changes are 

influenced by objective and subjective factors, provoking several questions, e.g. the 

ones concerning new objectives resulting from the need to improve the training 

of future teachers. Training of teachers for the first level of elementary schools of 

extraordinary importance has become. It is expected to reflect several current tasks 

connected with, for example, the migration of people in Europe as well as with the 

preparation for language competence.

Key words: school transformation, external transformation of education, new tasks 

in teacher training, teacher’s individual concept of teaching, knowledge integration, 

immigrant education, languages teaching, parents requirements.

Introduction

Since 1989 our education has been under going changes which we have got used 

to calling the “transformation of education”. It is neither a simple, nor a short-term 

process. In addition to the questions of organisation, it involves analysable peda-

gogical issues. Thus, one may examine, for example, the content of education with 

regard to social requirements, methods and forms of educational work at schools, 

greater involvement of parents in the work of the school, etc. To prove that the 

change in education is not a simple issue, one may point to the fact that since 1989 

there have been several materials outlining further directions and tasks of educa-

tion in the new, changed conditions – “The Renewal and Development of Our 

Educational System up to 2000” (Uč. noviny, 3/1991), “Educational Changes in 

Erich Petlák,
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The Slovak Republic
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Slovakia up to 2000” (Uč. noviny č. 24/1992), “Project Konštantín – A National 

Programme of Education.” (Uč. noviny č. 9/1994).

 The present starting points for educational change in Slovakia and its tasks for 

the next 20 years can be found in the document referred to as “Millennium.“ 

(Zelina, M., 2001). The implementation of many topics and requirements formu-

lated in the above-mentioned documents has been rather slow. This is not caused, 

however, by a rejection of the school or society. The reasons are rather: objec-

tive – for example, economic possibilities of the country as well as residual impact 

of all the past; and subjective – for example, the readiness and willingness of all 

educational staff to introduce progressive trends into education, including its 

management. 

1. Factors influencing educational change

The paper is concerned with teacher training, which is considered to be one of 

the most significant and permanent problems of educational changes. The optimi-

sation of teacher training must be focused on the future, it must be manifested in 

concrete efforts to meet the tasks and requirements connected with current change 

or transformation of education as well as to promptly and relevantly change the 

existing state in the concrete conditions. Modification must ensure that future 

teachers are thoroughly prepared for multilateral creative work in the future, because 

good and quality work of the teacher and the school has an influence on the quality 

and dynamism of the development of society and its individuals. Naturally, this 

influence is not manifested immediately or directly. Its results can be seen only after 

several years when the generation of graduates enters society. Taking the above 

perspective, our paper does not deal with the content and organisation of teachers’ 

study, but it is focused on some current tasks resulting from current times. 

General, though even today very deeply rooted, opinions see the school as an 

institution whose task is to mediate knowledge to students and to develop certain 

skills in them. Knowledge and skills were considered a certain “key” leading to or 

ensuring success in an individual‘s life. The gradual and accelerating development 

of science and technology was revealing more and more the contradictions between 

school and society, putting ever more demands on school graduates. It was gradu-

ally becoming clear that what is decisive for society and production is not a mate-

rial education, but a capable and creative person. Whether (or how) the school has 

managed to come to terms with this contradiction would require quite an extensive 

analysis, which would consequently make us aware of the fact that the school even 

today does not fulfil everything it is expected to be doing by society. There are 
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many reasons which cause the school‘s falling behind. Let us mention some of 

them: possibilities of schools based on the strength of the economy (the number 

of teachers, classrooms, types of schools, material and technological equipment of 

schools, financial support of teachers, etc.), educational content not keeping pace 

with scientific and technological inventions (their transfer into schools requires 

certain time, but science and technology are in permanent progress), biological-

psychological possibilities of pupils – students are also limiting (the school would 

be able, even willing to give students as much as possible, but it is not possible with 

regard to the above-mentioned possibilities), and, last but not least, one can men-

tion considerable “vitality” of the tradition at schools. Here we would like to point 

to the fact that they are not just our specific problems, or the shortcomings of just 

our schools. Each of the sketched out problems may be illustrated by evidence from 

pedagogical practice, showing that also schools in other countries are troubled by 

similar problems. D. Glines the American pedagogical futurologist, has character-

ised the situation in American education by the following statement: “We have 

more modern buildings and data-projectors and, today, computers. But student 

keep coming to schools and enter their classrooms where they sit and read, count 

and learn history in the groups of thirty. At certain time of our history, this system 

may have been very good. But it is not so good, any more, to hold for a long time. 

What is necessary now is to make the main change in the institutions called schools 

– in a very short time... Changes in schools and the society remind me very much 

of the moving of folding seats onboard the Titanic. We have to stop to constantly 

move the deck-chairs and, instead, alter the course of the Titanic, to avoid icebergs 

which, as it seems, stand in our way.” (Bjerstedt, A., Glines, D., 1988, p. 116.) 

2. On the didactic and educational work of the school and the 
teacher

The transformation of education is not, and cannot be, only its external recon-

struction – different arrangement of individual educational levels, a change in the 

length of school attendance, new type of schools, etc. The transformation of educa-

tion is, among other things, a significant change of teachers’ attitudes to teaching 

and educating, a change, or a different approach to the pupil in the process; the 

pupil becomes a significant subject of the whole educational activity. It is an inter-

nal transformation of the school, affecting the work of every teacher. 

Quite often, especially in recent years, the following questions have been posed: 

What was the teacher training like? What should it be like and what should be 
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stressed first of all? Are we aware of the fact that the question cannot be unequiv-

ocally and exhaustively answered?

From time to time we are confronted, either in literature or in the discussions 

about teacher training, with questions whether, and if yes then to what extent, to 

pay attention to pedagogical and psychological training and to the so-called spe-

cialised training, that is, to the preparation within a subject which they are expected 

to be teaching. It is common knowledge that in concrete work we scarcely use 

activating methods of education, for there still lingers an encyclopaedic character 

of teaching, not enough attention is paid to the diagnostic aspect of education, the 

still frequently emphasised humanistic approach to education does not provoke 

appropriate reflection in the work of many schools. One could mention more of 

such problematic issues, bringing up the following questions: What is the cause of 

this not very satisfactory situation? Why do even the young, beginner teachers, 

prefer such methods and forms of work by which they themselves were educated, 

and why do they not introduce and develop what they were prepared for during 

their study?

Answers to these questions are usually found in various influences. The most 

frequently mentioned ones are, for example, influence and effect of a team which 

the beginner teacher enters; the questions of financial stimulation and motivation 

recut quite often in recent years (being a schoolteacher is not motivating enough), 

too many pupils in classrooms (this complaint has become relatively frequent, 

though in many schools, especially the village ones, the number of pupils is optimal 

and the quality of work does not significantly differ from those with a higher 

number of pupils); a certain share in the situation can be attributed to the femini-

sation of schools, etc. 

It would not be correct to say that the above mentioned influences are insignificant. 

We think, however, that evaluating the work of schools and identifying the above-

mentioned influences, we somehow tend to forget about the analysis of the teacher 

training. In addition to the external influences and factors mentioned above, it will 

be necessary to more fundamentally and consistently innovate their preparation. 

Here one needs to mention the words of a Swedish educator T. Husén who claims 

that “Production forms of the school are at a pre-industrial level. The mediation of 

knowledge and the instilling of new habits is done, in essence, in such a way as 50 or 

100 years ago, irrespectively of all progressive movements in the innovation of 

methodology and rationalisation of teaching” (Turčenko, V. N., 1977). 

After such a brief overview of problems one expects an answer to the question 

of what the innovation of the training of future teachers should lie in. 

It is certain that first comes a well designed curriculum, made up proportionally 

of all the subjects which form a profile of a future teacher, both from the theoreti-
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cal and practical point of view. Present higher education institutions, or even their 

departments, enjoy a considerable autonomy, which creates good conditions to 

optimally design their plans, or to continually innovate and optimise them. The 

optimisation, however, must draw on longitudinal research into the training of a 

future teacher as well as on educational practice of schools. The main objective 

should be that the subjects of the curriculum have a consistent influence on the 

profile of a future teacher. It seems that conceiving the content of training, we 

should listen to teachers’ voices, and, last but not least, recommendations and 

suggestions of students themselves. A symbiosis of these approaches could con-

tribute, if not to the removal, at least to the easing of a long lasting contradiction 

between theory and practical teaching skills. 

With regard to teacher training we would like to mention one more aspect 

which so far has not been given enough attention. It is the creation of one‘s own, 

individual conception of teaching. To avoid misunderstanding, it must be empha-

sised that a teacher acquires his/her own conception only after several years of 

teaching. It would be incorrect, if not naïve, to expect a graduate to leave a higher 

education institution with his/her own consistent conception of teaching. How-

ever what is essential in this respect is the fact that the study offers enough pos-

sibilities to at least approximate one‘s own conception. A more profound analysis 

will show that views calling for paying more attention to these questions are more 

frequent. What is so often emphasised with regard to teaching, for example a 

pupil‘s own creative development, respecting the individuality, etc., is still insuf-

ficiently respected and applied in teacher training. The extent to what our state-

ment that “we prefer to form the teacher in accordance with our ideas” is relevant 

may be left open, since it is a question which has to be answered by every teacher, 

department or faculty.

Current or innovative tendencies in teacher training, in addition to the said 

issues, include, for example, the following tasks: to teach students to work with the 

content of education – nowadays the content is not understood as a prescribed 

norm; to lead them to real, humanistic understanding of education – the present 

school does not use directive methods of education, but concentrates on possi-

bilities, abilities, interests, as well as needs of a student, etc.; to teach students to 

link teaching with a pupils’ emotionality, to lead a student to prepare for a flexible 

approach to work – we will see more and more alternative approaches to teaching, 

in a way forcing the teacher not only to accept them, but to adapt them to his/her 

own conditions as well. 

Efforts to change the school cannot focus only on its educational part, but they 

have to include upbringing as well. With regard to the transformation of all our 

society and its gradual change into a democratic and pluralistic one, addressing 
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the questions of upbringing, including the preparation of teachers for a good 

upbringing, is much more demanding than teaching. 

New conditions which have to be addressed in the work of the school and which 

have to be reflected in the teacher training include: new philosophical sources 

setting a direction and focus of upbringing, respecting and developing pluralistic 

approaches to upbringing and its content, newly conceived content taking into 

account universal human moral principles, etc. 

New quality of upbringing lies in its focus on a new person living in a new 

society undergoing transformation, with its pros and cons. A education which on 

the one hand respects the individuality of a person, imposes, on the other hand, 

new demands and requirements on a person to be able to come to terms with new 

values. New values include the development and deepening of democracy and 

humanism, free development of personality, respecting human rights, observing 

universal moral principles, knowing and interiorizing new moral relations among 

people, etc. Such an approach requires not only proclaiming or setting the objec-

tives to students, but also their active cooperation and interest in the activities at 

school. 

We think that the above-mentioned ideas are extraordinarily challenging to our 

times as well as to teacher training which must ensure that the student does not 

only learn to “copy” tasks and objectives of the school‘s educational impact, but 

he/she must know how to understand education and its process aspect. This is a 

task of pedagogical and psychological sciences Without this, a student – future 

teacher may acquire many concepts falling into the theory of education, but they 

will have little practical import for a concrete educational influence. 

3. Elementary school 1st grade teacher – new requirements

The training of teachers for the first level of elementary schools will have to 

undrtake very serious tasks. Moreover, schools will be faced with many other 

problems that arose as a result of the changes in the social situation in the last 

decades and, even more intensively, resulted from the entering of the Slovak 

Republic to the European Union. 

One of such innovations that must be reflected in teacher training is the question 

of primary education of immigrant children. Nowadays, immigration is no longer 

a phenomenon recognizable exclusively within Western Europe or the U.S.A, but 

it has become a global problem, affecting also our countries. Thus, as a factor 

influencing the life of the whole society it must be also reflected in the system of 

education.
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The primary education of immigrant children, adding to regular content of 

primary education at our schools, must pay specific attention to some specific 

requirements, including the following: teaching the national language of the host 

country (in our case Slovak) as a second language, basics of a host country’s history, 

civic education, human rights, etc. In addition to this, the teacher must be prepared 

to introduce immigrant children (not in a forcible way) to a host population’s 

cultural habits and to the so-called “typical life style” (“management of life”), which 

is usually very different from what these children and their parents used to live in. 

The presence of immigrant children in the classroom may, unfortunately, bring 

manifestations of racism or social exclusiveness which will have to be dealt with 

by the teacher. These are the problems we should not forget about.

Another socially conditioned “innovation” in primary education is a growing 

diversification of school types in Slovakia. Unlike 15 years ago, when there were 

just state-owned schools with unified objectives, content and organisation of the 

educational process, nowadays we are witnessing a constantly rising number of 

non-state schools, with specifically modified objectives and content (for example, 

primary educational objectives of church schools are linked to Christian moral 

principles, while private schools very often focus on specific groups of educants, 

for example schools for extraordinarily gifted children or children with other 

specific needs, etc.). We think that this diversification should be sufficiently 

reflected in teacher training. Therefore, we should not passively rely on teachers 

later “adapting” themselves to the situation in their teaching practice. 

As it is the case with other professions, teachers cannot neglect the need for 

lifelong education and the necessity to fluently communicate at least in two foreign 

languages. If the European Commission expects our system of education to observe 

the so-called M + 2 requirement (to educate every European citizen in such a way 

that in addition to the mother tongue “M”, he/she can speak two more foreign 

languages), teachers should serve as model examples for their pupils in this respect 

as well, even if we are aware of the fact that this will not be easy at all.

The question of foreign languages is connected with another extraordinarily 

topical problem of contemporary Slovak elementary education, that is, a massive 

pressure of parents to create and extend possibilities to teach foreign languages at 

elementary schools already from the first grade; the age limit of an initial familiar-

ising with a foreign language is often (especially in larger cities where it is made 

possible by having enough foreign language teachers) pushed as far as to the pre-

school, kindergarten age.

Here we should be aware of the fact that the pressure of parents is really massive, 

supported by the broadcasting of various foreign language programmes in the 

media and by the ever growing “courses” for children of pre-school and younger 
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school age offered by various educational institutions (centres of spare time, lan-

guage schools, etc.). Responsible headmasters of kindergartens or elementary 

schools cannot ignore or underestimate such pressure, especially because the 

“teaching” of foreign languages in Slovakia has become a means of competition. If 

a school does not offer such possibilities to its students, it is not able to efficiently 

address parents and thus attract enough pupils to its classrooms. 

Why do we consider this situation problematic, if we could perceive it as 

a positive example of parents‘ and headmasters‘ willingness to update and improve 

education from its very beginning?

First, the problematic nature of the situation lies especially in the fact that both 

in preschool facilities and at the first level of elementary schools foreign languages 

are taught mainly by non-qualified teachers. One of the last surveys of the quali-

fication structure of Slovak foreign language teachers (Gadušová – Malá – Muglová, 

2003) shows that there is just 16.7% of qualified teachers at the first level of elemen-

tary schools. The percentage is even significantly lower for kindergartens. Moreo-

ver, of the 16.7%, almost 90% of teachers have been trained to teach at the 2nd level 

of elementary schools and at secondary schools. These teachers are often confronted 

with serious problems of their own adaptation to the teaching of little pupils, 

because (as they themselves frequently claim) they have not been taught about the 

pedagogical and psychological features of this age group; they do not know how 

to “anticipate” the children‘s responses; they do not know how to teach without 

writing and reading; they do not have sufficient methodological training, taking 

into account the fact that the teaching of little children requires specific and often 

time and material consuming preparation. A specific problem is the teaching of 

pronunciation, especially because little children are not yet able to use transcription 

of pronunciation and teachers are not used to fixing the pronunciation by a con-

stant reviewing of vocabulary through various methods. Insufficient managing of 

such “conversion” of the teacher from the secondary to the elementary level of 

education often results in redundant stress and frustration; and, moreover, in 

a “hidden” animosity of the teacher to young learners. Such a situation is, of course, 

not the best precondition for creative and effective teaching of foreign languages.

Secondly, apart from weaknesses in the organization of teaching, the lack of 

systematic approach and the resulting unrestrainedness that are typical side-effects 

of the parents´ interest in having their children taught foreign languages from 

a very early age can bring other important risks. Since there is no systematic 

continuation in teaching foreign languages to children from the age of 6 or even 

3, and since there is little possibility to differentiate children of different levels of 

FL proficiency at elementary schools, those children are usually integrated into 

classes with children who have not learned foreign languages before, so they have 
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to be beginners again. It is not rare that this situation is repeated at the secondary 

level again. 

Moreover, there is a risk of putting too much load on pupils and thus demotivat-

ing them toward learning of foreign languages. Let us mention some research 

carried out in France during the last decades focused on the optimal starting age 

for foreign language learning. It proved that children starting in foreign languages 

before the age of 10 were strongly motivated to learn any foreign language because 

of poems, nursery rhymes, folk and popular songs, even short dramas which are 

usually used as methods of TEFL for young learners. However, after 2-3 years of 

learning when children have reached a basic vocabulary and communicative skills 

sufficient for simple communication in everyday situations, when they have 

reached the time for the acquisition of grammar structures of a language’s inner 

system, they suddenly begin to lose their interest. 

Summarizing the above mentioned risks, it is obvious that it is high time to pay 

appropriate attention to the training of elementary school teachers who will be 

specialized in foreign language teaching to young learners. 

Naturally, there will be opinions questioning the necessity of such specialization 

within teacher training for elementary schools. They might point out that it would 

be sufficient to extend the methodological training of foreign language teachers 

the for second level of elementary schools and secondary schools. In response to 

this, we would claim, however, that the teaching at the first level of elementary 

schools is such a specific area of education, and its content, methodology and 

means differ so significantly from those which are applied at other educational 

levels, that it is not responsible to train them through some kinds of fast courses 

or through re-qualifying training – usually limited in duration. We consider full-

fledged training of specialists, that is, in our case, teachers for the primary level of 

education specialising in the teaching of a foreign language, to be a key and excep-

tionally urgent question in the context of contemporary innovations in the training 

of teachers for the primary level of elementary school. 
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Teachers’ Attitudes
to Education Transformation in Czech Schools

Abstract 

The text deals with teachers’ attitudes and opinions of the transformation of the 

Czech schools. It answers the following question: Which are the risky factors for 

current teachers to be able to adopt the concept of the integrated teaching process 

and to be able to get rid of residue of the encyclopaedic approach to the teaching 

process in Czech schools. Teachers’ attitudes and their connection with reflection 

of their work and their self-reflection are defined briefly. The author describes 

research problems, questions, hypotheses and aims of the research realised in 20 

schools in the city of Ostrava and its neighbourhood within the Research Project 

of our organisation named New Opportunities in Education of Teachers, Educators 

and Pupils for the Learning Society of the 21st Century (VZO CEZ: JOB/98: 

174500001) during the years 2000– 2003. She interprets results of this research and 

conclusions following from it for the pedagogical practice.

Key words: teachers’ attitudes, risky factors for adoption of the Czech schools trans-

formation, reflection of the teacher’ s work, self-reflection, research problems, ques-

tions and hypotheses, research aims, interpretation of research results, conclusions 

for pedagogical practice.

1. Introduction

The transformation of Czech schools has been continuously advancing. On 

August 23, 2004, the Czech Ministry of Education, Youth and Physical Training 

(MEYPT) approved the fourth version of the draft Framework Educational Pro-

gramme (cf. www. vuppraha.cz). This version states that only standards will be 

Helena Šimíčková
Czech Republic
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binding for teachers all over the Czech Republic (= the pupils outputs), which 

means that the Programme will outline areas which should be mastered by pupils 

in individual periods of the primary school attendance. And it will be up to the 

capacity of individual schools to decide how to meet such standards (outputs). 

Every school will propose its own syllabus in its School Educational Programme 

(SEP). Headmasters should be offered a sample of a Manual for the preparation of 

the School Educational Programmes in October 2004. The Framework Educational 

Programme will take effect in all schools in the school year 2007/2008. The edu-

cational concept titled Man and His World which can become the basis of the 

integrated teaching process makes it possible to apply various alternatives how to 

define the study subjects scope at the level of SEP. 

The concept of the pre-service teacher education for primary schools at the 

Teacher Training College of Ostrava University, preparing young teachers for the 

application of the Framework Educational Programme and School Educational 

Programmes, was elaborated according to the outputs of the research project 

named “New Opportunities in Education of Teachers, Educators and Pupils for 

the Learning Society of the 21st Century“ (VZO CEZ: JOB/98: 174500001), with 

the Head Project Researcher, Mrs. Hana Lukášová, the Head of the Department of 

Pedagogy for Primary and Alternative Education (cf. Kantorková, 2000; Lukášová-

Kantorková, 2003).

It is the teacher’s personality which plays the key role in the Czech schools 

transformation. What is teachers’ attitude to the transformation of Czech schools 

and to the integrated teaching process? What risky factors are there for current 

teachers to be able to adopt the concept of the integrated teaching process and to 

be able to get rid of residue of the encyclopaedic approach to the teaching process 

in Czech schools? 

I will try to provide answers through results of the Research Project of our 

organisation conducted in 500 schools in the city of Ostrava and its neighbourhood 

in the years 2000–2002 (cf. Šimíčková, 2000, 2003).

Just like in other branches, the teacher profession, too, can be divided into a 

couple of development phases. The first year of the school practice is usually 

considered as a key period for the teacher to build his/her professional skills (with 

the impact of the reality shock, professional shock, many teachers realise their 

limited preparedness for practice, many of them do mind that there is a lack of 

equipment and fittings at schools, etc.). 

The school culture and its complex atmosphere are very important for the 

acceptance of a young teacher. When comparing problems of teachers starting their 

professional carrier in the CR and abroad, they have much in common (cf. Průcha, 

2001, page 27).
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A teacher becomes a real professional (cf. Průcha: a teacher- an expert) after 

some five years or longer experience. For the final phase of the teacher career there 

is a frequently used term of a “burnt-out” teacher. 

What is typical of such a teacher group is the so-called “teacher burnout syn-

drome” described in the works by some psychologists like C. Kyriaca, G. Keller and 

C Hennig, S. W Paine and others. Are senior Czech teachers professionally “burnt-

out” or are they excited about their profession just like at the beginning? According 

to the authors of individual research tasks it is desirable to connect the diagnostics 

of the burnout syndrome more with the assessment of the life style of individual 

teachers (Průcha, 2001 p. 28).

One key aspect of the teacher way of thinking and behaviour has not been 

described well in the CR, yet, which is the teachers’ approach to changes and 

reforms in the current Czech schooling system and their behaviour during the 

current fundamental transformation of society in the CR (Průcha, 2001, pages 

46–48).

2. Teacher’s approaches and self-esteem in the role of a teacher

A pedagogical dictionary characterizes the approach to school as a complex 

relationship of individuals or groups to the school as an institution. It is based on 

the subjective evaluation of the school, compared to needs and interests of people 

who come into contact with the school. What is important are attitudes of pupils, 

parents, attitudes of teachers and specialists and attitudes of politicians, as well (cf. 

Průcha, Mareš, Walterová, 1998, page 181).

Teachers’ attitudes are closely related to their own reflection and self-reflection. 

Anybody who wants to work in a more efficient way should be able to evaluate 

his/her activities and experience and should be able to think about why he/she is 

successful or not. 

The Pedagogical Dictionary (Průcha, Mareš, Walterová, 1995, page 196) provides 

the following definition of the term self-reflection: 

Self-reflection – an individual’s general self-consideration, perception of his/

her own personality, looking back at his/her deeds, thoughts, attitudes, emotions, 

recapitulation of a certain section of his/her own life or behaviour and decision-

making in situations which an individual considers as important. The aim is to 

evaluate him/herself and make a decision on what to change and how, and to select 

a strategy for the future.

In a pedagogical context we mainly have in mind the self-reflection of teach-

ers. It covers a couple of phases: recalling of the situation, description and analysis 
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of its key elements, evaluation or re-evaluation, justification ways, decision adop-

tion, setting up of a further strategy.

Professional self-reflection of a teacher (regardless of whether a beginner or an 

experienced one) is a pre-requisite for his/her professional growth, his/her peda-

gogical competence and his/her responsibility as a professional and a human 

being.

Within such a pedagogical context we can understand self-reflection as peda-

gogical competence or, in other words, as a pre-requisite for the professional 

development of students and teachers, as an inner process which helps them to 

realise their behaviour, way of thinking, views, attitudes and also as the under-

standing of unintentional contents of our mind, e.g. as an inner dialogue (Švec, 

1999, page 72).

The research project conducted by the Department of Pedagogy for Primary and 

Alternative Education applies the pedagogical-reflective model (represented by H. 

Lukášová- Kantorková), the theoretical assumption of which rests in the holistic 

approach, to humanistic pedagogy and the theory of professional identity. The 

model rests in the follow up of the change in roles (a student of pedagogy becomes 

a teacher, a beginner teacher becomes a teacher-expert) through situational reflec-

tions, looking for the personal and professional identity, co-operation, pedagogical 

creativity and practice and it reflects individual approaches (cf. the works by 

H. Kantorková-Lukášová, 2000, wider self-interpretation 2003 and miscellanies 

published and paid within the above-mentioned research project in the years 

1998–2004).

There is a serious question then, whether Czech teachers in the current society 

are able to adopt and apply such approaches to their work ones, ones which are so 

much different from those applied before the year 1989 (directive-based, authori-

tative approaches, etc.). And the research should provide an answer to the above 

question (see below).

3. The research itself

3.1 Research objectives, issues and hypotheses

The research objective was to identify teachers’ attitudes to the integrated teach-

ing process. The point was not to criticise and assess the work of elementary school 

teachers but to reflect their opinions on the integration of curriculum in individual 

subjects and their attitudes to the integration and changed teaching methods in 

the elementary school. 
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 Basing on the current findings on teachers’ attitudes to their own work which 

can influence the transformation of the whole school and on current knowledge 

of the professional development of a teacher (cf. Průcha, 2001), I outlined the main 

research issues: 

1.  How do the teachers’ attitudes to changing teaching methods depend on the 

length of their professional experience? 

2.  What is the influence of school atmosphere (including the attitudes of 

a headmaster) on the change in teaching methods of the current elementary 

school? 

Research hypotheses:

H1: The longer the teacher’s pedagogical experience is, the more conservative 

are his/her attitudes to the transformation of Czech schools and opinions on teach-

ing methods which should be applied.

H1a: The older the teachers, the more inclined they are to stereotypes in their 

work. 

H1b: Teachers with longer pedagogical experience are not critical enough to 

their mistakes.

H1c: Teachers with longer pedagogical experience do not like to verify new, 

integrated procedures.

H2: The school atmosphere as a whole influences the attitudes and opinions of 

teachers on the teaching methods innovation. 

3.2 Description of the investigated sample

We had 398 respondents participating in the research, out of which 202 (50.75 

%) from 20 elementary schools in Ostrava, 162 (40.70 %) from 20 fully organized 

schools outside Ostrava and only 34 respondents (8.54%) from 10 incomplete 

schools with a small number of classes. The smaller number of such schools and 

also smaller number of respondents is due to the current trends in society, namely 

the economic ones which have an impact on such schools operation.

The age structure of the investigated sample was represented by 101 teachers 

with the teaching experience shorter than 5 years (25.70%), 58 teachers with the 

teaching experience shorter than 10 years (14.76%), 91 teachers with the teaching 

experience of less than 20 years (23.16%) and 148 teachers with the teaching 

experience longer than 20 years (36.39%). 

In non-complete schools with a low number of grades there were 11 participat-

ing teachers (32.34%) with the teaching experience under 5 years, 4 teachers 

(11.76%) with the experience under 10 years, 7 teachers (20.58%) under 20 years 

and 12 teachers (35.28%) with the teaching experience over 20 years. 
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In fully organized schools outside Ostrava (in the Moravia-Silesia region) there 

were 48 research participants with the experience shorter than 5 years (30.62% ), 

31 teachers with the experience shorter than 10 years (20.14%), 34 teachers with 

the experience under 20 years and 49 teachers with the experience longer than 20 

years (28.78%).

In elementary schools in Ostrava there were the following numbers of teachers 

participating in the research: 42 teachers with the experience shorter than 5 years 

(20.79%), 23 teachers shorter than 10 years (11.41%), 50 teachers shorter than 20 

years (24, 86%) and 87 teachers with the longest pedagogical experience over 20 

years (42.68 %). Thus the number of teachers with the longest experience is high-

est in elementary schools in Ostrava.

 

3.3 Methods for the investigation of teachers’ attitudes

In the first part of the research I used an anonymous, non-standardized ques-

tionnaire with the offer of 17 ‘closed’ answers, with the option of four potential 

answers. I elaborated a questionnaire for the investigation research in an ad hoc 

way, to be able to conduct a nominal classification (Chráska, 1998). 

In the second part I tried to identify opinions and attitudes according to the 

Likert-type scale (Chráska, 1998).

I tried to arrange the statements for scaling with regard to all areas of the inte-

grated teaching process, though most of them covered elementary teaching, 

national history and geography and natural study (formerly life and institutions), 

which correlates with the current practice at Czech schools. 

Having reflected pedagogical phenomena at the level of nominal measurement, 

the most frequently applied method appears to be the x-square test (chi-square 

test) which ranks among the non-parametric, statistical significance tests (Chráska, 

1998, p. 163). By means of that test we are able to distinguish whether frequencies 

which were acquired by measurements of pedagogical reality are significantly 

different from theoretical frequencies which correspond with the given zero 

hypothesis. 

The statistical hypothesis (called as an alternative hypothesis) is not verified by 

means of the statistical significance test itself but always against (compared) another 

statement - typically against the so-called zero hypothesis. The zero hypothesis is 

a speculation which, by means of statistical terms, states that there is no relation-

ship between investigated variables (Chráska, 1998, p. 158)

For instance, there is no dependence of the teachers’ age on their attitudes to the 

transformation of the Czech school.

The critical value for the acceptance or rejection of the zero hypothesis α = 0.05. 

If the calculated absolute value of the test criterion is higher or equal to the critical 
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value (-(p>α), we reject the zero hypothesis and state that the research result is 

statistically significant. If the calculated absolute value is lower than the critical 

value (p<α), then there is a situation which we expected on condition of the zero 

hypothesis, the results can be random and the zero hypothesis cannot be 

rejected.

H0 (zero hypothesis) for the application of the x-square test of good compliance 

in this research:

There is no disparity between the length of the pedagogical experience of teach-

ers and their attitudes to the teaching process integration.

HA (alternative hypothesis): There are significant disparities between the length 

of the teachers’ pedagogical experience and their attitudes to the teaching process 

integration.

Significance measuring by means of the x-square test was conducted at the IT 

Department of the Nature Science College of Ostrava University, by means of the 

test Hintze, J., NCSS and PASS, Number Cruncher Statistical Systems. Kaysvill, 

Utah: www.NCSS.COM. 2001. 

3.4 Interpretation of results 

Further interpretation of the collected research data will be conducted according 

to the following analysis: 

1. What is the level of self-reflection of the above-mentioned teachers, with 

respect to their work as primary school teachers?

We can match this factor with the answers to the following questions:

What are teachers’ attitudes to their work? 

What is the way they get prepared for the teaching process? 

What is teachers’ perception of their work, with respect to their personal growth? 

What are their attitudes to the post-graduate education? 

What do they consider as beneficial for their work with respect to the curriculum 

planning? 

What is the way teachers evaluate their own personality, with respect to their 

professional skills? 

H1 was confirmed only in 32% of the cases. The experience length of individual 

teachers does not play a key role in the self-reflection of their work.

2. How do teachers reflect the current curriculum and organisational condi-

tions for their work?

This category will include answers to the following questions:

 What attitudes towards current syllabus do teachers adopt? 
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 What organisational forms of work do teachers prefer in the teaching process? 

 What do teachers think about current standards? 

 What attitudes towards the exact timetable do teachers adopt? 

H1 has been confirmed in 50% of the cases. The length of teachers’ experience 

cannot be considered as an essential criterion for the reflection of curricular and 

organisational conditions at the current Czech school.

3. To what extent does the school atmosphere as a whole influence teachers’ 

attitudes to their work?

Teachers expressed their attitudes by selecting answers to the following questions:

What are the organisational conditions for the work of elementary school teach-

ers? 

What is the co-operation of teachers in a certain school like? 

What do teachers think about the management style at their school? 

How would they evaluate the work of their superiors? 

What do teachers think about the evaluation of their own work by the school 

management? 

H1 and H2 have been confirmed in 88% of the cases. Disparities in the peda-

gogical experience length had significant impact on the evaluation of the school 

atmosphere as a whole.

4. What attitudes do teachers adopt with respect to the current school stand-

ards?

H1 was accepted in 80% of the cases. The pedagogical experience length is of key 

importance when evaluating (assessing) teachers’ attitudes to the current Czech 

school standards (before the Framework Educational Programme is passed).

5. What do teachers think about the way the school should develop the child’s 

personality with respect to the learning process? 

H1 was confirmed in 75% of the cases. When evaluating the teachers’ attitudes 

to the way the current school should develop the child’ s personality, with respect 

to the learning process, we have discovered essential disparities dependent on the 

pedagogical experience length.

 

6. What attitudes do teachers adopt with respect to elementary teaching, natu-

ral study and national history and geography (formerly life and institutions)?

 H1 was confirmed in 68% of the cases. There are disparities (though not 

significant) in the teachers’ attitudes towards elementary teaching, natural study 
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and national history and geography, depending on their pedagogical experience 

length.

 

7. What attitudes do teachers adopt with respect to the integration of indi-

vidual study subjects – e.g. to the synthetisation of the curriculum?

H1 has been confirmed in 88% of the cases. There are significant disparities in 

the teachers’ attitudes to the curriculum integration, depending on the teaching 

experience length.

 

8. What is the level of teachers’ self-reflection with respect to the integrated 

teaching process?

H1 has been confirmed in 58% of the cases only. When evaluating the teachers’ 

self-reflection with respect to the teacher experience length, what has been discovered 

is that the experience length is of lower significance. Even teachers with longer peda-

gogical experience can adopt a positive attitude to the integrated teaching process.

When evaluating the statements by means of the Likert-type scale, the alterna-

tive hypothesis was accepted in the case of the evaluation of 21 statements, which 

is approximately 70% and rejected in 9 cases – approx. 30 %. 

When evaluating the statements provided in the questionnaires, statistically sig-

nificant disparities according to the length of pedagogical experience were identified 

(accepted) in 12 cases – 60% and rejected in 8 cases – 40% (cf. Šimíčková, 2003).

4. Conclusion – recommendations

The research results interpretation has not shown 100% validity of the hypoth-

esis stating that the longer the teachers’ pedagogical experience is, the more con-

servative are their attitudes to the transformation of the Czech school and opinions 

on the teaching methods, either; in spite of that we must take into account with 

some risky factors in the process of the Czech school transformation.

When evaluating the individual cases we should respect the individuality of 

teachers’ personalities. In the future it would be desirable to combine the method 

of quantitative and qualitative research (mixed methodology) and deal with the 

processing and analysis of the teacher’s life story (Gavora, 2001) in a couple of cases 

of teachers who have not succumbed to the Teacher Burnout Syndrome and in 

spite of older age and long pedagogical experience they are still able to develop.

 What will have to be done for the primary school teachers, to be able to imple-

ment the school transformation by means of the Framework Educational Pro-

gramme and its adoption? 
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We should realise that the teachers’ age and their pedagogical experience length 

represent significant factors for the acceptance of transformation and innovations 

in the Czech school. From the research results and the 30-year long experience as 

a primary school teacher I know that most teachers with longer experience suc-

cumb to work stereotype and it is very difficult for them to cope with new teaching 

procedures. Many of them need further theoretical study and are lacking in the 

capacity to absorb the change process.

The research results show that the school atmosphere as a whole has a significant 

impact on the acceptance of the integrated teaching process. As the headmasters 

are managers of pedagogical teams which will adopt the Framework Educational 

Programme and by implementing it they will build the autonomy of their school, 

it is necessary to include the integrated teaching process and its issues in the post-

graduate education, namely for headmasters.

Headmasters as managers in institutions with the statute of a legal entity are also 

bound to establish good conditions for the implementation of innovative trends 

and methods in the system of work at their schools. It means to establish the school 

atmosphere in which also young Teacher Training College graduates can get on, 

namely in elementary schools; and based on their own experience they should 

implement the integrated teaching process and the project-based method in their 

daily school work, as they are trained in the pre-service education provided by our 

Department. We often meet our students who already work as teachers and we 

hear many complaints regarding the misunderstanding of their teaching proce-

dures which are so different from those adopted by most of the teaching staff. 

Therefore we recommend that headmasters to consider this problem.

Headmasters should show their opinion more openly and provide more support 

to innovative changes. 

The integrated teaching issues should be included into the further teacher 

education programmes. 

All pedagogical innovations should also be supported and positively evaluated 

by the Czech School Inspection. That will be necessary to amend the legislation 

relating to its role in performance evaluation of individual schools. It would be 

desirable so that an ‘inspector – a white collar’ becomes an ‘inspector – a promoter’ 

of the transformation concept for Czech schools and the Framework Educational 

Programme, as well.
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Curriculum Planning as Teacher’s Steering Activity 
by Micro-level Management

Abstract

The contribution addresses the problems of teacher training for curriculum as 

a process of curriculum planning for pupils in educational situations. The author 

characterizes curriculum projects according to the length of their duration; she 

mentions the components of the thematic plan of curriculum, and pays attention 

to the project of the teaching unit, the structure of the education situation as its 

basic element.

Key words: micro-level management, teacher training, teacher’s steering activity, 

curriculum planning.

Teaching as a system of activities of the teacher and pupils is a purposeful, sys-

tematic process that excludes contingencies and sporadic actions both in setting 

its goal and in the concretization of the content as well as in the process of imple-

mentation and evaluation of its results. Systematic supervision – the organization, 

arrangements making, animation of learning processes of the pupils in educational 

situations or the “management of learning” can be considered the domain of 

didactics and the tools to initiate and direct the processes of pupil learning as 

abasis of the regulation of their own self-development. We understand under it 

a teacher’s concentrated effort to reach the planned results and effects of teaching. 

Amongst teacher’s steering activities there are all teacher’s activities that are linked 

to planning, projecting, organizing, implementation, end evaluation of the teach-

ing as well as the outcomes of his/her erudite decision making in the pedagogical 

prognoses and in concrete educational situations as well. Every intentional activity 

of a pupils’ learning is linked to the goal and its effectivity is influenced by the 

Alena Doušková
The Slovak Republic
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optimal preparation of the conditions and means for its implementation. Teacher 

training for teaching and the creation of teaching projects is part of his/her plan-

ning and projecting activity. 

Two levels of teacher training for teaching

If teachers identify themselves as well as their teaching (their teaching activity) 

with a bearer and a handover of information – of teaching contents, and their 

priority is to start cope with the teaching content, during preparation for teaching 

they concentrate their attention  especially on their own activities (I am to teach, 

to explain, to present, to prepare tasks for revisions …), they do not take part in the 

leading of learning processes of their pupils, they are concentrated on the way how 

to “hand over the content” and therefore they may not have any basic influence on 

the effectivity and success of individual pupils in learning processes. In that case 

the teacher works with the content of the subject but not with the curriculum, 

which we consider to be an outcome of the transformation of the content of cur-

riculum for the purposes of teaching and of the learning of pupils. 

Teaching oriented on pupils as a process of leading the pupils to learn and the 

leading of their development is conditioned by the creation of such educational situ-

ations that are made up by a purposefully oriented chain of teaching tasks enabling 

the social contact and pupils’ own interpretations. Through them the teacher evokes 

and especially enables the self-learning of the pupil. The pupils’ self-learning is 

initiated mainly from the inside and it requires from the teacher to minimize the 

space for the pupils’ “self-organization of the learning process”, as well as to enable 

to choose the place of learning, the form of learning, flexible time and methods of 

learning. This interpretative understanding of teaching, the dominance of the teacher 

in the area of condition creation and opening possibilities for pupils’ learning, requires 

a distraction from the role of the teacher as a “mediator of knowledge” and his/her 

identification with the role of a “facilitator of learning and a provider of the guided 

development of the cognitive and extra-cognitive functions of pupils. The teacher’s 

role as a facilitator of pupil’s activities and an organizer of discourse is grounded in 

intentional planning, projecting, organizing, controlling, leading, evaluating, and 

innovating, namely in the system of partial activities in steering the processes of pupils’ 

learning at the level of micro-management. 

The teacher who intentionally leads the process of pupils’ learning employs the 

project approach in teaching. The project approach in the preparation for teaching 

comes out of the two-subject understanding of teaching that requires a clear dis-

tinction and role specification of the specific goals and tasks enabling their imple-
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mentation for both participants in the educational processes of pupils and teachers. 

The meaning of teacher’s work is to guide and facilitate the development of chil-

dren, to support them in learning activities, to activate their potentials in the 

desired way, to facilitate their self-realization, and to support the development of 

the self-regulative mechanisms. 

The goals of educational situations, of learning activities that are implemented 

through them, are the elementary and dominant element of the training for teach-

ing and all other elements of this process are subservient to them. The teacher 

intentionally ponders on why he/she goes to teach and how the teaching will 

progress, how pupils will be learning, and he/she projects concrete activities to 

enable potentials for an intentional development of all parts of pupil’s personality, 

the system of learning tasks, tools and didactic materials. Based on pupils’ specific 

needs he/she concentrates him/herself on the processual part of learning. Follow-

ing the end of teaching, based on the analysis he/she evaluates and modifies his/her 

project according to the obtained results and positive situation.

The project of learning and its types

The project is most generally defined as a “bigger goal”. It originated in the Latin 

word projicere what means to plan, to suggest, to resolve. Umlauf (1999, In : 

Kačinová 2004, p. 26) says that in the pedagogical practice we aim to plan and 

develop a longer sequence of the project, it has a task character and it often finishes 

by the creation of products. It is a tool of leadership, implementation and inspec-

tion of the learning activities of pupils. It involves entries, processes and predicted 

outcomes of teaching as well as diagnostic tools for its evaluation. It is a project of 

a teaching process within which the goal, planning, realization and evaluation of 

the practical and the factual project idea is under the control of the one who learns. 

By means of the activation of his/her cognitive, psychomotor as well as emotional 

part of the personality the learning one is addressed as a whole. Pupils take part in 

the organization of their learning process. 

The project for teaching, with various timing, should be in harmony with the 

general understanding of a well-structured plan and also with the structure of the 

educational situation. Every well-composed and checkable teaching project 

includes, similarly to any programme-, the answers to the same questions that the 

teacher must answer in them:

FOR WHAT PURPOSE? –  GOALS – INTENTIONS

FOR WHOM? – CHARACTERISTICS AND NEEDS OF PUPILS – PSYCHOSTRUCTURE 

WHAT? – CONTENT – TEACHING CONTENTS
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HOW LONG? – TIME FACTOR

HOW? – METHODS AND MEANS, DIDACTIC PROCEDURES

AT WHICH ORGANIZATION? – LEARNING ORGANIZATION – SOCIOSTRUCTURE

WHAT EFFECTS? – CHECKING AND EVALUATION

WITH THE HELP OF WHAT? – DIDACTIC MATERIAL, TEACHING TOOLS.

From the time point of view, at the level of micro-management of the class the 

teacher can create and implement:

–  short-term teaching projects that relate to the active guided learning of pupils 

and concrete teaching goals, (a concrete teaching lesson, double-lesson, 

a block, a day)

–  middle-term teaching projects that relate to the guided development of the 

pupils’cognitive and non-cognitive functions and development goals (they are 

linked to the thematic unit, theme, goal quality in the pupil development),

–  long-term teaching projects that relate to the guided achievement of the 

expected pupil key competence as long-term goals of a certain school stage 

(one or more years) (cf. Sihelský, 2002, p.7).

On their basis the teacher intentionally work with the system of goals at all 

levels of the guidance securing the continuation of particular goals and the direc-

tion of their concretization in the line of the general goals of education towards 

partial operationalized goals at the level of teaching requirements for concrete 

teaching activities. Within mutual relations of teaching guidance through projects 

for the reaching of educational goals, there should be time-realizational conse-

quences and goal contexts between the guided pupil learning in the project of 

concrete teaching units up to key competence in the educative programme of the 

schools. 

Picture 1. Connecting and overlapping of goal types in

the process of projecting

key competence 

in school goal program

(long-term ones)

development goals in 

development projects

(middle-term ones)

teaching goals in teaching 

projects

(short-term ones)
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A short-term teaching project – a thematic plan of the curriculum

Short-term teaching projects that relate to the guided development are usually 

prepared at the beginning of the school year, outlining: 

–  a time-thematic plan for particular subject, in relation to the class and the 

specifics of particular pupils. It is a general teaching plan for concrete subjects, 

which involves time data about the handling with thematic units of the cur-

riculum. It comes out of the general plan of the school and from the teaching 

curriculum;

–  a thematic plan of the curriculum in particular subjects; the teacher formu-

lates in it the final idea about teaching. During its formation it is grounded 

on the teaching curriculum, textbooks to be used, worksheets, while taking 

into account the characteristics of the class and the needs of pupils, changed 

teaching contents, their structure according to local school conditions. Dur-

ing this guiding activity cooperation of teachers within the methodological 

association with the use of the experience of interested teachers is often 

engaged; 

–  monthly, weekly work plans, teaching agreements and pupils’ projects as 

special means supporting the self-regulation of the pupil.

Today’s teaching programmes for subjects are oriented towards the goal, and 

therefore they require a new model of projecting such ones as those coming out of 

the content dominance.

The thematic plan of the curriculum in a concrete subject should involve:

–  thematic units, names of teaching themes, (suggestions for the number of hours), 

–  pupils’ supposed knowledge and skills, which the curriculum relates to and 

helps the pupils, ways of getting the pre-concepts, 

–  teaching goals worked out and lined up in the succession, hierarchized accord-

ing to the areas of pupil psychic development,

–  a suggestion of an adequate curriculum for the suggested goals, notion map of 

the curriculum (it helps to create the structure of supporting facts, notions, 

generalizations), 

–  a suggestion of particular teaching units, appropriate teaching activities, teach-

ing procedures (inductive, deductive, social approach to teaching), didactic 

tools and means,

–  adequate suggestions for the organization of teaching activities,

–  criteria of success in mastering the curriculum, methods and tools of checking 

and evaluation.

A flexible, creatively composed thematic plan of teaching curriculum as a result 

of the cooperation of teachers is an appropriate tool for projecting of concrete 
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learning activities of pupils during teaching. That does not tie one down; it facili-

tates the adaptation to the needs of pupils, to newly arisen situations and require-

ments. From the beginning of this school year there appears a requirement for 

every teacher to prepare his/her time-thematic plan for the all subjects that he 

teaches.

A short-term project – a project of a teaching unit

The project of teaching that is pupil-centred, oriented towards its changes, 

towards which concrete activities will be implemented, at which level of cognitive 

strenuousness, in order that they lead to reaching what is to be gained, is oriented 

towards the work with teaching goals, towards the process of teaching, organization 

of pupils’ learning. In the process of its creation the teacher thinks over wherein is 

his role – how to initiate, motivate, inspire, and support pupils’ learning, what it 

means to facilitate the child to build his/her own picture of the world. He/she 

considers what educational situations under which context he chooses and imitates 

in order that the child can fulfill his/her own role – to independently, actively 

cognize, to implement learning, to diagnose and evaluate his/her own progres. 

While creating the teaching project, the teacher plans:

–  his/her goals in his/her own perspective in harmony with the goal programme. 

We can speak about two conceptions of the goal formulation for the 

teacher:

–  formulations to express activities that have to be done through it – activiza-

tion, development, providing for self-expression, presentation…, that express 

a philosophy of education, point to the subjective character of teacher’s work 

in pupil guidance;

–  the conception of goals formulation directed to the objects of those activi-

ties – building up a system of values, abilities, knowledge, skills, information 

that touch various individual areas of pupil development;

–  teaching goals for pupil perspective, from the point of view of his/her needs, 

interests,  as operationalized goals with respect to the partial categories of 

taxonomies (every pupil can choose a section of the passage that he/she likes 

most, he knows how to divide the text into meaning units…); we speak about 

subjective goals of teaching that are pupil-personality-centred, and help 

teachers and pupils understand what they head for and in which place of 

development they find themselves; 

–  conditions and means for the implementation of pupils’ intentional and 

unintentional individual goals of concrete activities of. 
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In the process of the project learning unit designing the teacher accepts and 

incorporates:

–  school documents (projects and materials from higher levels coming out of 

his/her reading of teaching curriculum, thematic plans of the subjects and 

thematic units), he/she follows thematic handbooks comparing them with 

the needs of his/her pupils and their actual experience; 

–  diagnostic indicators in the class, coming out of the definition of pupils’ acces-

sible incoming characteristic needs, from the level of his/her competence, 

form his/her concept of the curriculum, the level of up-to-now experience, 

specific needs and interests, based on the analysis of the present situation 

he/she decides on the differentiation and individualization of teaching;

–  concretization, operationalization and taxonomization when defining the 

teaching goals as changes in knowledge, in the development of intellectual 

abilities, in the development of motivational-desiderable and value-positional 

characteristics, in the development of sensual-motional abilities; 

–  based on the didactic transformation of the contents, didactic analysis of the 

curriculum, he/she prepares appropriate suggestions of teaching situations, he 

makes psycho-didactic structuring of teaching tasks of the cognitive, socio-

affective and sensorial-motoric sphere of teaching so that they are in harmony 

with the teaching goals. He/she decides about the basic structure of curriculum, 

he/she chooses facts, generalizing notions; he/she prepares a set of teaching 

tasks inevitable for its understanding and the structure itself, restructuring in 

the process, whose micro-strategies pupils will use or experience. He/she 

considers which cognitive activities pupils will implemented during their task 

solutions, which psychic functions they will develop, how many bringing-off 

tasks are necessary, and how many developing tasks are necessary in order to 

reach not only the actual zone but also the nearest one in their development. 

–  active position of the pupil in the process of teaching, choosing and preparing 

optimal teaching situations, adequate methods, the methods and organization 

of the teaching activities, an optimal process of teaching. He/she prepares 

collative variables to motivate pupils’ interest in teaching, decides about 

inductive or deductive procedure in teaching, provides for the conditions to 

presentations of pupil pre-concepts, prepares social situations, activities as the 

means of the interactive development of pupil’s personality;, 

–  checking and evaluation of the success of teaching and learning processes, 

he/she submits suggestions for the criteria of success, of diagnostic tasks 

enabling checking and self-checking; he/she decides which diagnostic meth-

ods will be used, how to provide for self-reflection and self-evaluation in the 

activities.
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The content and extent of the teaching unit project evaluation is made by the 

goals of the project. The effectivity of the suggested teaching project is dependent 

on keeping the principle of congruence, of the harmony between teaching goals of 

a lesson, teaching activities and employed procedures of diagnostics and evaluation 

of the obtained results.

Congruence is grounded in the fact, that the choice of teaching activities must 

converge with the desired teaching goals and projected diagnostic tasks provide for 

the means by which it is possible to evaluate the knowledge and skills that pupils 

were to get.

Picture 2 Congruence principle (cf.: Pasch 1998, p.192)

The harmony of these three components can be provided for by the teacher so 

that:

–  he/she modifies teaching tasks as impulses for learning activities converging 

at the level of teaching, that is set in the goals; 

–  he/she chooses teaching tasks, the pupils’ activities according to whether the 

goal is in the active, psycho-motoric or cognitive domain;

–  he/she decides on inductive, deductive, social approach to teaching, various 

forms of teaching  and learning in order to help all children be success when 

coping with curriculum as well as in  their personality development;

–  he/she intentionally emphasizes and repeats the teaching goals to pupils, the 

goals that they are to reach through their activities;

–  he/she continuously informs pupils about the skills they have to prove in 

a supervisory test, which is awaiting them at the close of a thematic unit. 

diagnostic tasks, techniques 

of evaluation and self-evaluation

concrete teaching

goals

teaching tasks –      

learning 

activities of pupils
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The structure of a teaching project

The basic structure of a teaching unit project comes out of the understanding of 

teaching as pupils’ situational learning, out of projecting and creating the system 

of educational situations that evoke pupils’ interest in learning and at the same time 

they initiate their cognitive activity. The teaching situation is made up by a system 

of teaching tasks that create conditions to reach the teaching goals – teaching 

requirements. The teacher simultaneously reckons that some activities will emerge 

as a result of spontaneous situations that appear through pupils’ impulses.

Picture 3. Structure scheme of an educational situation in a project

UP- teaching requirements, UÚ- teaching tasks, UČ- teaching 
activities, DgÚ- diagnostic tasks 

Within one teaching hour there are usually several pedagogical situations. Each 

of them is outlined by the teacher so that the pupils emotionally cope with the 

problem and activities that they will carry out within the situation. Pupils are given 

a chance to express their previous experiences and knowledge that concern a given 

problem as well as their possible expectations in relation to the theme. Then they 

solve the problem through learning activities within which they suggest and check 

the procedures of solution and they are able to process new information. Following 

the finalization of activities, pupils present the results of their work and get feedback 

not only from the teacher but also from their classmates. The teacher provides for 

Teaching situation 1

UP1

UÚ1-UČ1

UÚ2-UČ2

UÚ3-UČ3

UÚ4-UČ4

DgÚP1

time, space, 

social contact, 

resources, methods, 

didactic material, 

way of self-control,

evaluations, 

self-evaluation

UP2

UÚ1-UČ1

UÚ2-UĆ2

UÚ3

DgÚP2

time, space,

social contact

resources, methods, 

didactic material, 

way of self-control,

evaluations, 

self-evaluation

UP3  UÚ1-UĆ1
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the reflection of experiences, that the pupils acquired through the solution of the 

set of teaching tasks. Every new pedagogical situation is designed so that it comes 

out of pupils’ already gained experience which makes space to deepen the acquired 

knowledge, skills and attitudes. 

The structure of a project, it may have this form:

Years: Class: Subject: Teacher:

Thematic unit: Curriculum: Goal:

Teaching tools:

Time Pedagogical 

situation

Teaching 

requirements

Set of teaching

tasks

Continuance (teacher’s 

activity, teaching 

activities, methods 

and forms of work)
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Reflection of Values
in the Pre-service Elementary School Teacher Education

Abstract

The paper focuses on individual educational paradigms and related priorities in 

values. It deals with the plurality (diversity) of value-based systems in education. 

The current educational concepts are then confronted with the students’ approach 

to their own priorities in the university education. The paper considers the differ-

ence between qualification (competence) and education as a category of being. 

Key words: qualification, education, being (existence), educational paradigms, 

educational priorities of future teachers, philosophical orientation

“Value orientation as the basis of social life needs tolerance in values selection 

and understanding that the plurality of value systems is a natural thing and thus it 

is worth coming to consensus relating to which systems will be accepted or based 

on which compromise a new system will be compiled.” (Špůr, 2002, p. 156)

I was dealing with the issue of the plurality of values in the pre-service elemen-

tary school teacher education within the research project titled “New Opportuni-

ties in Education of Teachers, Educators and Pupils for the Learning Society of the 

21st Century”. I have published three papers as part of this research project (cf. 

bibiography).

Plurality of educational concepts 

 Four basic educational paradigms and relating value-based sets of priorities can 

be identified in the educational tradition of the European and North American 

civilisation. Supreme human values - this is the priority of essentialism. The essence 

Taťána Göbelová

Czech Republic
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of education rests in the cultivation of reason, wisdom, cultivation of beauty and 

truth. The assumption for the encyclopaedic approach rests in the sum of all human 

knowledge. This approach emphasizes democracy and moral values. The objective 

of the pragmatic concept of education is to accomplish the idea of freedom and 

individual happiness and chances for everybody. All that in the spirit of pluralism 

and an approach free of elitism. Polytechnic approach (polytechnism) then repre-

sents a concept of uniform education based on two principles – collectivism and 

strict discipline. (Walterová, 1994).

 The more complex the current civilisation problems are, the more complex the 

requirements relating to the education are. At the ATEE conference in Stockholm 

(2001) the following requirements and needs were presented: 

–  “The economic competition and growth,

–  transformation towards the liberally oriented market, 

–  need for social cohesion in society which has becoming more and more 

multicultural,

–  necessary emancipation of socially handicapped (poorest) social classes.” 

(European Journal of Teacher Education, Scenarios for the future teacher)

 It is important to realise that economic activity is an integral part of social life 

and it is based on essential values, standards, rules and moral obligations which 

form the framework for the society operation. 

 There is no pedagogical system without a world view and a value-based anchor-

ing. It is the ‘educandus’ (a not ready man) who is the subject of the educational 

process, in the essence of whom there is the potency and need to become more 

advanced at all levels of human self-realisation. It is a dimension of the develop-

ment of the ontological triple essence of man (body, soul, spirit). But man is also 

a social being, placed in the context of the world and relationships which can be 

creatively developed by him. “One of the key challenges of the future post-indus-

trial society - if it is to overcome the danger of technocratism and total decay – is 

the same as it was in the Greek polis: the society of spiritual people, who take care 

of the “soul” as the common good, must put the main emphasis on upbringing and 

complex education.” (Milén, 2002, pp. 56–57)

Teacher education – between qualification and education 

 Disparities between education and qualification are highlighted by Fink in his 

antinomies of education. He points out the contradiction between professional 

education (specialized qualification) and humanity education (general human 

education). (Fink, 1992, p. 16).
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 What does the teacher qualification authorize to? It represents the knowledge-

based dimension in the instrumental meaning. It is a set of more or less efficient 

educational and didactic procedures and strategies for meeting the selected 

objectives. 

 From the philosophical point of view, education is a category of being; of 

something which essentially belongs to me and what creates my self. Also micro-

cosm belongs to such a kind of being. It means to understand myself, others and 

the world we were born in. Education means forming of a human being - to be 

oneself. It is the creation of value-based consciousness, life attitudes and charac-

ter. And to make one’s existence brighter means to get to its individual roots. 

(Jaspers) 

Educational priorities of future teachers

 What are the values relating to the teacher carrier preferred by pre-service 

education students at our department of Primary and Alternative Pedagogy?

 Students provided their answers to the question “What are your expectations 

relating to your elementary school teacher training?” 56 students of the regular 

study and 41 students of the combined study participated in our survey (enquiry) 

- altogether 107 students of the 1st year of the Elementary School Teacher Training. 

The survey was conducted during the summer term of 2003, at the beginning of 

seminars on the Philosophy of Education. 

The survey results – arranged by the relative frequency:

Having been asked “What do you expect from your elementary school teacher 

study?”, the students provided the following answers (arranged by relative fre-

quency):

1. Improving of knowledge – 44%; 2. Qualification for the future job, a diploma, 

a degree – 38%; 3. Didactics, teaching methods – 30%; 4. To understand  children – 

19%;  5. Self-satisfaction (I am able to master it) – 17%; 6. Mastering of educational 

problems, reacting to individual pedagogical situations – 13%; 7. Preparation for 

the role of a teacher – 10%; 8. Increase in salary – 10%; 9. Development of one’s 

own personality, enrichment, self-improvement – 9%; 10. Orientation in pedagogy 

and psychology – 6%; 11. References to information sources, bibliography – 4%; 

12. New friends – 4%; 13. Development of communication skills – 3%; 14. Positive 

atmosphere during the study (helpfulness, understanding) – 3%; 15. Social appre-

ciation (credit) – 3%; 16. Becoming equal with one’s peers – 3%; 17. Advantages 

(not specified) – 3%; 18. Improving of physical condition and music skills – 2%; 

19. Stimulation for the educational work – 2%; 20. Satisfaction – 2%.
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The survey results cannot be generalized due to the sample type, though there 

is a distinct pragmatic aspect – qualification for the future job, a diploma, a degree, 

the emphasis on the knowledge-based dimension. Then there is still a question 

whether by modifying the teacher training scheme it is possible to change the 

attitudes to values relating to the students’ way to become a teacher. 

Complementary features of dimensions relating to learning how 
to learn, to learn to act, to live together, to be – as an assumption 
of one’s own innovations in the process of teaching the Philosophy 
of Education.

The importance of the above-mentioned dimensions is highlighted by Delors in 

his Report for the International Commission of UNESCO ”Education for the 21st 

Century.” “If the educational process is to be successful, it must be based on four 

basic kinds of teaching which will become, to some extent, the pillars of man’s 

development during his/her life: to learn how to learn - which means to master the 

tools for proper understanding; to learn to act – to be able to influence our environ-

ment in a creative way; to learn to live together – to be able to co-operate with 

others and thus participate in all human activities; to learn to be – as the essential 

process of the forming of our own personality, following the three pillars mentioned 

before. All four pillars form an integral unit at the same time as they are connected 

and overlapping each other. (Delors, 1997, p. 49)

 The ‘arché ’ (an original principle) of education within the European context is 

represented by the Plato’s paideia - e.g. taking the unbound man from a cave to the 

light of being. Education and upbringing are the categories of being. Educating 

and upbringing means forming of the human being, as well. 

“One of the key functions of the pre-service and post-graduate teacher education 

is to fit teachers with ethical, intellectual and emotional tools, to be able to develop 

similar qualities in their pupils, based on the society requirements.” (Delors, p. 97, 

1997) 

 The importance of the “developed, mature and educated, value-based conscious-

ness” compared to (in contradiction with) the “ethical ignorance of an educa-

tor” – also ranks among the tasks of the pre-service teacher education. The above 

topic is important for the elementary school pedagogy, as the less “advanced” the 

child is, the more help and care such a child needs from us and thus the responsi-

bility of an educator is more and more important. 

What role does the value orientation of a teacher play for his/her future teacher 

practice? “The broader the view of the realm of values of a person who is a moral 
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leader for the others is, the more he /she will deepen their understanding, open 

their eyes and new prospects for their life.” (Hartmann, 2002, p. 56) Too narrow 

and limited perception of values by a teacher brings about risks for his/her pupils. 

One-sidedness, narrow-mindedness, schematic views or introjections in the sphere 

of values result in moral deformation, conformity and uniformity and limiting of 

personal growth. 

That is why philosophical orientation plays a key role in the pre-service teacher 

education, though students from the target group did not mention it, at all. Philo-

sophical orientation “shows a man in his/her orientation towards the everlasting, 

fundamental values of his/her being. And the education and upbringing become 

sensible when such values are applied.” (Hager, 1994, p. 15) 

In the pre-service teacher education provided by our Department of Pedagogy 

for Primary and Alternative Education, the dimension of philosophical orientation 

is cultivated via the Philosophy of Education seminars, which thus provide the 

opportunity for self-interpretation to a person operating in the sphere of educa-

tional situations. 

 Values are the top and most important part of educational efforts. “…a man 

thrown to the world is able to find the orientation to his/her being and not only 

the orientation to anything else. That is the core value of humanity.” (Kratochvíl, 

1995, p. 37)

Note:

The term dualism is in Czech pedagogical terminology used in the sense of the 

Latin words “educatio” (upbringing) and “eruditio” (education). 
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School Culture as an Object of Research1

Abstract

Though it is laborious to examine the culture of the school, researchers have 

been endeavouring to empirically apprehend it since the 1960’s. A variety of 

research jobs have been carried out, of various starting points, ways of materialisa-

tion, and conclusions. The present text indicates a way of classifying these studies 

according to the purposes they had been assigned. Though the list of examples is 

not entirely complete nor is the classification definite, a conclusion is clear and 

evident: in most cases, the culture of the school is not examined in order to grasp 

this culture itself. Much more often, the culture of the school is examined as 

a starting point, a pre-condition, or a tool to explore another object of the research-

er’s interest outside the culture itself, such as the quality and evaluation of the 

school’s overall performance, the quality of the learning process, or the school’s 

developmental potential.

Key words: school culture; purposes of research; methods of research; culture of 

individual school; areas of school culture; features of a successful school; features of 

culture of school culture(s); individual, collective, and organisational learning; per-

ception of school culture 

Milan Pol, Lenka Hloušková,
Petr Novotný, Eva Václavíková, 
Jiří Zounek, 
Czech Republic

1 A primary version of the text has been published in Sborník prací Filozofické fakulty 
Masarykovy univerzity, Brno, Masarykova univerzita v Brně, 2002, U 7, řada pedagogická.
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Introduction

The curious and almost ephemeral, though influential phenomenon which is 

nowadays called school culture, has been contemplated in education science and 

schooling for long2. As Walter wrote in 1932: “Schools have a culture that is defi-

nitely their own. There are, in the school, complex rituals of personal relationships, 

a set of folkways, mores, and irrational sanctions, a moral code based upon them. 

There are games, which are sublimated wars, teams, and an elaborate set of ceremo-

nies concerning them. There are traditions and traditionalists waging their world-

old battle against innovators” (after Deal, Peterson, 1999, p. 2). Nevertheless, school 

culture had long remained neglected by researchers in education, some systematic 

exploration having only started in the last decades. 

Today, school culture is examined from miscellaneous viewpoints, using diverse 

methods, and following various intentions. The educational research of school 

culture is inspired by many disciplines. For example, management is a field in 

which many relevant questions are analysed, such as how the culture unites people 

within an institution, how a head-teacher can influence the culture, and which 

tools he/she owns to do so. Anthropologists use culture concepts accentuating 

linguistic codes and the implementation of school culture elements within par-

ticular ethnic groups, in the context of a wider society. Sociologists explore the 

social structure of culture, the variety of culture forms, and the role of culture in 

conflicts. The educational research of school culture points out the values which 

uphold individual and collective (organisational) behaviour (Berg, 2000; Deal, 

Peterson, 1990; and others). 

The variety of options of school culture exploration makes the topic nearly 

inexhaustible. The following review can therefore hardly be complete. The criterion 

of our classification has been the purpose for which the studies were prepared and 

performed. Such purposes, it seems, may be classified in six categories, as listed 

below. Though before this classification is presented, a brief history of the examina-

tion of school culture should be mentioned, and the limits of the empirical approach 

to this phenomenon indicated. 

2 The definition of the term school culture, including some connotations, is analysed more 
thoroughly in Hledání pojmu kultura školy (Pol et al., 2002)
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On the history of school culture exploration

School culture in the proper sense of the word has only recently attracted the 

attention of researchers. In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, some influential (and 

often provocative) theories said that the social background of students was more 

important for the academic prosperity than the educational role of schools (e.g. 

Averch, 1971; Coleman, 1966; Plowden, 1967). A number of consequent studies 

dealt with specific subjects, such as the evaluation of the curriculum, pupils’ per-

sonal problems, etc. Analyses comprehensively examining the school as a whole 

appeared a little later, occasionally in the 60’s and more evidently in the 70’s. Help-

ful for the exploration of school culture were especially the studies coining the 

terms of school climate and school ethos and pinpointing the importance of the 

school milieu. A strong American inspiration was, for instance, the Organisational 

Climate Description Questionnaire – OCQD by Halpin & Crofts (1963). Finlayson, 

a British author, employed the OCQD to design his School Climate Index (SCI, 

1970, 1973), as part of the Comprehensive Schools Feasibility Study, meant to devise 

tools of measuring the cognitive, affective, and social characteristics of schools. 

These tools were intended to examine the then originating type of secondary 

schools (comprehensive schools) in the UK. 

During the 70’s and 80’s, noticeable emancipation of studies in educational 

management could be witnessed. An important event was the appearance of school 

effectiveness studies in the US. Brookover et al. (1978) and Edmonds (1979) were 

among the first to prove that – though schools cannot rectify the squeeze of the 

society – the influence of the school is strong, changeable, and perfectible. The 

research of school effectiveness soon gained importance. Among the first European 

results of this stream of exploration was the work of Rutter et al. (1979) in which 

ethos is coined, the necessity of the school effectiveness research is stressed and, 

mainly, the evident relation between school ethos and the effectiveness of second-

ary schools is indicated. Attention to school culture exploration was on the 

increase. 

A new movement aiming at the improvement of schools came up in the 1980’s 

(school improvement movement). Its protagonists underlined the importance of 

school culture and the system of values within a school as change-enabling factors 

(e.g. Fullan, 1982). Simultaneously, another wave of interest in management and 

theories of organisation was raised in the US. The cynosure of school culture stud-

ies was then to be found in the organisational culture, leadership, and the relation 

between them. Beside the organisational culture (Schein, 1985), these studies 

focused on efficient management (Torrington, Weightman, Johns, 1989), educa-

tional leadership, accentuating the educational job of the school (Weick, 1988; 
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Nias, 1989), and the explanation of the relation between school culture and change 

(Sarason, 1985). 

Currently, the exploration of school culture is performed at the level of a specific 

school (cultural analysis of a specific school), rather than at the level of a certain 

system of schools. The 1990’s also witnessed a shift of the researchers’ attention 

from the school as a whole towards individual sub-cultures (teachers, pupils, teach-

ing, decision-making, etc.) or towards partial elements or processes which are 

perceived as relevant for, manifested through, or influenced by the school culture. 

This is explained as due to varied developments: theoretical progress, increasing 

focus on individual functioning within a social context, or new educational policies 

in many countries (underlining such educational aspects as leadership, curriculum, 

learning and teaching processes, improvement, academic outputs). Many consider 

these issues as important dimensions of school culture (Prosser, 1999). Studies deal 

with teachers (Acker, 1990; Berg, 2000; Hargreaves 1994), pupils (Rudduck, 1996), 

racism in schools (Gillborn, 1995), discipline (Johnstone, Munn, 1992), and other 

subjects. Frequently, such subjects get another dimension if associated with a wider 

cultural issue (e.g. the needs of a special education in relation to cultural innova-

tions). 

While the earliest studies dealt with the recognition of the phenomenon of 

school culture, later efforts focused on possible changes in schools and, thus, on 

the process of managing the culture. One of the basic theoretical models, enabling 

schools to map the process of change, was presented by Hargreaves (1995). His 

conviction is that the “mapping” schools have better chances to grasp and cultivate 

school culture. 

On the options and limits of school culture exploration

Researchers always face the difficult task to grasp the complex and unsettled 

phenomenon of school culture3. Typically, it is characterised as a hard-to-define 

but omnipresent and relatively stable factor, consisting of convictions, values, 

understanding, views, meanings, norms, symbols, rituals, ceremonies, and pre-

ferred behaviour. It is manifested in the behaviour of people within the school. In 

other words, school culture consists of an empirical base and of change and qual-

ity potentials. Its crux is usually values. Divided into levels, school culture is usually 

3 The attitudes to the definition of school culture are more thoroughly examined in another 
study, to be published soon in Pedagogika. The present text gives a limited summary of charac-
teristics of, apparently, very typical relation to school culture. 
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identified – in both its static and dynamic versions – in its trans-rational stratum 

(values are perceived as metaphysical, based on convictions, ethic codes, or moral 

insights), in its rational stratum (values are based on the social context, norms, 

habits, and expectations, depending on collective consideration), and in its sub-

rational stratum (values are understood as personal preferences and feelings of 

behavioural nature, rooted in emotions). School culture is related to outer and 

inner school environments, it has much in common with operational and educa-

tional processes, and is important for the development of the school. It is formed 

in its principles and manifestations by the history of a certain educational institu-

tion. However, the history and traditions of schools in general are of great influence. 

School culture has its formal and informal aspects. Usually, there is co-existence 

of a dominating culture and some sub-cultures (those of pupils, specific groups 

within the staff, and so on). School culture is sometimes described as the “social 

cement”, holding the school together, or as a universal term for all interconnected 

sub-cultures, or as the recognition of “what-there-is and what-there-should-be”. 

Research procedures are selected accordingly (e.g. Sheil, 1985; Dalin, Rolff, 1993; 

Martin, 1985; Prosser, 1999). 

Attention is also paid to the wide context of school culture – the relation between 

the general situation of society and the educational and organisational operation 

of the school (e.g. Holtappels, 1995). Culture is often mentioned along with other 

terms, sometimes confusingly so.4 These adjacent terms, such school climate, have 

been much more intensely explored than school culture. The expression school 

culture is heavily affected by the manner in which culture is defined outside educa-

tion, thus impeding the process of “operationalisation” for its empirical research. 

As it is, school culture can mainly be judged through:

–  the practice, i.e. the way people in the school conduct themselves (internal 

symptoms)

–  the values people in the school profess

4 School culture stands close to other terms with which it is often combined, sometimes as 
their part or as a superior category (climate, compare Walterová [2001] in the former case and 
Grecmanová [1997] in the latter), sometimes as quasi-synonymous. (Here we share Berg’s 
[2000] opinion, saying that terms like ethos, [Lortie, 1975], behavioural irregularities [Sarason, 
1971], school code, micro-politics [Hoyle, 1986; Ball, 1987] may suggest that their authors focus 
on a common phenomenon. In fact, though, they deal with various phenomena, for such terms 
are based on varied viewpoints.) It seems, however, that these efforts and terms are usually 
linked by a relation to a system of values of a certain institution. A clarification of the relation 
among these terms is another goal of our next, above mentioned study. 
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–  the artefacts, images, associations or metaphors people in the school use to 

comment on the culture

Methods

The above-mentioned options correspond closely with the methods researchers 

prefer. It seems that, basically, there are three ways of empirical approach to school 

culture: 

•  Case studies, in German literature also presented as school portraits (Helsper 

et al., 1998). Obviously, what these studies describe is rather strategies than 

research methods. Some case studies ignore some methods (e.g. Walterová, 

2001); others underscore the descriptive-and-narrative procedures (e.g. Deal 

Peterson, 1999). Semi-structured or structured interviews and observations 

belong here, too. A case study is what helps best to grasp the culture of each 

school, individually (for every school does have one, no matter what kind). 

•  Questionnaires, of qualitative and quantitative types. Questionnaires usually 

tend to generalize and compare (methodologically, they usually use more 

sophisticated procedures). 

•  Associative studies, aimed at the metaphorical perception of culture, studies 

of visual materials, images, spatial layout of workplaces, etc. 

Contents

What seems to be decisive for the approach to school culture exploration is the 

attitude to whether school culture can be measured. Supporters of the “non-meas-

urability” are numerous, rather inclining to qualitative methods of school culture 

exploration. If some measurability is admitted, then in a limited number of sub-

areas. These sub-areas become the basis of measuring the cultural dimensions of 

the school. The examples below show that the dimensions under observation can 

be defined in a varied way. Anyhow, the structured forms of culture exploration 

focus on three measurable aspects, as mentioned by Maslowski (1998):

1.  Culture preferences – the basic and most frequent alternative, considering the 

contents of the culture: which behaviour and values are shared by people in 

the school, or how much conformity there is in such behaviour and values

2.  Culture homogeneity – i.e. to which extent a certain kind of culture is shared 

by people in the school

3.  Culture force – how much pressure can culture exert on people in the school
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Purposes

School culture exploration is rarely done for its own sake (“only” to recognize 

the culture). An incentive context of such exploration can usually be found, such 

as the effectiveness and productivity of the school, the communication potential, 

problems within the school, change management, experiencing, satisfaction, 

motivation, or identification of people within or close to the school, the purpose-

fulness of people’s conduct in regard to what is essential in/for the school, etc. (e.g. 

Deal, Peterson, 1999; Prosser, 1999; Purkey, Smith, 1983; Schein, 1985). 

Though some typology of such purposes has been outlined (e.g. Broadfoot, 

Ashkanasy, 1994, after Maslowski 1998), hereunder we give our classification, 

detecting six categories, or options, of purpose. Examples of performed studies are 

added. 

Purpose 1, Diagnostics and evaluation of a particular school culture
The culture of a specific school is explored either in order to “only” be recognized 

(not to be worked on or altered) or in order to identify its strong and weak points, 

or stimulate the processes leading towards alterations in the culture of such a 

school. Though this concept largely assumes that good school culture improves 

other aspects of school operation, the culture itself, and its quality, is essential. In 

these (self-) diagnostic or (self-) evaluating procedures, the quest for discrepancies, 

or gaps, between real and ideal situations, between reality and expectations, is 

prominent. So, such studies are more or less descriptive, oscillating between 

managerial and research techniques. 

The presented examples of this purpose are to be pondered as tools of culture 

diagnostics and measurement. Interpretations and conclusions can be applied to 

particular schools. Questionnaires are apt as self-diagnostic tools of change, devel-

opment, and culture. 

•  Eger (2001) set up a questionnaire for culture school evaluation. The question-

naire was administered to head-teachers and teachers, so that they could 

specify both the current and model situations, on a scale of 1 to 5. The pre-

sented factors were:

–  Common goals

–  Confidence in school management

–  Predominant style of leadership and relations to people

–  School regime and the organisational structure

–  Leaders’ focus on work issues

–  Check-up

–  Motivation of the staff
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–  Communication and informedness of the staff

–  Communication with parents and the milieu

–  Spirit of innovation

–  Teachers’ development

–  Teaching conditions

–  Aesthetic environment, tidiness

–  Relations within the staff

–  Relations between teachers and pupils

–  Expectations of educational results

•  Jakubíková (2000) recommends to self-diagnose school culture using the 

“Kilmann-Saxton’s gap“, to be found between expectations and the reality of 

factors like “co-operation, decision-making, communication and informed-

ness, predominant leadership style, check-up, motivation of the staff, spirit of 

innovation, personnel policy, work conditions, aesthetics, image” (p. 85). 

These factors are evaluated on a 1–5 scale (1 worst, 5 best). 

•  Another example of self-diagnostic tools, one describing the very crux of 

school culture, i.e. the norms, values, and convictions, is the School Culture 

Survey questionnaire, designed by Saphier & King (1985) for school culture 

development seminars. For instance, norms are represented by colleagueship, 

experimenting, high expectations; values, by clearness of targets; convictions, 

by team responsibility (after Maslowski, 1998). This questionnaire is further 

mentioned in Purpose 2. 

Purpose 2, Identification of particular areas of culture and their actual state
Here the research is related to schools in a rather general manner, some of the 

resulting tools being used for diagnostic purposes subsequently. For school culture 

to be explored, usually, some particular areas of school operation are selected. We 

deliberately call them areas of school culture manifestation while others use terms 

like school culture determinants, factors, dimensions, or even characteristics or 

aspects (Berg, 2000; Maslowski, 1998). 

With this purpose, obviously, qualitative methods are prevailing. Using them, 

the selection of areas can be based on the reality of the school, as shown by the first 

example. Nevertheless, quantitative transformations and examinations are possible, 

as proved by the next case. 

•  Deal & Peterson (1999) presented case studies of three schools in which 

specific and strong cultures were created by leaders and other teachers. The 

cultures consisted of symbolic elements, identified by the researchers as: 

purposes and values; rites and ceremonies; history and stories; architecture 

and artefacts. 
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•  To enumerate the key areas was also the goal of the pre-research of Pol et al. 

(2001). Culture areas were hereby classified by their importance for the 

development of the school. This exploration showed that key areas probably 

consist of shared principles and visions of the school. 

•  The above-mentioned School Culture Survey tool (Saphier, King, 1985) 

underwent a factor analysis and other adjustments, crossed the limits of self-

diagnostics, and (though originally meant for development work) was 

transformed into a more or less universal measurement tool, by Edwards, 

Green & Lyons (1996). 

•  A research tool called School Culture Elements Questionnaire originated as 

a result of the efforts to explore important culture-related aspects of school 

operation (Cavanagh, Dellar, 1996; after Maslowski, 1998). A rather general 

view is used, making out six categories: teachers’ confidence in their jobs; 

emphasis on teaching; colleagueship; co-operation; shared planning; trans-

formational leadership. The questionnaire differentiates between actual and 

preferred states. 

Purpose 3, Recognition of the characteristics of successful schools

Such explorations are meant to find the characteristic features of successful 

schools. These features often coincide with the areas of school culture, some authors 

even mention here the culture of a successful school. Some of these procedures may 

nowadays be regarded as equal to classic work of general management (e.g. Peters, 

Waterman, 1982). In the educational environment, the studies of the “movement 

of effective schools” must be taken into consideration. They try to create models 

“to identify the factors increasing or decreasing the effectiveness“. (Průcha, Mareš, 

Walterová, 2001, p. 55.)

•  Eger & Čermák (1999) draw their conclusions form the idea that the quality 

of one’s proffesional life (an interesting, worthwhile, and useful job, good 

superiors, good work conditions, good salary and social benefits) has a great 

impact on the values, ideas, and manners of the employees, i.e. the elements 

of company culture. The authors analysed the quality of work life through 

another 1-5 questionnaire. It was used as a pilot questionnaire in Slovakia, 

then adjusted and administered to 10 schools in the Czech Republic. The 

sectors of the questionnaire consisted of four blocks (work life quality, work-

place communication, labour evaluation, and evaluation of approach to 

change). Respondents were supposed to express the level of their agreement 

or disagreement to particular statements. 

•  Another example of research aimed at the identification of the characteristics 

of a successful school is the School Values Inventory – Form 1 (Pang, 1996; 
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after Maslowski, 1998). This questionnaire distinguishes five culture compo-

nents: 1. formalism and check-up; 2. bureaucratic rationality; 3. orientation 

to success; 4. participation and collaboration; 5. colleagueship. It was used to 

identify parameters in which “excellent schools” differ from others. 

•  Representative research was carried out in Saxonia in 1995. 4,000 secondary 

school pupils were asked about the social and environmental conditions of 

their lives and schools. The evaluation of the questionnaire led to the creation 

of the quality index of those schools. Partial factors were taken into consid-

eration as well, such as school climate. The authors say that in spite of having 

presented a quantitative analysis of school culture, their methods were vari-

ous. The questionnaire being rather short and simple, schools may use and 

analyse it internally, too (Stenke, Melzer, 1998). 

Purpose 4, Detection of school culture and sub-culture characteristics supporting 

individual learning

These research studies deal mainly with the influence of school culture on teach-

ers’ and students’ performance. Learning process is pointed out as the key element 

of school operation. Culture is perceived as a determinant of the quality of the 

learning process, or as the context of individual learning processes. As for the 

motivation for learning, “the social context and the structure of interactions offer 

a more interesting explanation than an individualistic perspective.“ (Pryor, Tor-

rance, 1998, pp. 154 –155.) Teachers and their learning are also mentioned, though 

rarely. 

•  Rutter and his colleagues (1979, quoted after Deal, Peterson, 1999, p. 5) proved 

that school ethos is the primary power of students’ academic success. They 

found out that the basic norms, values, and traditions of the school help 

achieve goals. 

•  Studies (Stolp, 1994; Deal, Peterson, 1999) show that a healthy and strong 

school culture, based on a shared vision and common goals, correlates with 

students’ intensified interest in learning, higher motivation, better results, as 

well as with teachers’ better performance and satisfaction. In school cultures 

supporting team co-operation, better climate for social and professional 

exchange of experience is created, as is the one for spreading new attitudes to 

work. Culture strengthens the energy, motivation, and vitality of employees, 

students, and the community. Culture supports the attention to everyday 

behaviour and to what is important and valuable (Deal, Peterson, 1999). 

•  A comparative study of public and private schools (Bryk, Lee, Holland, 1993, 

after Deal, Peterson 1999, p. 6) showed that the sense of community (which is 

very similar to school culture) was essential for the cultivation of the sense of 
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excellence in private schools. Teachers in these schools were more satisfied 

with their jobs, and students said their teachers liked teaching and were sel-

dom absent. Students’ behaviour in these schools was better (less absence, less 

disturbance in classes, etc.); they rarely failed and had better results at math-

ematics. 

•  In a longitudinal study, McLaughlin (1993) found huge differences among 

schools, say within the same ethnic environment. For instance, a school with 

80 % Hispanic students and a school of 80 % Afro-American students had 

very different results even if attended by students of comparable backgrounds. 

McLaughlin says the difference was caused by the fact that one of these schools 

had struggled for a systematic development of organisational learning. The 

school was perceived as a place of integrity, enthusiasm, devotion, and remark-

able co-operation among teachers. The school with better results had a posi-

tive, purposeful culture. 

Purpose 5, Detection of school culture characteristics supporting collective or 

organisational learning

In these cases we explore the features supporting joined (organisational) learn-

ing at schools. Yet, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between individual and 

organisational levels of learning, especially in regard to adults in schools. That is 

why the following examples may often be relevant for purposes, 4 and 5. 

•  An example of relevant research is Berg’s study (2000), exploring the relation 

between school culture and teachers’ work ethos (esprit de corps), the latter 

being viewed as a determinant of the process of individual learning at school. 

•  Numerous studies of school culture have shown recently that culture is deci-

sive for the improvement of teaching and learning (Fullan, 1998; Rossman, 

Corbett, Firestone, 1988, quoted after Deal, Peterson, 1999, p. 5). No such 

improvement was detected by studies in which culture had not supported and 

sustained a reform. 

•  A lot of research show changes in teachers’ work conditions and teachers’ 

professional development as pre-conditions (requisites, supporting factors) 

of pupils’ individual learning. For instance, Bryk et al. (1994) clearly explain 

the relation between participatory decision-making and systematic changes 

in teaching and the curriculum. 

•  As examples of this category, studies of the “reflective practice” may be men-

tioned. In these procedures, (especially) teachers (individually or in collabo-

ration with their colleagues) attempt to recognize their own jobs, look for 

improvements, and go for them, all through reflection. Elliot (1991) found two 

of such procedures in his study (conditions of individual learning, usable for 
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collective learning as well): 1. reflection initiates action; 2. action initiates 

reflection. A similarly oriented case study is by Stoll & Fink (1997) in which – 

as another pre-condition – the potential of teachers’ job and the results of 

educational surveys are mentioned. 

•  A large study of school revitalization showed that a change of the structure of 

the school was not sufficient (Newman, 1996, after Deal, Peterson, 1999, p. 6). 

To be successful, both the structure and professional culture must be changed. 

The authors of this five-year-study discovered that schools were successful if 

their culture was primarily focused on students and their learning, high 

expectations, social support to innovation, dialogue, and quest for new ideas. 

The “ethos of caring, sharing, and mutual help among staff, and between staff 

and students, based on respect, trust, and shared power relations among staff ” 

(ibid, p. 289) was also present. 

•  Canadian researchers (Leithwood, Jantzi, Steinbach, 2000, pp. 69-78) explored 

the organisational learning at schools. They led a semi-controlled interview 

with teachers and head-teachers in Canadian schools. The research tool 

consisted of 28 questions. The respondents had to enumerate the internal and 

external stimuli of individual and organisational learning. On average, culture 

was always mentioned as clearly related to collective learning. The authors 

labelled culture as part of the organisation structure having a dominant impact 

on learning. They listed several characteristics of school as a learning organi-

sation. Within this concept, culture was characterized as:

–  Collaborative

–  Shared belief in the importance of continuous professional growth

–  Norms of mutual support

–  Belief in providing honest, candid feedback to one’s colleagues

–  Informal sharing of ideas and materials

–  Respect for colleagues´ ideas

–  Support for risk-taking

–  Encouragement for open discussion of difficulties

–  Shared celebration of success

–  All students valued regardless of their needs

–  Commitment to helping students (Leithwood, Jantzi, Steinbach, 2000, p. 77)

•  For the purpose of the evaluation of the development potential of schools, a 

research tool was set up in Canada and later in the U.S., called School Work 

Culture Profile (Snyder, 1988). A questionnaire was distributed to teachers, 

examining four dimensions, through sixty items of Lickert’s scale: 

–  school planning: teachers’, parents’, students’, and the community’s partner-

ship in targeting
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–  professional growth: the staff co-operates in planning, organisation, couch-

ing, and problem-solving

–  creation and materialization of programmes: the ability of the staff to 

provide for the student’s success through teaching and the educational work 

of the school

–  school evaluation: staff development system; how new knowledge and skills 

facilitate the unfolding of problems in the school (after Maslowski, 1998). 

Purpose 6, Recognition of the school culture image or of the manner the culture is 

perceived in

A part of the studies in this section estimate how people understand school 

culture, in general, or where in the surrounding reality such culture can be seen. 

Some infrequent research procedures have their word here, based on associations 

and metaphors. 

•  In a pilot case study, Hejj (1995) develops his own measurement tools for a 

qualitative approach to school culture. The scaling is explained on numerous 

examples (nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio-scale), as is a number of 

techniques of empirical data investigation. The study focuses on the meaning 

of school culture objectives, through free associations and a subsequent 

contents analysis. Prospective teachers, 148 female ones (85 %) and 27 (15%) 

male ones, were addressed in the University of Hessen. Every three minutes 

the students were to write down their associations to school culture and, 

especially, to its objectives. Altogether 2066 associations with school culture 

appeared and 1283 with its objectives, in contents categories. The following 

categories of associations were related to the term of school culture: 

Category Occurrence in %

Persons within the school ..................................... 12

Special events .......................................................... 11

Continuous offer in school ................................... 10

Location and appearance ........................................ 9

Planning and organisation ...................................... 9

Professional contents of teaching ........................... 7

Ideal values ............................................................... 6

Relation stratum ....................................................... 6

Means of teaching .................................................... 5

Forms of teaching .................................................... 5

Mediation in social behaviour ................................ 5

Leadership stratum .................................................. 4
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Tradition and change ............................................... 3

Related education concepts .................................... 3 

Climate and atmosphere ......................................... 2

Criticism on school culture .................................... 2

Multi-cultural factor ................................................ 1

The categories related to school culture objectives were as follows:

Category Occurrence in %

Social and relation strata ....................................... 16

Support to capabilities and skills ......................... 13

Learning of social behaviour .................................. 9

Education (general and professional) .................... 8

Development of pro-social values ......................... 6

Personal development ............................................. 5

Perfection of teaching and learning ....................... 5

Atmosphere and good health ................................. 5

Capacity of criticism, maturity ............................... 5

Joy and fun ................................................................ 4

Independence ........................................................... 4

Integration and school identification .................... 3

Creativity ................................................................... 3

One’s own initiative, involvement .......................... 3

Result, performance ................................................. 2

Adaptation ................................................................ 2

Support to interests .................................................. 2

Events beyond teaching ........................................... 2

Reputation of the school ......................................... 1

The objectives of school culture are summarized in three categories: the inter-

individual stratum, the intra-individual stratum, and the environmental stratum. 

Another part of Purpose 6 is studies trying to investigate the visual perception 

of the culture of a certain school, or of schools in general. These studies use the 

visually-oriented methodology through which visual categories, patterns, and 

meanings are identified, to understand what school culture consists of. Basically, 

two procedures are possible. The researcher either uses images he/she has generated, 

or the images he/she finds elsewhere (photographs of the school or of places inside, 

films about the school, cartoons and comics, picture postcards, symbols, etc.). 
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•  For example, Evans (1974) analyzed photographs of head-teachers’ offices. 

According to his conclusions, at least five different grades of authoritarianism 

could be detected. The layouts of some parts of the offices also interesting are: 

they make us ask about the importance of specific artefacts therein. Evans 

asks, for instance, what a head-teacher means having six different editions of 

the Bible on his shelve, or a memorial certificate of the British Air Force on 

the wall. These and similar findings make it possible for us to judge the values, 

convictions, and attitudes of head-teachers, i.e. categories of importance for 

the culture of the school, as the author claims. 

•  Prosser & Warburton (1999) analyse cartoons and pictures related to schools, 

published regularly in British press. Through particular examples they detect, 

for instance, the cultural artefacts rooted in the communication of stereo-

types. 

Conclusion

It seems that, in most cases, school culture researchers do not regard as reason-

able to explore school culture, or its parts, for its own sake. It is more important to 

realize that such exploration usually bears its context, and is done from a certain 

viewpoint, within which the proper term of school culture is operationalised. The 

above-mentioned sorting is certainly not the only possible attitude to the classifica-

tion of the meanings of school culture. The classification of purposes of school 

culture exploration makes us contemplate other circumstances which deserve to be 

analysed, having been rather neglected so far. The point is mainly to find and 

identify some unifying and delimiting elements for particular purposes (or purpose 

categories) of school culture exploration, or, in other words, to find and identify the 

relation between these elements and the purposes of school culture exploration. 
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The Concept of Quality in Education,
Quality of School in the Context of Decentralised

School System

Abstract

The article discusses changes in education management methods over the past 

decades on a Europe wide scale, a process of finding a balance between autonomy 

for schools and teachers on the one hand and the responsibilities of the government 

and public authorities on the other. Particular attention will be paid to the situation 

in post communist countries, where given the tradition of a strongly centralised 

education system, finding such a balanced is a very complicated problem. In 

decentralised education with broad autonomy for schools, there is a greater impor-

tance placed on external evaluation, systematic monitoring and the assessment of 

schools. This however assumes precisely defined assessment criteria, that is, the 

concepts of quality in education, good quality, effective, good school.

To date, an accord has not been reached in the Czech Republic (between politi-

cians, specialists and the public) on what is a good quality, good school, which is 

a serious obstacle to the internal transformation of schools. Empirical research is 

currently underway, which it is hoped shall contribute to the solution of the ques-

tion – What is a good quality, good school? By which attributes can it be identified? 

Which attributes or characteristics will be considered key to the concept of a good 

quality, good school? What types of research instruments are best suited to inves-

tigate the quality of schools? The indicators of a good quality, good, effective school 

and the possibilities for their verification, are being investigated with an emphasis 

on the procedural approach –investigating education processes at a specific class 

level.

The article presents selected research results, in particular those related to the 

verification of suitable research instruments (questioning techniques and especially 

Vladimíra Spilková
Czech Republic
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monitoring real tuition) in the case study of one school. The possibilities and limits 

of quantitative and qualitative methods in determining the quality of schools are 

discussed.

The Concept of Quality in Education, Quality of School 
in the Context of Decentralised School System 

In all countries of the European Union the quality of education is considered to 

be the highest political priority. It is generally accepted as the key condition for 

active citizenship, employment and social cohesion. In the context of free move-

ment of labour force within the European Union, the importance of high-quality 

education keeps growing.

The quality of education, the quality of schools is also in the centre of attention 

of pedagogical theory and research. The goals of education are the basic frame 

work of reference for the evaluation of the quality of schools. A school which is 

successful in implementing these goals is considered to be a high-quality school. 

The concept of a high-quality good school is dynamic and changes in time and in 

various cultural and social contexts. Is the concept of a high-quality good school 

from the time of 30, 50, 100 years ago completely different from the present-day 

concept? How important is the social and cultural context for the conception of 

quality in education and high-quality schools at present? Is there a generally valid 

concept (or at least common and predominant features) in the broader European 

context?

Though the concept of quality of education, of schools is significantly connected 

with the national level, with the concept of educational policy of a specific country, 

in particular with the concept of the goals of education, of key values and of specific 

priorities, it is possible to see a considerable agreement in the views concerning 

the key characteristics and features which are decisive for high-quality effective 

schools. A number of research projects (in particular OECD projects and projects 

of CERI – Centre for Educational Research and Innovation) gave rise to models 

presenting and providing a deeper explanation of the factors, which are the basic 

conditions for high-quality functioning and high-quality results of schools (Hop-

kins 1987, Purkey-Smith 1983, Mortimore 1989, Sheerens 1996, OECD 1989, 1992, 

1995). One of the latest joint projects, whose aim is to identify the key factors 

suitable for the evaluation of quality of schools on an all-European scale, is the 

“European Report on Quality of School Education” from 2000, which is a result of 

the work of experts from 27 European countries under the auspices of the European 

Commission. 
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The solution to the problem of quality of education changes and of its evaluation 

significantly in connection with the current processes of decentralisation of the 

school system. In the last 20 years, a conspicuous strengthening of the autonomy 

of schools, an increased responsibility for the quality of education at the level of 

schools, in some cases even at the classroom level, can be seen in most of the 

European educational systems. Though the extent of decentralisation of the school 

system in the individual countries of the European Union varies, there is a strong 

trend to transfer the decision-making authority from the state level to the school 

level. This political strategy is a result of mistrust in the ability of the state to react 

adequately to the specific requirements and to the local conditions of the indi-

vidual schools. 

It has been argued that those most concerned with the outcome of a decision are 

in the best position to take decisions, which most directly affect them. Empowering 

stakeholders at lower levels means making them responsible for defining what they 

understand by quality in education and giving them “ownership” of their part in the 

educational system. The decentralisation of the educational system leads to greater 

differences in standards among schools. The policy challenge is to acknowledge that 

these differences exist, and to ensure that differences are turned to opportunities 

and that they do not hinder pupils in achieving their full potential.

While centralised school systems prescribe and control particulary the educa-

tion inputs (curriculum, form, content, etc.) and deal less with monitoring and 

control of the outputs, decentralised systems emphasise the control of the educa-

tion output. In a decentralised school system with broad autonomy of schools, the 

importance of external evaluation, of systematic monitoring and evaluation of the 

activity of schools is ever greater. That requires not only a rigorous definition of 

the concepts of quality in education, of high-quality schools including a specifica-

tion of concrete criteria for quality evaluation, but also the creation of suitable 

evaluation instruments. 

An important and very complicated task is establishing a balance between exter-

nal and internal evaluation of schools. The system of external evaluation is especially 

aimed at the evaluation of the results of education, in particular at those elements of 

education, which can be easily measured and compared. The most frequently used 

instrument of external evaluation is testing, which mainly determines the immediate 

performance of pupils in the form a number of remembered facts and understanding 

the facts, in the form of pupils skills to apply them and the like. It is less frequent that 

tests determine the level of development of higher levels of thought, such as analysis, 

synthesis, forming one’s own value judgements and attitudes including the skill of 

arguing. Then such valuable elements of education, as co-operative skills, social skills, 

attitudes, values and the like are completely neglected. 
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The system of internal evaluation (self-evaluation) of schools – on the other 

hand, aims at monitoring the processes of education, at the quality of functioning 

of schools from the point of view of the atmosphere at school, the quality of inter-

personal relations, the approach to children, parents and social partners of schools, 

from the point of view of strategies of teaching and of the quality of the pupils’ 

learning processes and the like. In the centre of attention of internal evaluation of 

schools are the long-term effects of education, which are individualised, concerned 

with quality, and therefore difficult to measure and compare.  

In the context of changing roles and functions of schools (e.g. conspicuous 

strengthening of the social function of schools) and also of changing goals of 

education (by now already a classical formulation of 4 linchpins, key goals of 

education for the 21st century – learning to acquire knowledge, learning to act, 

learning to live jointly with others, learning to be - in Delors 1996), there is an 

increasing demand to find balance between the evaluation of the results of school 

education – the product of education – and the evaluation of the processes of 

education. 

Reaching many valuable goals of education, development of personality and 

social qualities of pupils, formation of attitudes, values, interests, and motivation 

to gain knowledge is a long-term question, and as results of education they practi-

cally do not yield to exact measurement and comparison (cf. the above-mentioned 

linchpins of education). Decisive for a cultivation of these dimensions is the qual-

ity of the processes of education – the character of the processes of learning, the 

quality of social communication and of the atmosphere in the classroom, the man-

ners of evaluation and motivation of pupils, the rules of behaviour in a broader 

context of values, the ethos and the atmosphere of a school, the level of interper-

sonal relations, i.e. the so-called hidden curriculum. 

If the dominant element among the criteria for evaluation of schools quality (or 

of the school system as a whole) is orientation on the results, while among the 

evaluation instruments it is the method of testing, there is a risk that schools will 

make effort to achieve good results at any cost, even at the expense of the quality 

of the processes, which in a long-term perspective can affect negatively the devel-

opment of the child and the quality of his/her personality development (e.g. 

excessive rivalry and lack of collaboration among children, bad social relations, 

insufficient internal motivation for learning and the like). As an example for 

consideration in this respect we can mention one of the results brought by the 

Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) performed in the 

Czech Republic in 1995. By their performance in the international comparative 

research, Czech pupils of the 8th grades of the basic school obtained the 6th place 

in mathematics and the 2nd place in natural sciences in a total of 43 countries. At 
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the same time, however, they obtained the 1st place among all tested countries 

from the point of view of the number of pupils who have a very negative attitude 

to the tested disciplines (50% in the case of mathematics, 56% in the case of phys-

ics and chemistry). How to evaluate such a result of basic education? Which is 

more important – the attitude to a particular subject and the motivation for 

a further education in this sphere or the achieved output within a specific time?

Now let us devote some more consideration to the situation of the Czech Repub-

lic, which is also characteristic of some other post-communist countries, where 

with regard to the tradition of highly centralised school systems, finding balance 

between autonomy of schools and teachers on the one hand and responsibility of 

the state and public bodies on the other hand appears to be a complicated problem. 

Let us especially concentrate on the changes in the concept of a high-quality 

education, high-quality school in the process of transformation of Czech schools 

after the fall of the communist regime in the year 1989, which from the point of 

view of management represents a transition from a strongly centralised to a decen-

tralised school system. 

The reaction to the uniformity and strong centralisation of the school system 

was an aversion to formulating generally valid principles and universal solutions, 

an aversion to planning and to a certain extent to educational policy in general. 

The reaction to a strong ideological pressure on schools, to the insistence that there 

is only one correct concept of education and school, to the pressure on a detailed 

and strictly binding specification of goals, contents and sometimes even methods 

of teaching, was an effort to achieve the greatest possible variety of educational 

paths and a plurality of educational goals relying on the argument that in post-

modern times it is not possible to agree on a single correct solution, to define and 

mediate a universally valid value system and a concrete form of high-quality 

education. 

With regard to the absence of educational policy in the form of basic principles of 

transformation of the school system, the beginning of the 1990s was essentially a 

period of spontaneous development, unsystematic and often antagonistic changes. 

It was also a period of considerably liberal approaches, particularly in some 

spheres – e.g. new secondary schools and private schools arose practically without 

control, the monopoly of the state on publishing textbooks was replaced by a com-

pletely unregulated production of textbooks of variable quality. Thus, one of the 

greatest complications in the process of transformation of the Czech school system 

was the fact that it required 10 years for a coherent concept to arise and to be officially 

accepted – why, in which direction, how and with what temporal perspective should 

our school system develop. It was only in the year 2000 that a National programme 

of the development of education in the Czech Republic arose, the so-called White 
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Paper (approved by the Government of the Czech Republic at the beginning of 2001), 

which unequivocally formulated the basic point of departure of the transformation 

of the school system and became a basis for the preparation of a new Education Act. 

Among other things it specifies the concept of quality in education, quality of schools 

in the form of a desirable state which is to be achieved.

It must be emphasised that in the context of development of the Czech school 

system in the last decades, there should be a principal change in the concept of 

education, in the concept of functions and key goals of schools, in the concept of 

high-quality school teaching and of strategies of learning. On the one hand, this 

particularly involves overcoming the exaggerated accentuation of mediating a great 

amount of knowledge, which should be learnt by heart, while on the other hand 

neglecting the cultivation of competence, attitudes, values and general personality 

development of children.

A new paradigm of education may well be represented by a quotation from one 

of the best known Czech writers K. Čapek: “Education is what remains to us when 

we forget everything we leanrt at school.”

What remains to us is the following: developed thinking processes, critical 

thought, key life skills – solving of problems, co-operation, working with informa-

tion, communicative skills, motivation for further education, self-confidence, 

values, attitudes …

What is usually forgotten is the following: facts, isolated information, stuff 

memorised without understanding, without understanding the relations, with-

out skills to use it for a solution to practical situations, to analyse or synthesise 

them …

The mentioned concept of education emphasises a versatile cultivation of per-

sonality qualities, attitudes, values, skills, i.e. long-term effects of education, which 

are difficult to measure as results (outputs, products) at a particular moment of the 

educational path. But together with the effort to implement a new paradigm in the 

life of schools in connection with the process of decentralisation of the school 

system, a system of external evaluation of the results of education starts to develop. 

Tests are developed (e.g. preparation of a state school-leaving examination), which 

measure especially the immediate output of the pupils often only in the form of 

the amount of memorised knowledge and especially those elements of education, 

which may be easily measured. This results in a paradox, because the system of 

external evaluation in the present form strengthens those phenomena in our school 

system, which we intend to overcome. 

In this sphere the Czech pedagogical research has two urgent tasks:

1.  Contributing to the cultivation of methods and techniques of evaluation of 

the results of education.
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2.  Creating techniques of evaluation of the quality of the processes of education 

and testing them in research.

In connection with the White Book an extensive research project is implemented 

by the Pedagogical Faculty in Prague – “Development of National Education and 

of Teacher Training in the European Context”. A component part of this project is 

the research for which I am responsible and whose aim is to contribute to the 

formulation of the concept of a high-quality good school in the context of the 

Czech school system, to specify the criteria, the indicators of quality and to test 

suitable evaluation instruments. 

The basic sources for the creation of the concept of a good high-quality school 

were the following analyses of:

•  foreign theoretical approaches and relevant research, on whose basis arose 

models of a high-quality effective school (OECD projects, projects of the 

Centre for Educational Research and Innovation and the like.)

•  educational political documents (common trends and principles of educa-

tional policy in European countries, curricular materials)

•  evaluation criteria used by inspection bodies and in annual reports of the 

Czech school inspection

•  projects of evaluation of various innovative and alternative models of teach-

ing 

•  the existing instruments of evaluation of teaching (aiming at selected aspects, 

e.g. evaluation of communication in the classroom, openness of teaching, the 

social atmosphere in the classroom). 

The concept of a high-quality school should include indicators of quality of the 

inputs, the conditions (e.g. material equipment of schools, school staff and quality 

of the teaching staff), further the indicators of the quality of the process of educa-

tion and of functioning of schools (management of schools, atmosphere of schools, 

quality of the learning processes and the like) and also of the quality of the results 

of education (not only immediate and easily measurable knowledge, but also long-

term effects of education, which are difficult to measure, such as skills, attitudes, 

values, interests, pupils’ properties from the point of view of personality and social 

development).

The concept of a high-quality school adopted as a point of departure of our 

research emphasises particularly the functioning of schools and the educational 

processes, whose quality is decisive for the cultivation of values, which are the 

priorities of the newly adopted conception of education (key life skills, attitudes, 

values – cf. “Delors’” 4 linchpins of education for the 21st century). 

The concept of a high-quality school includes the following features, which may 

further be subdivided into sub-features:
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  clear philosophy of school 

•  elaborated vision, determining specific goals and their hierarchy

•  wholesome system of school values (a concept of education emphasising 

the personality and social development of pupils, inclusive education, 

striving for individual approach with the aim to achieve the personal 

maximum with each and every child, a contented child, who likes going to 

school and is motivated to acquire knowledge, learning – as one of the key 

values and the like.)

•  high degree of teachers’ identification with the philosophy of school and 

sharing common values 

•   teachers’ and other schools partners’ participation in school projects

 high-quality system of school management

•  long-term plan of development of schools, a systematic approach to the 

improvement of schools quality

•  participative style of management, dividing the managerial functions, estab-

lishing teams, delegating powers and responsibilities, confidence in teach-

ers

•  creation of school curricula under joint participation of teachers, parents, 

pupils and other social partners 

•  forming a high-quality teaching staff, targeted selection of teachers, trans-

parent criteria of teachers evaluation - motivating and rewarding profes-

sional development of teachers, systematic programme of professional 

development of the teaching staff 

•  support of co-operation between teachers (joint projects, teaching in teams, 

mutual sitting in on classes and the like), care for the general atmosphere 

in schools

•  openness of schools in relation to parents and other partners of schools, 

participation of schools in community life and the like.

•  emphasising continuous self-evaluation of schools on the basis clear cri-

teria 

  high-quality teaching staff 

•  professionalism of teachers (respective competence), personality qualities 

•  high degree of engagement in the profession, enthusiasm for the work with 

children

•  open, flexible teachers, who enjoy testing new methods, approaches, forms 

of work, and who continue their own education 

•  co-operation between teachers, good interpersonal relations 

•  co-operation with parents and other partners of schools

•  identification of the teachers with their schools
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 prevailing progressive didactic conception of teaching within schools

•  goals of school education formulated with an accent on a balanced person-

ality development of children (rational, emotional, social, volitional, aes-

thetic, physical) and on cultivation of skills, competence, knowledge, 

attitudes, values and the like. 

•  positive approach to pupils (respect, understanding), non-directive, partner-

ship communication between teachers and pupils, positive atmosphere in the 

classroom based on confidence, safety, mutual respect and tolerance, empha-

sis on children’s free, authentic expression, but also responsibility of children, 

internal discipline, order, clear rules in the classroom and the like.

•  methods and organisation of teaching – socio-constructivist concept of 

teaching (the teacher does not present ready-made knowledge, but creates 

teaching situations, in which children search and work independently or 

in a group with various sources of information, investigate, obtain results 

on their own), there is a majority of open questions, a support for a critical 

and independent thought, orientation on higher levels of thought, empha-

sis on internal motivation of pupils’ learning, integration of the contents 

of the subject matter, co-operative forms of learning, individualisation of 

teaching 

•  manner of evaluation of pupils – qualitative, diagnostic, intervening, on 

the basis of an individual reference norm, positive approach to pupils’ 

mistakes, emphasis on mutual evaluation of pupils and on self-evaluation, 

making use of a portfolio for evaluation of pupils

•  co-operation with parents – parents as partners in the solution of common 

problems, possibility to influence both the work of the classroom and of 

the school, involvement of parents in the teaching process

Authenticity of schools

Statements of the director, teachers, and pupils on the goals and processes of 

education in the respective school and results of observation of the processes of 

education and of functioning of schools show a high degree of agreement.

The basic method of investigation of the evaluation instruments for the assess-

ment of the quality of schools was the method of a case study, which was imple-

mented at 3 basic schools. In the course of one week each school was investigated 

in a complex manner by a team of 15–20 researchers. The basic methods were 

observation of real teaching, discussions and questionnaires, and analysis of school 

documentation. Four types of questionnaires were presented – to parents, teachers, 

pupils and the director – to find out their views on selected spheres corresponding 

to the individual signs of high-quality schools, of course in a form corresponding 
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to the different groups of respondents. An important aim was creating as close 

links as possible between the theoretical concept of a good school and the concrete 

questions in the questionnaire. In each school, questionnaires were presented to 

the director and their deputy, to all teachers, to pupils of the 8 grades and to their 

parents (a total of about 200 pupils and 200 parents). The questionnaires contained 

13–27 closed and open questions (the smallest number to pupils, the greatest 

number to the directors). 

Another key method was observation of real teaching in selected classrooms. 

The object of the observation was the didactic conception of teaching in the whole 

school and the life of the school out of the teaching process (during breaks, in the 

canteen, in after-school clubs the atmosphere of the school, the level of social 

relations in the whole school, decoration of the school and the like). The criteria 

of the observation of teaching were derived from the concept of high-quality 

schools, from the section concerning the didactic conception of teaching.

 Six dominant criteria were set (approach to the pupils, communication between 

the teacher and the pupils and among pupils, the atmosphere of the classroom, 

methods and organisation of work, the manner of evaluation of pupils), which were 

further specified in detail. For example, concerning the description of the atmos-

phere in the classroom from the emotional, social, working point of view, key 

words were offered for the description of communication, type of communica-

tion – vertical, horizontal, balance of interactions between the teacher and the 

pupils, proportion between the verbal activity of the teacher and of all pupils 

together, the character of the questions, the quality of non-verbal communication 

and the like. A special category was also created – a description of the solution to 

specific “conspicuous” pedagogical situations in the classroom.

The observation was performed by 3 observers, who spent a whole day in each 

classroom. Each of them independently recorded the course of the teaching proc-

ess in a recording sheet. Subsequently they compared their notes and jointly created 

a picture of the didactic work of the teacher and of the pupils in the respective 

classroom.

At present the first experience from the research is being analysed and it will be 

a basis for the modification of the methodology of the case study, for the prepara-

tion of questionnaires from the point of view of both contents and form, for the 

assessment of the suitability of the selected observation techniques (selection of 

observation criteria, form of the recording sheet for the observers, general manner 

of summarising of the data). At this stage of research it is first necessary to verify 

the suitability of the evaluation of instruments for the evaluation of schools qual-

ity with an emphasis on the internal functioning of schools and on processes of 

education at the level of concrete classrooms. 
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Combination Study 
of Teaching Special Subjects

Abstract

The paper informs about experience of realization of the combination study 

“Specialization in Pedagogy – Teaching Special Subjects” at the Pedagogical Faculty, 

University of Ostrava. It also presents results of the research focused on the evalu-

ation of the organization aspect of this study, study and text support and the balance 

between the distance and presence form. 

Key words: combination study, text study support, organization, research

1. Introduction

The so called combination study (the type of study which is a combination of 

full-time as well as distance form) is now quite common at universities around the 

Czech Republic. At the Pedagogical Faculty, University of Ostrava, for example, 

approximately equal number of students is accepted to the first year of the study 

fields accredited as the combination ones as those belonging to the full-time study. 

In spite of that there is no general opinion how the combination study should be 

realized and organized, and individual faculties or even departments look for their 

own optimum ways. Also there is not enough information about it. Therefore our 

manual summarizes important data concerning the way how the combination 

study guaranteed by the Department of Technical and Vocational Education, 

Pedagogical Faculty, University of Ostrava, is realized.

Pavel Dostál, Svatopluk Slovák
Czech Republic 
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2. Study fields characteristics

The Department of Technical and Vocational Education guarantees a three-year 

bachelor’s degree study field Teaching Special Subjects in two specializations – Trade 

and Services and Engineering, followed by a master’s degree study. These study 

fields are accredited as the combination ones, no fee; the bachelor one in the study 

programme within the study programme Specialization in Pedagogy, the master 

one within the study programme Secondary School Teacher Training. The bachelor 

study is finished by the defence of the bachelor dissertation and state exam, and 

the master study by the defence of the diploma thesis.

The students are often secondary technical school or comprehensive school 

teachers who do not have the university education. They are mostly highly moti-

vated to graduate, because it is often connected with higher salary, or they even 

need the degree to keep their job. 

At present there are about seventy-five students in one year in the specialization 

of Trade and Services in the bachelor study, about forty in the master study, while 

the demand exceeds the offer. There are fewer candidates interested in the specializa-

tion of Engineering. About eighteen students are accepted to individual groups.

2.1. The Course of the Study

In every term there are usually six or seven subjects, approximately one quarter 

of which is credited, the others are finished by an exam, always on the presence 

basis. The students obviously fulfil the tasks assigned by the teachers, they write 

seminar papers, etc.

About half of the subjects consist of pedagogical and psychological disciplines, 

shared by both specializations. The remaining subjects develop the chosen study 

field. For the specialization of Trade and Services these are for example: Econom-

ics, Marketing, Management, Accounting, Tax System, Firm Economy, etc.; for the 

specialization of Engineering for example Technical Drawing, Statics, Machine 

Parts, Machines and Equipment, Engineering Technology, Materials, etc.

The full-time study is realized on the premises of the University of Ostrava once 

a week (on weekdays), in two four-hour blocks, nine times during a term at 

maximum. The amount of time for individual subjects ranges from 4 to 24 hours. 

The definite range of the full-time study is fixed after consultation with particular 

teachers and it depends on the type of the subject, personality of the teacher, suit-

able teaching aids and the students’ needs.

During the last two years the full-time study has been reduced for some subjects, 

mainly in connection with the fact that suitable study support has been created. 

Besides, the structure of this form of study has been changing – “classical lecturing” 
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has been replaced by a combination of lectures, seminars, tutorials and work-

shops – according to what is most suitable for the particular subject. It is mainly the 

teacher who decides that (after consultation with the guarantor of the subject).

This transformation is carried out gradually, without sudden changes. There are 

several reasons for it. First, we consider the study as a well-established and good 

quality form of study and thoughtless radical changes could harm it. So far we do 

not have relevant studies which would show the effectiveness and optimum level 

of establishing distance forms of study with regard to increasing the quality of 

teaching. Another factor is obviously the negative attitude of some colleagues as 

far as using modern teaching methods is concerned. We must also consider abili-

ties and possibilities of the students. A considerable number of students, for 

example, do not have an easy access to computer technology, so it cannot be applied 

so widely (of the research results).

2.2. Organization of the Study

Organization and administration of the presented combination study fields is 

shared by three teachers and the secretary of the Department of Technical and 

Vocational Education. One clerk in the study department is appointed to deal with 

all the “non-full-time” study fields at the faculty. We do not consider these condi-

tions to be ideal, but we cannot expect that a university or faculty workplace 

“covering” distance and combination study will be established in the near future, 

so this is the only way.

The teachers are University of Ostrava employees as well as external teachers. In 

the Trade and Services specialization, the external teachers (mostly from the 

Faculty of Economics, VŠB – Technical University of Ostrava) cover about 40 % 

of the teaching, for the Engineering specialization the number, of external teachers 

amounts to only about 10%.

Mutual communication between the organizers, administrators, teachers and 

students is mostly realized personally, but also by telephone, e-mail and post 

(which is the least frequent form). An office with two organizers serves as the 

information centre (of the research results).

Administration is realized partly in “paper” form, partly by means of informa-

tion system IS-Student, used by the whole university. Originally it was focused only 

on the full-time study, now, after some adjustments it can be used for combination 

study as well. The teachers can, for example, set examination terms and give marks 

via Internet; the students can apply for the exams in the same way. In the past, 

making use of special information system for the distance study was considered, 

but they were not proved very practical, or, as the case may be, the weak points 

outbalanced the strong ones.
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The basic information about the study can be found in the Internet, in the media, 

by means of information material at education fairs, etc. Each candidate receives 

a letter containing the necessary information before the entrance examination. 

Each student enrolling in the first year of the study gets a booklet called “The 

Information on the Study”.

2.3. Text Study Support

In the course of several years, text study supports have been created for a con-

siderable part of the study. They are written mostly by the teachers of the subjects. 

Part of this material has been printed and a sufficient number of issues have been 

located in the University Library where the students can borrow them. The remain-

ing material is in the Internet, the students can find it on the pages appointed for 

these subjects. The particular teacher gives the students two security code words 

to have an access to this material. Some study fields have both a printed and elec-

tronic form.

The form of the individual text study support differs (no model has been chosen). 

The authors – teachers have certain freedom, because it is mainly the teacher of 

the particular subject who should know which form is the best for his/her subject. 

One part of the research has been devoted to the students’ evaluation of the indi-

vidual “distance elements” in the text study support.

3. Research

The goal of the research was to find out information concerning the students of 

the presented study fields and the students’ evaluation of the organization aspect 

of the study, text study support and balance between the distance and full-time 

study so that the standard of the study could be increased on the basis of the results. 

The research was carried out in March 2004 by means of questionnaires. Closed 

questions were used with the possibility to express additional opinions. 

3.1. Set of Respondents Characteristics

The respondents were the students of the above-mentioned study fields. The 

students of the combination bachelor study field Information Technology in 

Education guaranteed by the Department of Information and Communication 

Technologies at the Pedagogical Faculty were included as well, to provide the 

comparison and to increase the research validity. The total number of the respond-

ents was 302; 68 % of them were women and 32 % men. The average age was about 

36 (of the picture 1 for details).
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Picture 1: Age range of the respondents.

The important data is the time accessibility of the educational institution. It takes 

less than one hour to get to the place of teaching for clear majority of the respond-

ents (62.2 %), less than two hours for 15.7 %, less than three hours for 9.7 % and 

over three hours for 8.3 %.

It is also very important that most students of the study field Teaching Special 

Subjects (UOP) work (or worked) as teachers. On the other hand, in the study field 

Information Technology in Education (ITV) there is a minority of teachers (of 

picture 2).

Picture 2: Respondents’ employment (Clue: A – teaches; B – have taught; C – have not 
taught).

About 60 % of the respondents have a computer at home or at work, but for 40 

% this presents a certain complication (29 % have a limited access to computer – at 

home or at work, 11 % are entirely dependent on libraries, internet cafés or friends, 

etc.). As far as Information Technology is concerned, the situation is a little better 

(of picture 3 for details).
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3.2. Research Results

The research has shown that most students are fully satisfied with the present 

range of the full-time study. The students do not want to decrease the teaching 

time, on the other hand, about 10 % of the students would welcome a larger extent 

of the full-time (of picture 4).

Picture 4: The results of the research evaluating the extent of the presence form of the study.

Another set of questions within the research klas focused on the preparation of 

the students. Almost half of the respondents (49.7%) prefer learning from the text 

study support. A considerable part (20.8%) of the respondents find no significant 

difference. What is very important is the fact that almost everybody prefers study-

ing from printed text (98.3%), only 5 students (1.7%) stated that they prefer 

studying directly from the computer screen.

Also the students’ answers concerning the text study support itself provide 

interesting information. Frequent questions and tasks do not comply with the 

students’ wishes (of picture 5a). Almost three quarters of the respondents state that 

it makes no sense to give time necessary for studying over individual chapters (of 

picture 5b). On the contrary, the majority of the respondents (88%) appreciate using 

Picture 3: The respondents’ access to computer and Internet (Clue: A – without problems; B 
– limited at home or at work; C – problematic in the library, at a friend’s place, etc.)
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key words for individual chapters (of picture 5c). As far as the importance if the 

information marks is concerned, the research result is ambiguous (of picture 5d).

The research results prove that the students are generally satisfied with the way 

of communication with the organizers, study department and the teachers. Only 

5 % on average have some objections (of table 1).

Table 1 Standard of communication

With the 

organisers

With the study 

department
With the teachers

Satisfied 94.3 % 94.6 % 94.1 %

Satisfied with some objections 4.7 % 4.7 % 4.8 %

Not satisfied 1.0 % 0.7 % 1.1 %

Picture 5a: Questions and tasks. Picture 5b: Giving time necessary for study.

also in the text

(more often 13.4%) makes sense 28.4%

does not make

sense 71.6%

also in the text

(at intervals 38.4%)only at the end

of chapters 49.7%

Picture 5c: Giving key words.  Picture 5d: Giving information marks.

makes sense 50.3%

makes sense 87.6% does not make

sense 49.7%

does not make

sense 12.4%
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On the whole, the respondents are also satisfied with the standard of teachers – 

almost 80 % evaluated their standard as excellent or very good (of picture 6).

Picture 6: General standard of teachers.

The research also tried to find out how the students of the combination form of 

the study made use of the services of University of Ostrava Library. One third of 

the students do not use the library at all. A considerable part of them, however, 

consists of the first year students who will probably start using the library later in 

the course of the study.

Conclusion

The research results provide important information which will serve as a basis 

for further development of the presented study fields.

The research showed that the students were satisfied with the present extent of 

the full-time study and they did not want it to be reduced. The students refused to 

study directly from the computer screen, they preferred printed texts. As far as the 

text study support is concerned, most respondents do not like frequent questions 

and tasks, they consider the information about the time necessary for studying 

a chapter useless. On the contrary, they appreciate using key words. The importance 

of using information marks is ambiguous. In spite of the fact that no special infor-

mation software is used, the students are satisfied with the organization of the study 

and with the level of communication.

What is interesting is the fact that in spite of different specializations of study 

fields, different professions of the respondents and different attitude to information 

technologies, no significant difference has been found for any of the items in ques-

tion. The same is true about individual study years (with the exception of less 

frequent use of the University Library by the students of the first year).
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Motivation in the adult education

Abstract

The content of the contribution is an analysis of the structure of those motiva-

tion factors influencing the decision of adults of various kinds of competence for 

further education. The author also presents the results of research into the area of 

motivation. 

Key words: Motivation; education; adult education; research results.

Motivation is generally known as one of the basic factors that influence con-

tinuance and quality of education. It is equally valid for both elementary and 

secondary school pupils as well as for both university students and for the group 

of citizens studying at their adult age. 

In this contribution, we want to focus on this specific category of those who take 

training. We shall analyze the system of motivation factors that influenced their 

decision for further education.

1. Theoretical basics 

Adult education today represents an inseparable and integral part of lifelong 

education. It relates to family education, preschool education, and school educa-

tion. It enables adults to complement, enhance or change their already gained 

education as well as its potential in the direction of their individual interests and 

needs. Adult education is examined by an independent social-science discipline 

called andragogy, which together with pedagogy and geragogy (a science on the 

education of seniors) makes up a system of science on formative education. One 

of the areas focused on by andragogical theory and research is the area of motiva-

Miroslav Krystoň
The Slovak Republic
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tion of adult citizens as to their further education. Motivation can be generally 

described as “a dynamic intra-psychic process in which mutual relations of subject 

stimulations (inner motivation) and environment (outer motivation) make up a 

tension, concentration and an activity orientation that leads a man to the goal 

following the decision making process.” (Palán Z.: 2002, s. 125). There are the 

following tasks of motivation in the educational process: 

 to concentrate attention

 to call out tension and interest

 to create conditions for work (László K.: 1997, p. 36)

In our contribution we shall point to the motivation of a human decision to 

study again at an adult age. It will be necessary to take into account that motivation 

to learn is different for children and for adults. Motives for education of adults are 

rooted especially in then needs, interests, skills as well as in individual’s character-

volitional qualities, such as: 

 commitment appreciation 

 perfection endeavour for a certain field of study

 effort to get or enhance one’s qualifications

 attempt to advance at work and the like.

A further important group of motives involves those resulting from the aware-

ness of the importance, significance and perspective of education as well as of the 

wish to be well informed about new areas. For example:

 foreign languages

 discoveries, investigations

 legislation

 company’s economic documents 

 social-economic processes, and so on.

These motives are quite strong as they relate not only to the consolidation of 

human intellectual and moral quality, but also to one’s existential and social position 

as well as to one’s overall preparation for life (Hotár S. V., Paška P. Perhács J. 2000. 

p. 270) Czech author M. Beneš states that the typical feature of motivation for adult 

education is: the need to solve concrete problems, which represents the basic differ-

ence between the motivation of children and adults. The said author also says that: 

based on wide-ranging research implemented in various countries in the world and 

in various cultural environments, it is possible to feature relatively exactly the 

structure (typology) of motives of adult partaking in further education:

 Social contact. Participants try to start or to develop contacts, they look for 

the acceptance of others, they want to understand personal problems, to improve 

their social position, they are in need of group activities and friendship of allied 

people. 
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 Social stimulations. Participants try to get latitude which is not bothered by 

everyday pressures and frustrations. 

 Professional reasons. This concerns the aim to ensure or develop one’s own 

job position. 

 Participation in political, especially communal life. The main ground is an 

endeavour to improve skills for participation in communal matters.

 Outside expectations. Participants follow recommendations of their 

employer, friends, social workers, counseling services, and the like. 

 Cognitive interests. This motivation corresponds to the classical picture of 

adult education, which comes out of knowledge value itself as well as its acquisi-

tion. (Beneš M.: 2003. p. 89)

In actual decision situations these motives, of course, influence one another and 

they interweave. In any case it is true that their recognition is an important factor 

while planning, constructing as well as while implementing adult education in 

factual conditions of particular education institutions. 

2. The presentation of the research results

Throughout the years 2000 – 2004 we prepared and conducted research focused 

on the identification of motivation factors that led adult citizens to the decision to 

resume education throughout various regions of the Slovak republic. Altogether 

1598 respondents took part in the research; women were represented by 56.1 % (n 

= 896), men 43.9 % (n = 702). In order to get the most valid data, such respondents 

were addressed who studied in various fields and education institutions at that 

time. In this contribution we will present some partial results that concern selected 

groups of respondents. These are: 

a) employees in industry; 

b) social workers;

c) pedagogues.

A) Employees in industry (626 respondents)

We directed our research into big factories where there is already a developed 

and functional system of further professional education of employees: Matador a.s. 

Púchov, Železiarne Podbrezová a.s., INA a.s. Kysucké Nové Mesto, Nákladná 

doprava s.r.o. Žilina, SPP Bratislava. Out of the total number of the respondents 

(626), 72.4% were men and 27.6% were women. The strongest motivation factors 

in this group were: an effort to improve one’s financial appraisal (28.4% of the 

respondents) and a pressure from the employer (24.1% of the respondents); 19.0% 
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of the respondents said they decided on further education on the basis of their 

own endeavour to enhance or broaden their qualifications, while this motivation 

was often connected with a possibility of obtaining a better job position. The same 

values (13.7%) in the scale of motives were represented by: an effort to develop 

one’s own personality and an expectation of a better position at the labour 

market. Only minimally (1.1%) the factors were mentioned which we had provi-

sionally labeled “other”, like an effort to enhance one’s social prestige, family 

influence, the influence of friends and colleagues and so on. 

B) Social workers (346 respondents)

The strongest motivation in this group was assigned to the effort to develop 

one’s own personality (32.8%). The tendency of the social workers to perfect 

themselves was proved also by the fact that the second place in the scale of motiva-

tion factors was scored by an effort to improve one’s own qualification (27.6%). 

The third place was scored by the pressure from the employer, (22.5%). Distinc-

tively lower values referred to other motives: 

 better salary - 8.3% = 4th place

 other motives (social prestige, family influence and the like– 6.0% = 5th place

 better chances at the labour market – 2.8% = 6th place.

C) Pedagogical workers (311 respondents)

In this group of respondents, a different hierarchy of motives for further educa-

tion was detected. The strongest factor was an effort to enhance or to broaden 

one’s own qualifications, which often was linked to a possible job position devel-

opment (38.9%). In this context, the pressure from the employer distinctively 

appeared (28.3%). The third place was taken by other motives (social prestige, an 

effort to get a scientific degree, an influence of friends and colleagues, and the like 

– 18.0%). An effort to earn a better salary as a motive for further study was men-

tioned by 9.0% of the respondents. Only 5.8% of those studied said they decided 

for further studies to develop their own personality. None of the respondents 

(0.0%) said the motive was to get a better position at the labour market. 

3. The research conclusions

Based on the analysis of the said ascertainments we may say that: 

 There are statistically important differences in the hierarchy of motivation 

factors for adult learners in the area of industry and employees in the public 

services.
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 For industry employees the outer motives dominate (employer’s pressure, 

an effort to earn a better salary). In the group of social workers and pedagogues, 

the inner motives are more strongly represented– especially an effort to enhance 

one’s own qualification (professionalism), an effort to develop one’s own personal-

ity, or other motives linked to for instance social prestige. 

 In all the analyzed groups, employer’s pressure begins to be a strong motiva-

tion factor.

 Social workers and pedagogues, unlike industry employees, much less, or not 

at all, link their further education to their better position at the labour market. 

 In the group of social workers and pedagogues, further education is not 

distinctively linked to an effort to earn a better salary. 

4. Conclusion

As already said, the presented ascertainments represent only a preliminary 

outcome from more extensive research. We have intentionally focused on a group 

of social workers and pedagogues, because the knowledge of motives structure 

which led these adults to their further education are practically and really applica-

ble within the conditions of the Pedagogic Faculty of MBU in Banská Bystrica 

focusing on exactly these target groups in its external study programme. 
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Educational Elements and Motivation

Abstract

Motivation is an important condition to win, hold and develop pupil’s activity 

in the teaching process. That is why we consider it useful to inform students of 

teaching professions about the possibilities how to utilize particular elements of 

education for motivation of their future pupils.

Key words: elements of education, motivation.

There is a system of elements in the formation-educational process (Scheme 1), 

out of which either each one independently or in combination with additional 

ones, support motivation. 

The goal of this contribution is to feature the basic motivation functions of the 

educational elements and processes which arise out of the combination of elements. 

Karol László
The Slovak Republic

Key:
Ž – pupil (client) 

Z –  basics

O –  content

MP – means of managemen

C – goal

M – methods

U/1, U/2, U/3 – teacher 

(any executive)

TP – technical means

Scheme 1. The structure of the elements of education

C onditions
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It is clear from the above – shown system of elements that some elements are in 

a superior positions to others (Ž – O, Ž – C, Z –M, and the like), while others are 

in an equal position (O – C, M – TP, O – C – M – TP). Keeping this in mind is 

important both from the point of view of formation of all processes (curriculum 

exposition, its fixation, diagnostics and so on), and also from the point of view of 

motivation in particular.

The conditions of education

In a given system, a dominant position is occupied by conditions under which 

the teaching process is implemented, under which both pupil and teacher work. 

The author of this work perceives the structure of conditions in the following 

way: 

Every human society finds itself in unforced (natural, geographic) conditions, 

under which it creates economic and other prerequisites necessary for human 

existence (social conditions). 

By shaping the natural and social conditions the environment is formed: 

Scheme 2 The structure of motivationally important conditions

CONDITIONS

 Natural Social

ENVIRONMENt

 External Internal

CLIMATE

WORKING ATMOSPHERE
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–  in which man lives (family) and works (school, working place), e.g.  external, 

–  and forms his human (internal), demographic, socio-cultural, and other 

environment that enables him to carry out his goals and interests.

Under the influence of the environment a climate originates, which is based on 

relationships among society members (between parents, parents and children, 

among siblings, pupils, pupils and teacher(s), and so on). 

The climate supports the formation of working atmosphere. In it, under the 

influence of the intellectual background of class pupils (parents’ education and 

preparedness to bring up their children, professionalism of teachers, and adulthood 

of pupils) communication contacts are formed, through which work, work activity, 

teaching, learning, and the like, are immediately provided for. 

Out of the mentioned condition levels, each stage holds its meaning from the 

point of view of motivation. Most generally, objectively, naturally given conditions 

are geographical ones. A man living in certain geographic conditions perceives them 

as a natural part of his life. He realizes the influence of conditions only when they 

change; for instance following a move from any mountainous area to lowlands 

where he lacks hilly areas, typical flora and fauna. In an opposite way (from lowlands 

to a mountainous area) he has to cope with a hilly landscape. He has to change his 

lifestyle, motion, and the like. Geographic conditions used to influence, and they 

partially still do, the formation of human settlement. The alpine localities are less 

populated by people of a specific ethnic group. A bigger concentration of inhabitants 

is found for instance around rivers, and in lowlands. In the same way, we can per-

ceive the influence of geographical conditions from the point of view of the latitude. 

For comparison it is enough to identify the features of the people living in the 

equator area with those living in the proximity of the north or south poles. They 

created basic socio-cultural conditions that they considered necessary for life. 

Within the described conditions, man tries to create such an environment that 

enables him to do a whole complex of activities. One of the important environ-

ments created intentionally by a human being, is the educational environment. The 

educational environment can be identified in a family, school, extra-school facili-

ties, informal interest groups (peer groups), subject commissions (teachers), and 

in other professional formations (surgeons, school directors, and the like). 

We distinguish external and the internal educational environments.

At school and in a further educational environment the external environment 

has a strong influence. For instance, the school location, neighborhood arrange-

ment, and the access to it affect as a primary, though only formal, stimulus. Both 

parents and pupils are motivated differently by a housing estate school located 

among residential buildings near a busy street, and a school surrounded by neat 

verdure, a tidy school yard, safe access roads, and the like. 
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From the point of view of motivation what is also important is the internal – 

physical, ergonomic environment (ergonomics examines the relations of man and 

work and working environment), which immediately surrounds man. Here we can 

point to, for example, the classroom shape (narrow – long, short – wide) that 

conditions teacher’s proximity. From the psycho-hygienic and motivation point of 

view, the colour harmony of the classroom (the colour of the wall, floor, board, and 

other equipment of the classroom), the furniture construction (especially the shape 

and size of benches, chairs, their mobility), classroom lights, and the like, is impor-

tant. The internal environment is shaped by the school employees (director, his 

deputy/deputies, teachers, and instructors, technical-administrative and other 

workers). 

Environment creates primary preconditions for the work of pupils, parents, and 

teachers (lecturers). It enables them to work with a curriculum and ensures the 

learning itself. It creates situations in which individual skills of all process partici-

pants are employed.

The climate in the educational environment is shaped on the basis of interper-

sonal relationships. From the motivation point of view, it is important to keep in 

mind that interpersonal relationships can be:

–  long-standing (e.g. among parents, between parents and children, among 

siblings), short-term (between teachers and pupils, and between pupils and 

other workers in a given environment).

Long-standing relationships, typical of a family environment, create sets of inputs 

that are reflected in human mind. Harmonic relationships among family members, 

supportive stimuli that affect a child’s personality and are linked to formative 

education, create, together with genetic preconditions, the climate in which an 

individual develops, it means, he/she accommodates to the lifestyle and needs of 

the family. In a family, a child recognizes and accepts mechanisms that enable 

him/her to make contacts with the closest ones. He/she learns his/her own auto-

regulative mechanisms that help him/her integrate into the society of family and 

later, into the society of peers, and the like.

According to J. Vaněk, as quoted by J. Hroncová (2001, pp. 74–75), a family can, 

from the point of view of the quality of stimuli, offer the child stimuli that are either 

poor, or replete, or optimal. From the point of view of quantity stimuli can be 

one-sided or defective. Every stimulus kind involves elements that are important 

also from the motivation point of view. For instance, an unfriendly environment 

can damage both the rational and emotional part of a child’s personality. Based on 

these stimuli, a child acquires defective attitudes, prejudices that later make it more 

difficult to join the society of peers. In an emotionally poor environment, an 

emotionally cold and apathetic child develops that is motivationally little or dif-
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ficult to access, which clearly makes the work of teachers and instructors hard. In 

a society of peers such child can show to be an aggressive, malignant individual. 

Short-term relationships are typical by variability and dynamics of climate forma-

tion for the contact among subjects. For example, a child playing in a sandpit can 

be motivated to make contact with another child on the basis of an attractive toy. 

The contact comes to an end when a new, more attractive toy appears in the sand-

pit. In a later period, the contact can be based on the compensation of the need, 

interest or shortage. If this need disappears, the contact is interrupted either 

temporarily or for a longer period of time. Exposed contacts are based on conceal-

ing the need, the interest among peers.

Contacts within clearly given time and space are also relatively short-term, for 

instance during a lesson. Each contact is caused by a certain stage of interest, need, 

and the intellectual background of the class. Pupils can be motivated by the content 

of the subject they like. Motivation can be short-term (for a certain theme only), 

medium-term (for a thematic unit), long-term (for a school year), or perspective 

(for lifetime). A positive climate for work, which is linked to positive motivation, 

can be developed in pupils especially by the teacher’s personality, by some of his/her 

personality characteristics, for example by his/her appearance, age, clothing, and 

gender. Older pupils judge and relate to the teacher in a broader context. The first 

one is his/her professional and human characteristics, e. g. knowledge, righteous-

ness, objectivity, ability to understand some imperfections in the preparedness for 

lessons. In many cases, pupils are motivated for good results because they want to 

keep their position in front of the teacher of the society of their class. For com-

petitive and confident pupils to fail means to lose their position among schoolmates, 

and that is why they are always active, in spite of partial failures. 

The climate at a lesson is created by the working atmosphere, too. The ground of 

the working atmosphere is communication. Where communication is based on 

mutual respect of rights and duties among the communication participants (parent 

– child, teacher – pupil), atmosphere of mutual trust creates. A motivationally 

positive atmosphere is created by smooth, appropriate loud speech, helpful mim-

ics and gestures. The said predispositions are important not only from the motiva-

tion point of view but also from the point of view of the steering style of each 

process. 

The following factors influence the formation of the working atmosphere:

•  In families, where an authoritative educational style prevails, a “loud” atmos-

phere dominates. Children in there get accustomed to vociferous uproar. They 

transfer this style of communication to their school environment as well. By 

their behaviour, they create a competitive atmosphere, in which individuals 

push through their own interests. They expect the same teacher’s approach 
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and communication as they experience with their parents. They cannot accept 

a teacher’s moderate approach. They react to a sharp voice only, which, how-

ever, disturbs other pupils.

•  The atmosphere in a family with an autocratic upbringing style supports 

a formation of an aggressor that holds a tendency to victimize his/her school-

mates.

•  In a school environment an important role is played by the ratio between 

transitional and determined time. If the transitional time (the time between 

activities) is disproportionately long, pupils are relatively passive. Their 

activities are influenced by impetuses that do not flow from the concept of a 

lesson. Pupils do not do activities that they are expected to. On the other hand, 

if pupils are active in the determined time (the time specified for activities), 

they are overburdened. Such stage was observed for example during a long 

examination. At the beginning of the examinations, pupils were able to inde-

pendently work without greater divergences, and they reacted to the teacher’s 

interventions (questions) substantially well. As the time went on, they gradu-

ally lost their orientation in the examined matters. We disclosed a similar 

situation during written exams at university. If students had a disproportion-

ately long time to work out their answers, they showed a tendency to confront 

their answers with others or in their answers they did corrections by which 

they did not improve their original answers.

•  The communication contacts between pupils and the teacher are important 

for a lesson. A pleasant working atmosphere is lacking in such lessons where 

pupils’ activity is based on reactions to teacher’s questions only. A requirement 

to answer the uttered question only with a limited possibility to express one’s 

own opinion does not positively motivate. According to some respondents, 

such a lesson limits their personal freedom.

•  In lower grades of elementary schools pupils are negatively influenced by 

overexposed gesticulation of teachers. Pupils frequently have experience with 

physical punishment in their family, and in reaction to teachers’ uncontrolled 

gesticulation they sidestep and fear.

•  The working atmosphere is created up by the physical proximity of the teacher 

as well. When a close contact between teacher and pupil is not inevitable 

(pupil does not ask for individual help), teacher’s proximity affects intrusively. 

The pupils of both elementary and secondary schools also react negatively to 

the teacher’s movement around the class, for example during written tests. 

They are especially disturbed by the movement from the rear to the front wall. 

They reject this movement also during lesson presentation because the teacher 

disappears from their field of vision.
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•  Pupils value the work of an optimistically behaving teacher who trusts their 

pupils and is able to solve difficult situations as a detached person, smiling. 

According to what pupils say, it is difficult to work with a teacher whose facial 

expressions are of low dynamic offering no support particularly during indi-

vidual activities (e. g. when answering). Pupils are motivated by an approving 

nod or a signal that provides for a basis of a correction of their activity. 

•  From the observations which we made it is clear that pupils positively evalu-

ate such an atmosphere which gives them a chance to confront as well as 

consult the opinions on the ways of solving tasks with a schoolmate who they 

respect or with their teacher. Such an atmosphere is created by, for instance, 

group teaching with a heterogeneous structure of pupils in a group. 

The above-mentioned shows that pupils are positively motivated by such an 

atmosphere that respects a child’s (pupil’s) personality where communication 

plays a supportive role. The following is an example; the model of radial com-

munication:

The explained model points to the pupil who has a possibility to make a com-

munication contact with a participant who suits him/her within a given context 

and actual time. In accordance with this model a pupil chooses a communication 

partner who is upright, whom he/she understands, they can accept one another 

and share the same values. Based on these conditions, a supportive working 

atmosphere enables and motivates pupils to act. Through this atmosphere the 

pupil’s position in the class (family) modifies and shapes his/her self-confidence. 

The content and goal of education

A further element, which is important during a lesson from the motivation 

point of view, is the content of education (curriculum) and its goal; these should 

be equivalent in the system of basic elements supporting each other’s position 

Scheme 3. The model of radial communication

 teacher   classmate

  pupil

 parent  sibling
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(Scheme 1). A curriculum is a vehicle of elements working in pupils as incentives. 

Through motivation in the teaching process, the internal need (goal) is synthesized 

with incentives. This harmony is not difficult to reach within those processes 

where pupils inwardly accept as necessary to master the curriculum, to work with 

it. A more complicated situation appears when a curriculum becomes a frustrat-

ing barrier. If the teacher identifies this situation (a parent can help identify of 

this situation, so can an educator in a school club), he/she does not support 

motivation by the content and meaning of the curriculum itself but by the goal 

that flows out of the curriculum or out of the process of embracing it (learning). 

Reaching even a partial goal is success and it can positively influence the pupil. 

In the expounded context motivation is complicated because the pupil is under 

the influence of two interwined kinds of incentives (content, goal), which, however, 

the pupil perceives differently; they have a different meaning for him/her. Motiva-

tion must be grounded in such an incentive, which is nearer to a pupil’s inner 

needs. It can also be a goal – not to get a bad mark or retake a test. The experiences 

from exam retake confirm this fact. In many cases a pupil is able to inwardly cope 

with the necessity to pass as exam. In this context a harmony of the goal and 

inspiration plays an important role. In the relation: aspiration and goal, especially 

the structure of the advanced goals is important. For younger pupils more imme-

cliate goals are especially meaningful; for older pupils near, distant, and perspective 

goals can be combined. In reaction to a goal, processes arise that conceal tenden-

cies leading to reaching the goal, to completing the task. Assigning homework in 

maths can serve as an example. If the assignment of homework is based on a 

possibility to choose an example, the conditions for pupils’ active work at home 

are made. The pupil looks for an example possible for him to do. The tendency to 

reach goal, is clear. Pupils that lack self-confidence, choose a simple example. They 

must decide which one will be simple. Undone examples will evoke in pupils a 

system of tensions that will further motivate them to return to the discontinued 

activity, to seek an opportunity, which will give them a chance for success. Follow-

ing the task fulfillment, the tension will be released and the concomitant hardships 

will weaken. 

The work with content can be accompanied by a fear of failure. Failure can lead 

some pupils to various changes in their behaviour. Beside lower self-confidence, a 

pupil ceases to trust the teacher. He/she can start breaking the school order. Giving 

various pretexts he/she may eschew lessons. He/she may discover truancy, many 

times accompanied by activities that are in conflict with the law and so on. Other 

pupils may experience that their fear initiates an endeavour to avoid failure. It may 

lead pupils to orderliness and discipline. Fear can appear as a result of expected 

punishment (in a home environment a physical one, too). Even though we do not 
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consider punishment to be an appropriate means of motivation, it can be effective 

in combination with a reward. The effect of punishment will do if it is implemented 

immediately after the evaluative act. It is considered to be a better means than 

unconcern or an indifferent approach to a pupil. The pupil, however, must under-

stand that his/her formation is not based on punishments and also, that he/she can 

rightfully expect a reward for good performance. 

It is very important for teachers and parents to know that while working with 

pupils they will experience not only good results but also errors. A mistake, error 

in the work with content may present deficiencies on both sides, that of pupils and 

that of teachers. These are always identification means which are worth attention. 

It is necessary to find out what initiates a mistake and why such situations appear. 

If an erroneous performance repeatedly appears on pupil’s part under the influence 

of the same algorithm, it is necessary to pay attention to the algorithm itself. An 

inappropriate algorithm and following it failure can change a pupil’s attitude to the 

curriculum, subject, and learning to his/her disadvantage. The pupil consecutively 

loses his/her interest in work, resigns and ceases to learn. It is therefore meaningful 

to find out not only the level of knowledge (ignorance) but also algorithms that 

initiated it. Those can be for instance curriculum extent, its structure, intricacy, and 

so on. 

According to L. Maršálová (cf. Ďurič, L. 1967) a teacher should process the 

content in such a way that the followings emerge non-violently from it:

•  meaningfulness, curriculum sense,

•  information on possible connection with the curriculum of another subject 

(frequency of the contact with a phenomenon),

•  similarity with another curriculum whose structure pupils have already 

master.

According to J. Skalková (1999, p. 156) an emotional attitude to a curriculum 

can be achieved by communication through an act. In the manipulation with the 

content of curriculum there can be hidden incentives initiating curiosity and fol-

lowing activity to reach a concrete, appropriate goal. (Krystoň, M.–Sabolová, G., 

2003, pp. 36–37) From the educational as well as motivational point of view it is 

important that the goals are monitored and consistent. (Krystoň, M – Sabolová, 

G., 2003, p. 37)

At the level of the content and goal (Scheme 6), there are dynamizing elements, 

methods, and technical means that are important not only from the educational 

but also from motivational point of view.
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The methods of education

Methods as dynamizing means provide for not only the contact and way of the 

work with a curriculum, but they also activate human acting. Through them the 

application attitude between content and goal is solved, it means HOW to work 

with the content in order to reach a goal, or HOW to reach a goal through a given 

content. From the question HOW certain tensions, or seeking of the unknown, 

result. There are elements in it that initiate interest in an activity, provide for certain 

needs, influence one’s will, form attitudes and values, are able to influence aspiration 

of the one who acts. 

We consider methods to be external influences that are reflected in internal 

conditions. Since internal conditions are unique for each human being, a reflection 

of the same method is different for various people. The word addresses one person 

in a form of a challenge while another in a form of an instruction or an order. One 

is more open to information conveyed to seeing, another one to hearing. One is 

eager to know details, another one wants to know the context. 

Behind each mentioned alternative of work there are a number of various 

methods. The use of a certain method in the process of education viewed from the 

motivation aspect is complex also as to the relation to methods. One set of meth-

ods is acknowledged, respected, and used by the teacher, another suits the pupil. 

Therefore the choice of the method that will be useful as for as motivation and 

educative aspects are concernedbelongs to ambitious activities of the teacher. 

Unambiguous determination of the appropriate method, which will always be 

functional as to the described aspects and the prospective subject, and the actual 

theme, is not possible. Universal methods do not exist. However, the basic approach 

to the selection of methods is known:

personality of pupil

↓
personality of teacher

↓
structure of curriculum + goals of curriculum

↓
motivation

This structure is shaped up by further elements that are shown in Scheme 1. 

Methods viewed from a motivation aspect must be considered also as to their 

possible function. A method can develop or add the content of education by a 

component whose absence cannot be easily identified in the curriculum. An attrac-
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tive method can give a new shape to a less attractive subject. Besides, it is also 

necessary to pay attention to innovative methods. Innovation can, according to M. 

Tuma, as quoted in M. Krystoň, (Krystoň, 2003, p. 47), be understood as any 

change in the structure of human personality. M. Krystoň (2003, p. 47) lists inno-

vating methods in adult education:

1st – 3rd stage of innovation: lecture,

tutorial,

seminar,

4th – 5th stage of innovation: problems methods,

situation methods,

stage-manage methods,

6th – 7th stage of innovation: brainstorming,

Gordon’s method,

Hobo method,

Phillips 66,

Altšuller method,

comparison,

aimed questions,

morphological modeling,

play.

At the elementary and secondary school, innovation of the 1st – 3rd stage can be 

secured by methods that are closer to this age category. Those are mainly clarifica-

tion, discussion, demonstration, training, and the like. 

Verbal methods secure a natural contact between teacher and pupil. An appro-

priate construction of clarification and discussion provides for not only information 

supply, but also for formation impetuses of expressional conditions of pupils. If the 

said methods utilize pupils’ experiences, and are supported by experienced events, 

they are appropriate methods also according to the motivation point of view. They 

are accessible to all age categories.  

In the cases when a curriculum is difficult as to the structure of elements, and 

pupils’ experiences are insufficient, it is right to motivate pupils by a combination 

of the clarification method with the demonstration (methodical turnover). 

Demonstration not only shapes up words but also enables pupil’s penetration 

into the new dimension of phenomena not known so far; this is inevitable to 

experience especially for the pupils of younger school age. The described methods 

are confirmed by older pupils in the quality of their knowledge and skills, which 

stabilizes their system of knowledge and skills; this also strengthens their self-

confidence. 
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From the motivation point of view a similarly important role is played by the 

methods that belong to the group of practical aspect like training, exercising, and 

drill. Their common feature is their ensuring pupils’ direct activity, mediation of 

factual contact with reality, manipulation with real elements. 

Training is a presentation method; it provides for the contact of pupils with a 

phenomenon, with a curriculum. For example, the first grade elementary school 

pupils learn the shapes of letters, they train how to put together phones making 

syllables and words both when writing and reading. Through training pupils learn 

particular gymnastic elements during the lessons of physical education. Training 

helps learn activities that a pupil has never done before. In each of the mentioned 

activities there is a cause of tension that the pupil wants to reduce or even remove. 

Tension motivates pupils, it creates and supports a certain kind of activity. 

Training strengthens and, fixes the learned activities. At the same time, it links 

particular details into a broader context. For instance, by training pupils read words 

using syllables (they syllabify), they no longer divide a word into phones. Through 

longer practice of they come over to read words without syllabifying. At physical 

education lessons they link elements to larger units until they master the whole 

piece, and so on. The result is a fluent activity (reading, interpretation of a piece). 

Pupils compare who reads faster and who still syllabifies. The comparison of 

performance positively pupils’ influences activities. By training the learned activity 

is maintained and elaborated, which is manifested in the whole performance and 

that is why it is an important internal activating element (internal satisfaction). 

Every method is a carrier of motivation elements. It is important for a teacher 

to recognize their structure in order that he/she is able to offer pupils and to use 

methods that will be effective from both the didactic and motivation point of 

view. 

The characteristics of some methods from the didactic and motivation point of 

view:

•  Brainstorming (idea market) is a method that provokes participants to formu-

late a maximal number of spontaneous ideas. Through open presentation of 

ideas, the thought activities of participants are conditioned for new ideas. The 

motivation aspect is in the spontaneous acting free from fear of failure.

•  Brainwriting is one of the forms of brainstorming. The difference is in the way 

of releasing ideas. At brainwriting ideas are written on paper sheets. Finding 

a problem solution is implemented by conversation. Motivationally positive 

influence comes through a possibility to confront one’s own opinions with 

others, without of from consequences of bad results.

•  Gordon’s method is based on seeking one solution. A problem is dealt with 

from various angles. Opinions are gradually bound up to a selection of a 
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dominant problem that is solved. This method is motivationally effective 

thanks to pupil’s discovering of so far unknown or less known approaches to 

problem solutions.

The above mentioned methods are appropriate for older pupils and adults.

•  Play is a method which uses seeking, it initiates creativity. While playing a 

space is opened to organize activities both of one’s own and of other partici-

pants. In this way the pupils get certain experiences how to lead. Games with 

rules support self-discipline, self-control. It is possible to say that a game on 

the one hand supports activity while on the other hand it softly and spontane-

ously leads to a certain activity. It the same way we can characterize stage-

manage, simulative, and situational methods as well as dramatization wherein 

play and playfulness is the basic element. They support the detection of new 

solutions, new relations, and therefore they are attractive as well as motiva-

tionally interesting.

•  The method of experiments and failures is not frequently defined in the didac-

tic literature. It is characterized by a tension and endeavour to actively 

approach a task solution. Every successful experiment ends up with joy and 

further activity. If a pupil finds a small ground for a successful task solution 

in his/her failure, or if he/she is supported by his/her environment (teacher, 

parent), he/she remains active even after a few unsuccessful activities. This 

method is less effective for unstable pupils who are negatively motivated 

already by a slight failure.

Technical means

Technical means of teaching can be found at the level where they are able to 

support didactical methods, make the content of education real, and thus make 

the teaching process in which goals are reached more effective (Scheme 1). They 

are closely linked to the tenet of visualization that has to do with sensual percep-

tion, with actual activity and abstract thinking. This procedure is the basis of future 

deduction, in fact, for some pupils it shapes their abilities to inductively think and 

deductively act.  

In the system of technical means a meaningful position is taken by teaching tools 

that are carrier of information. The information is taken in by sight (87%), by hear-

ing (9%), and by other sensual organs – olfactory sense, touch, and taste (4%). 

Every learning tool, particularly visual tools, attracts attentiveness and brings 

in a change into the teaching process. It is clear from our observations during 

pedagogical experience that a higher percentage of pupils can ignore verbal 

information while just a minimal percentage of them van avoid visual stimuli. 

The latter arouse interest, motivate pupils to observe. The source of stimuli need 
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not be a complicated system of visual tools. In many cases pupils can be inspired 

by a textbook or a magazine. These are the tools that are available at home as 

well. The intensity of observation, the quality of work, and the motivation to act 

increase if pupils have a possibility to confront questions with models and real-

ity. The level of confrontation is supported by the words of teachers and by the 

experiences of pupils.

Organizational forms

The rise of the organizational forms of education is influenced by the content, 

methods, technical means and goals (Scheme 1) that teachers coordinate in accord-

ance with pupils’ presuppositions and conditions available (Scheme 1). As to the 

motivation, the organizational forms are important because working atmosphere 

is created by them, which directly influences pupils’ activities. 

Mass teaching

According to J. Skalková (1999, p. 205), there is a persistent place in the school 

practice for mass (frontal) teaching with a system of teaching units (hours). Its 

functionality is supported by pedagogical, didactical, psychological, sociological, 

and economic aspects. From the motivation point of view mutually linked inter-

personal contacts among the curriculum participants are important. At a lesson 

there is a mutual influence of activities. A motivationally meaningful role is played 

by teacher’s organizational and leading activities. If teachers master to use indi-

vidual capacities of pupils, their activity for their own development, they motivate 

to work not only individuals but also intentionally, or sometimes unintentionally 

they motivate activity of all pupils.

Because frontal teaching has limited possibilities to influence pupils and the 

present didactics prefers especially activities of individuals, forms that respect 

pupil’s individuality are considered as motivationally appropriate. These are for 

example:

• differentiated teaching,

• group teaching,

• project teaching.

Differentiated teaching

Differentiated teaching creates such a working atmosphere in which every pupil 

has a chance to find his/her own most appropriate educational activities. In accord-

ance with the psycho-didactic theory of B. S. Bloom, differentiated teaching will 

be motivationally effective when pupils are given such time space that they need 

to learn a curriculum at their own pace. B. S. Bloom comes out of the information 
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that every pupil is able to master a set of knowledge providing he/she has sufficient 

time for it. It is important to realize that some pupils get good results in a longer 

period of time which should be filled by sufficient feedback information that sup-

ports pupil’s activity. In this context, teachers must keep in mind that it is not good 

to equalize the pace of work of particular pupils because the result is criticism that 

acts motivationally negatively. 

A differentiated approach to individuals can be made available through e.g. 

group teaching. Every group makes up a certain society in which such interactive 

relations are made that support successful work of individuals. (Kasíková, 1997) 

The reached results positively influence also the work of those pupils who had not 

been distinctively active in a given period of work. They recognize the ways of the 

task solution followed by their classmates. They have a possibility to realize in 

which activities and for which reasons they are dependent on the help of their 

classmates. Even more active pupils understand the meaning of cooperation and 

help to less active classmates thus realizing the ground of responsibility for the 

results of the group work and of individuals. They take control over their own 

leading activities that can play either a positive or hostile role in task solution. The 

success of the group is a positive stimulus for outstanding pupils as well, which 

usually are work organizers (leaders).

Cooperative teaching

The cooperation of pupils in groups is supported by cooperative teaching. 

According to H. Kasíková, as mentioned by J. Skalková (1999, p. 211), the outcome 

of the work of individuals is supported by the activity of the whole group, and the 

whole group uses the successful activities of individuals. It is the counterpart of 

competitive teaching, where the success of an individual is linked to the failure of 

another. Cooperative teaching motivates pupils to mutual help and tolerance. It 

teaches pupils to understand opinions of others; it positively forms the skills to 

evaluate their own work as well as that of others. 

Project teaching

Project teaching applies to the solution of complex theoretical or practical tasks. 

It opens up space for the synthesis of knowledge and practical experience that 

pupils acquired in various subjects and contexts. The basis of project teaching is 

made by a discussed and accepted plan of activities to solve a task. There are given 

strategies with tasks for individual pupils in the plan. The plan is open for the 

public, the task fulfillment is regularly checked and evaluated; that is why pupils 

are motivated to seek important information for the solution and implementation 

of the task (project). Such a project can be for example: Which factors negatively 
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influence the school environment? Pupils can set areas of observation, for 

instance: 

•  from the environmental point of view, 

•  from the pupils school discipline point of view,

•  from the point of view of an ineffective use of school interior, and the like.

The evaluation of the gained information is motivationally important. Results 

can be publicly interpreted in front of class pupils, school, parents, and so on. By 

making results public pupils present their results of work and see the meaning of 

their activity, but the reached positives make pupils to keep order within the school 

campus and activate them to further active approach to shaping and protection of 

the environment. 

Individualized teaching

If we assume that there is a part of pupils in the class who show little activity 

during lessons in spite of activating methods, it is necessary to create such peda-

gogical situations for them that respect the specifics of weaker pupils, for the 

completion ofwhich they could be positively evaluated. (Zelina, 1995, p. 52)

The goal of positive evaluation is to give pupils moral satisfaction, to support 

their confidence in their own strengths, and to evoke their longing for building up 

the reached goals. The reward can be understood as an educational means. The 

basis of rewarding is made up by the link of good work with a pleasant experience, 

which appears through the satisfaction of some need. 

Problems teaching

In comparison with the teaching where the basis is formed by information-

receptive methods (traditional teaching) problems teaching, differs by the structure 

of activities. During traditional teaching pupils are given tasks whose solution is 

known, and through convergent processes they are to work towards an unknown 

result. During problems teaching pupils know the result but do not know the way 

leading to solution, the assignment need not be transparent. The problem solution 

is based on divergent processes. Looking for the way of solution, discovering the 

entries into the solution, and problem solution are motivationally significant. The 

entry, way of solution and the result are variables in the problems teaching. Each 

variable can have two forms. It can be open (O), then there can be more solutions 

or the solution is closed (Z), and the variable has only one form. By the combina-

tion of variables the difficulty of the problem is determined. A problem where all 

variables are closed is the least strenuous:

entry –  closed

solution – closed
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result – closed.

An example:

 Entry: Basic mathematic operation is counting. Find two figures, whose sum-

mation gives the known result. The entry is closed because the kind of 

mathematic operation is given (summation), the number of summands 

is given and the result is for instance 6.

 Solution: Solution is closed because the math operation (summation) as well as 

the number of summands (two), by means of which the given result 

should be reached. The possibilities to solve: 0+6, 1+5, 2+4, 3+3, 4+2, 

5+1, 6+0. 

 Solution: Through the given math operation and the given number of summands 

the result should be reached (sum) 6. 

A medium strenuous task is represented by variables, where one is open, and 

two are closed. The problem can be outlined in three ways: 

T1 Outline of variables in the problem

1st possibility 2nd possibility 3rd possibility

entry open closed closed

solution closed open closed

result closed closed open

A higher stage of strenuosity is reached by outlining the variables so that in one 

series there are two open parts. For example if the closed variable remains 6, the 

entry as well as the solution (math operation) will be open. Pupils find the figures 

and that way of solution which leads to a given result. Beside summation pupils 

can look for a solution through subtraction (difference), for instance 7–1=6, 8–2=6, 

10–4=6, but also 100–94=6. Pupils must take into the equation such minuend and 

subtrahend from which they deduce the expected difference. The information 

pupils’ on thought processes is important for the teacher; it can help him/her 

understand pupils as to how they sought the entries into the example solution as 

well as the way of solution. The given result can be reached also through multipli-

cation and division. All ways are correct.

The most strenuous level is in the alternative where all variables are open. For 

example, find numbers and ways that are the solution of the equation. The assign-

ment has no concrete entry, nor a way of solution, nor an expected result. The goal 

of such assignment is the reconstruction of the equation that pupils are able to 

solve.
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The presented examples show that looking at the matter from the point of view 

of motivation such an alternative is appropriate which suits the possibilities and 

experience of pupils.
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Educational Significance of a Game 
in Post-modern Society

Abstract

The study represents a chapter in the book called Study on Theory and Meth-

odology of the Game. Readers are presented with the meaning of a game and 

educational experience in the society, which is often labelled as post-modern. The 

study aims mainly at future teachers and there are examples of games accompanied 

by the methodology analysis in the book.

Keywords: game, education, creativity, phenomenology, illusion of reality, play roles, 

simulation possible, ethical challenge. 

Introduction

“Everything is possible”, says Jean Francois Lyotard (born 1942) in his crucial 

work The Post-modern Condition (La condition postmoderne, 1979), pointing 

thus indirectly to the fact that the traditional means of our thinking are absolutely 

insufficient for us to understand the chaotic condition we live in. According to 

Lyotard, in the past, people tried to explain themselves by means of myths which 

demonstrated the origin and meaning of culture giving it a solid character. Later, 

this task was taken over by science based on reason. These are the philosophical 

facts within the framework of which we put our essay about a game as a possible 

remedy for the “pathology” of the world of our days. Both means of education 

are closely related, neither of them is new or recently discovered by modern 

pedagogy, but both are still neglected and underrated by the pedagogical 

praxis.

Jiří Němec
Czech Republic 
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Illusion of reality in post-modern world

During the past several decades the modern western society has surrounded 

itself by so many new things, that we began to lose contact with our own reality. 

We live in a secondary world of mediated perceptions, a world where we lose our 

own experience, and we do not notice, that between man and Nature there is 

a barrier formed not only by culture, but also by a preponderant dead weight 

consisting of publicity, single-wrapped toothpicks, rapid Internet, and SMS com-

munication with the whole world, virtual realities, gambling machines, tower-block 

housing estates and huge megapoles. Tower-block housing estates are one of many 

reasons why children – and in many cases adults as well – play games and enter-

tainment computer television, or give an unreal image of the world by a pseudo-

artistic reflection of the reality provided with technical sound-track. A housing 

estate itself conceals many snares in the form of various gangs, dirty streets, pos-

sible injuries, etc., but tower-blocks themselves change into physical and mainly 

psychological barriers which prevent people from coming into natural contact with 

their contemporaries. Thus, a child grows up socially isolated. Often, however, we 

do not realize that it is not only the material surroundings that change, but that it 

is mainly the consumers of this life-style – children and teenagers – who get within 

“the tow of the image of the world”.

This world related to a game, but also the philosophy that tries to show the way “out 

of the labyrinth”, are usually described as post-modern. German philosopher Wolfgang 

Welsch conceives of post-modernism as a state of radical plurality, which he explains 

by an anti-totalitarian need to be engaged in the plurality and diversity of the concep-

tions of language games, not out of negligence or cheap relativism, but because of 

historical experience and motives of freedom. (Welsch, 1994, pp. 12–13)

Post-modernism defines the world in most eloquent terms when it says that the 

world is a GAME. A game which we continually reshape in our minds, a game that 

forces us to abandon the established schemes of life. Still, a game is conceived as 

a vital impulse with its own value and order, says Eugen Fink.“The game is also 

cultivated in this way, it is conceived of as a remedy for the civilization damage of 

modern technocracy, it is much –praised as a rejuvenating and life-refreshing 

force – and, at the same time, as a possibility to plunge into a keen morning charm 

and plastic creation”. (Fink, 1992, p. 5). Eugene Fink considers the world of our days 

as a period of objective game possibilities and opportunities to play, because no 

other period has such huge apparatus for life at its disposal, such as playgrounds, 

gambling rooms, stadiums, parks, international competitions, mass production of 

toys, etc.
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Despite the fact that, according to Fink a cosiderable number of games available 

to us, we use the out-of-school education and the game penetrates the “classical” 

schools only by chance, with pupils being rewarded by a game, rather than a per-

manent part of it. What does the post-modern world of game look like?

We lose contact with the real world. During the last fifty years between us and 

the natural environment – Nature – there has risen, a wall which isolates us from 

our essence. We are surrounded by housing estates and skyscrapers, supermarkets 

are being built around towns, cars become indispensable every time we go shop-

ping, or even when we go to work. A child living on the 20th floor of such a 

housing estate will then prefer computer games or television rather than trudge 

down the stairs on the way to the sand-pit, let alone when sand-pits become rela-

tively dangerous in our days. A child that is a bit older has learnt about wood in 

the natural science classes at school and finds out the characteristics of fire at 

random if she/he is at a scouts’ camp on holiday. Ecological centres establish zoos 

with domesticated animals in order for children to see what a rabbit or a hen looks 

like as well as to see that a chicken is not grown in the field.

We become a silent majority. Nowadays, the world is interwoven by a spider-

like communication network, and thus we cannot complain about lack of com-

munication with a friend living at the antipodes. To exaggerate a bit, we could say 

that the whole civilization has been interconnected by the Internet regardless of 

the distance, borders, political situation, etc. This interconnection is only illusion-

ary, as our integrity has been damaged by extremism, racism and dogmatism 

which have been slumbering in us for centuries and change sooner or later, but 

with periodical regularity, into an armed conflict. Thanks to the communication 

technologies we can watch a war in live coverage and consider the television death 

as something natural. We depend on self-confident and educated reporters who 

give us their interpretation of the world in tonight’s news. Will the world be black 

or white? Will the gentlemen in turbans be good or bad today? Access to informa-

tion makes people free, but because of a gigantic avalanche of it we are thankful 

in the end for an editorial published in “independent” press. It was not by chance 

that as early as the first half of the 20th century Celestin Freinet taught his pupils 

how to write and work with a text so that they could express their thoughts and 

opinions not only in front of the class but also in public. He taught them not to 

be “the silent majority” which would passively take over “newspaper and radio 

truths”, but he was striving to bring up creative human beings with their own 

attitude to life.
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We surround ourselves with substitutes. The Pyramid in Las Vegas is, in a way, 

a virtual reality, but it may as well be a good joke of the architect who wanted to 

take us in. Let us not lose our pedagogical optimism and let us believe that there 

still may be people who do not consider the local “pyramid” as an original and, on 

visiting Egypt, the original tombs just remind them of what they know from home 

and they wonder how only it is possible that many thousand years ago someone 

created something so fantastically similar to “our Luxor in Las Vegas”. Or, even 

worse, they will think that the Egyptians could have renovated it at least a little bit, 

when they make them travel to Egypt and spend their money as turists. If a child 

has no possibility of comparison and if she/he cannot have the feeling of her/his 

own experience, then later it is difficult for her/him to tell good from evil, as it was 

difficult for the poor prisoners of Plato’s cavern.

We cease to experience and begin to enjoy. What we have described above 

results in the loss of natural experience which is replaced by a virtual experience. 

“I had a pretty hard time last night, playing my computer game,” said one of the 

pupils from the 7th form, not dissimilar from other children from the class. We 

try to share the world we have experienced earlier and soon we get into the tow of 

its image. Virtual reality is omnipotent, it can “materialize” our ideas which we 

have only been dreaming of. It allows us to experience everything according to a 

programme we have chosen, without forcing us to move our bottoms from the 

chair. We do not even need to have mastered a given activity. The ways we as 

subjects experience emotionally real or virtual situations are identical or at least 

very similar it is the means that differ. While in the first case we have to be active, 

in the second case it is sufficient if you move your mouse on the desk. “I have never 

had such a hard time at my computer,” said a pupil while climbing a hill. Hopefully, 

it was not the last hill in his/her life.

Game characteristics and its educational significance

It is difficult to characterize a game from the point of view of its educational 

significance for several reasons. One of them is, of course, that the term itself is too 

large and in our minds it includes a great number of different activities, such as 

sports games, computer games and theatre plays. Every author gives a different 

definition, and thus, if we integrate a series of opinions we could reach a conclusion 

that a game is an activity (mental or physical) which has its meaning included in 

itself (e.g. because it results from child’s nature), or its meaning is outside the game 

itself and then it becomes a means of attaining other goals (pedagogical or educa-
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tional). Rules are important principles of a game, which supply difficulty and they 

direct the mentioned activity. Should the definition of a game be complete, we have 

to mention other attributes that further describe a game and emphasise the peda-

gogical aspects.

Game is entertainment but also instruction

It is probable that we mostly remember pleasant moments we spent at school, 

moments when prolix and boring school activities were replaced by more or less 

entertaining games. Any game that is well guided can turn even the most hateful 

duties into pleasure and joy. It is not surprising then if children enjoy a game in 

itself not only at school but also out of school where it assumes more various 

functions and forms.

Game is life story

It is natural that children and young people of our days like fairy-tales and 

adventure stories. If we accept the idea that a game is “an image of the world” then 

a story is “a screenplay and the very legend of a game”. Every day we witness various 

events which we tell each other by means of stories, and children often reshape them 

into the central theme of a game. For a pedagogue it is natural to observe children’s 

games, but not everyone can decode the essence of the message a story conveys to 

us. It is indirectly, by means of stories, that we learn about children’s secrets, about 

the ways they experience their daily little events, about their adventures and experi-

ences. Hermeneutics, the science that focused firstly on the interpretation of bibli-

cal texts, has become a social interpretative science and it helps us understand 

people’s behaviour and their experience. Even though a story can, up to a degree, 

be subjectively interpreted, it takes us into distant experience of people and helps 

us understand a given situation. You are as you present yourself (or as you would 

like to present yourself) in a story (by means of a story) within a game itself. There 

may be as many interpretations of a story as there are story-tellers. A game together 

with its story then demonstrates faithfully the culture of a given nation, the values 

of an individual and the community where the individual grows up.

Game makes it possible to play roles

We usually enter the world of a game by saying “let’s play as if…” However, if we 

enter the world of a game, we usually get over the “as if ”, and that is why the borders 

between reality and a game are often erased. Even though we play “as if ” (be it as 

adults or children), there comes a moment when we cease to perceive the sur-

rounding world and commit ourselves fully to a game. Then, our acts done under 
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the influence of the game are excusable. (We tend to say “it was in the heat of the 

game”, etc.)

If we enter the world of games, we assume a role which is described by rules, 

like a theatre role in a screenplay. In a theatre performance, having always the same 

and identical text, different Hamlets can always express different thoughts and 

messages according to the context of the time period. Similarly, game players can 

experience their roles always differently and uniquely. Thus, thanks to simulation 

games, adults as well as children can try roles they would never encounter in their 

real lives, or a child can practice a role just because she/he will come accross it 

sometime when she/he has grown up.

Game Mediates Experience

If a participant decides to accept the given rules of a game, she/he becomes an 

active creator of “a new story” and she/he experiences a lot of activities directly, 

without mediation. She/he does not depend on the professional and well-grounded 

explanation of her/his teacher or on a universal encyclopedia, but only on her/his 

own abilities or the abilities of her/his classmates “within the scope of the world” 

of the game. With them, s/he tries to overcome all obstacles in the form of ingen-

ious rules. The experiences resulting from one’s own and unique experience become 

then a firm basis for a possible change of personality.

Game supplies us with meaning

At the pre-school age, exceptionally even at the early-school age, a game is usu-

ally almost the only activity indispensable for the harmonic development of per-

sonality. It is an activity that children enjoy and one that forms the basis of the 

meaning of life. Even though Viktor Frankl stresses that unpleasant, even fatal, 

situations also have a logotherapeutical meaning, a game is natural for children. 

Professional literature gives many examples of deprived children who could not 

play in their childhood.

Game makes simulation possible – facing unrealizable reality

Every game is a simulation by nature, because it pretends something or imitates 

it. The essence of the simulation (in the so-called simulation games in particular) 

is to create a model which presents, within a game, a reality (a problem), and which 

can react to the behaviour of a players and of the organizer of a game. In “the game 

space” then, a players can face situations that in the real world are only exceptional. 

The essence of this exceptional character lies in a certain danger these situations 

bring or can bring.
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Game is knowledge and knowledge of oneself

If a pedagogue plays games with the children and if she/he is a good observer, 

she/he has a unique opportunity to learn about her/his pupils in a quite different 

way than s/he has done before when the children were sitting at their desks or in 

other standard situations. For a good organizer and pedagogue it is not the result 

of the game that should matter, but the course of the game itself during which 

she/he can observe the way the players behave, the way they communicate with each 

other, who is dominant and competent in the processes of decision-making, who is 

considered to be the opinion leader, the way different roles are fulfilled, etc.

To perform a certain role (as we have already mentioned) is characteristic of a 

game. The pedagogue has a peculiar and unique opportunity to compare player’s 

behaviour in real life, in the real world, with the behaviour within the limits of the 

game, in the fictitious world of “as if ”. What is a child in the civil life like, and how 

does she/he manage the role of a policeman, a mother or a guard in a game? 

Despite the fact that every person has been prescribed certain rules of behaviour 

already, there is a large space for a player to make her/his own fulfillment and to 

experience her/his role. Will the policeman, performed by a particular player, be 

as nice as last time, or will she/he be strict, or even aggressive? If so, let us ask why. 

A sensitive pedagogue knows that a good pupil in the class does not have to be as 

good and well-behaved a policeman in the game. For the pedagogue, a game has 

a diagnostic significance, for the child (the participant of the game) it opens a space 

for self-knowledge.

Game is ethical challenge

The world of a game also has its space where “the drama” can take place and 

where there is a strict order, usually defined by rules. These rules differ from the 

rules of the real world, and in turn, “the laws” of the normal world are not valid in 

the world of a game. Breaking of the rules brings about “awakening”. Without pity, 

we are excluded and ordered out into the reality. The child learns thus to become 

familiar with rules that can be useful in practical life, too.

During a game, the player faces this problem: “How shall I proceed in order to 

get over a given obstacle without breaking the rules?” The organizer (the peda-

gogue) works on a sensible predisposure that if the players keep to the game rules 

they will keep to the rules (laws) the of real life, too – i. e. they will behave in a 

highly-principled way. Thus, in today’s conceptions of out-of-school education, a 

game justly ranks among efficacious means of ethical education. But let us not stop 

only by the rules. It is not by chance that in many games the participants face situ-

ations where they have to negotiate with each other, bid and submit to one another, 

abandon one’s attitudes and change one’s values. At other times, they are deliber-
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ately made to face an ethical dilemma, etc. Even though a game does not have to 

be directly designated for ethical education, it always brings with it a whole gamut 

of opportunities in which the player’s conscious “I” can manifest itself (e.g. to 

prefer to help a friend rather than win a race, etc.) and the pedagogue can well 

observe this behaviour and interpret it carefully. A sensitive pedagogue could ask 

this question: “Why does a child who has been unable to accept the rules of life 

behaves so well in class?” In order to come up to the expectation of the teacher, in 

order to win, to be admired?

Game is freedom as well as order

“The world of a game” is limited not only by its own game space, but also by the 

possibilities of the participants, by the rules and by the time which is at our disposal. 

On the one hand, a game keeps limiting the participant in some way, on the other 

hand it only invites her/him and entices her/him, e.g. by means of good motivation. 

The player should have a possibility to decide herself/himself whether or not 

she/he wants to participate in the game. Thus, let us not forget the free will and the 

freedom with which the participants enter the game. If this principle were broken, 

the beautiful world of the game ceases to exist and we find ourselves in the real 

world of commands and regulations again.

If we are to sum up all the aspects and significance of a game we have outlined 

so far, then we could correct our definition of a game once more. We can character-

ize a game as a free, time-limited activity exercised by a group or an individual, child 

or adult, that is based on the interest of the subject and the significance of which 

lies either in the activity itself or outside the game (as, e.g., a motive or a goal). Then 

a game is a means to get various needs or to fulfill various goals. However, a game 

differs from practical life activities by its specific rules and by internal game ele-

ments, such as competition or identification with roles (even with those roles that 

we would deliberately refuse to assume in our real lives). A game usually satisfies 

player’s needs, it brings entertainment, instruction, experience, etc.

Even though a game is a phenomenon more ancient than humanity, even though 

we have had an opportunity to meet its diverse functions in historical conceptions 

of pedagogy, it is still a good and sensible means of education just because of its 

natural character, significance and authenticity. Thanks to these, a game creates a 

good basis for people to encounter the world (not only the virtual one) in its 

diversity and beauty.
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Drama Education in Pre-Service Education for Primary 
School Teachers

Abstract 

The authors deal with the research focused on the verification of school drama 

education in the pre-service education for primary school teachers. The research 

project period covered the years 1998-2003, as part of the research project of the 

above organisation with the title “New Opportunities in Teacher, Educator and 

Pupil Education for the Learning Society of the 21st century” (msm174500001 – 

with Assistant Professor Hana Lukášová as the Head Project Researcher). The 

project results can be split into the following areas:

a)  Verification of the drama education methods in the study subject titled Basics 

in professional practice

b)  The development of dialogue skills in drama games (role playing) and 

improvisations of students studying the drama education subject.

Key words: drama education, pre-service teacher education, personality-based and 

social competence, skills, a dialogue, drama games (role playing) and improvisations, 

action research.

Characteristics of drama education

Both sections of the research project come out of the common theoretical basis 

of the study subject of drama education. The theoretical basis can be defined 

according to the current theory, as “… a system of controlled (facilitated) active 

social- and art-based teaching of children or adults based on the exploitation of 

the basic principles and techniques of drama and theatre, with the primary edu-

cational or formative limitations and secondary limitations covering specific 

Hana Cisovská, Jan Karaffa
Czech Republic
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requirements of art, on one hand, and by individual and also common opportuni-

ties of further development of participating personalities, on the other hand.“ 

(J. Valenta, 1995, p. 27). The drama education as a study branch has its own objec-

tives, scope and methodology.

1. Drama education – objectives

The teaching process in drama education covers the personality as a whole. The 

key objective of the drama education rests in the development of the personality 

and its social, aesthetic and art skills aspects. Drama education objectives can be 

split into three areas. First, its methods make it possible to modify attitudes because 

they cover the cognitive, emotional and conative components. Further on, they 

help to develop abilities and build sensory, motor, intellectual and social skills. As 

for the abilities, we should name the set of specific abilities, i.e. creativity. Last but 

not least, there is knowledge which is “necessary on its own but also as something 

which supports the development of attitudes, abilities and skills”. (Valenta, J., 1995, 

p. 42). Namely, drama education covers the understanding of one’s own personal-

ity, of relationships, communication and emotions. Drama education also includes 

objectives in the sphere of building attitudes to the art of drama and art as such. 

One of the drama education objectives also covers facilitation of teaching in other 

areas (other study subjects). 

2. Drama education – scope

Drama education covers themes (motifs) drawn from human experience (such 

as human relationships, experience, behaviour and acting, conflicts between 

people, etc.), namely in dramatic situations. What happens then is the modelling 

of life situations through the game; then it is possible to develop the existing pupil’s 

(student’s) experience and to create enriched or entirely new experience through 

such a game which models life situations. “The study thus covers diversified situa-

tions, most of them with some complicating element...” (Valenta 1999, pp. 27-28) 

3. Drama education – methods

It exploits the spontaneous human ability to play “pretending that the situation 

is real”; and forms such an ability through the means of drama (theatre), in a tar-

geted way. In other words, the methods of drama education are drawn from the 

theatre which represents such role playing in a certain situation. We bear in mind 

situations with a certain conflict and those which force a player to solve such a 

situation on the spot. Such situations, of course, are modelled, fictitious, prepared 

within the pre-determined rules. The explicit fictitious character makes it possible, 

as stated by E. Machková (1998), for an individual not to be exposed to any attack 
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against his/her Self (Ego) and to be able to perform his/her attitudes, relationships 

and problems by means of a metaphor, on image. 

E. Machková states that it is the improvisation created on the spot and without 

any scenario which is the basic method, in the broadest sense, common for all 

streams and kinds of drama education. Such an improvisation provides the authen-

tic experience in a fictitious situation when a player encounters a real difficulty 

(problem). (1998) 

A. Verification of drama education methods in the study subject of Basics in 

professional practice. 

The study subject (discipline) titled the Basics in professional practice covers 

the development of personality-based, social competence of future primary school 

teachers. This subject represents the link between the pedagogic theory and peda-

gogic practice and it is one of the subjects of the first study year. The programme 

concept is closely related to the programmes of pedagogic disciplines and to the 

pedagogic practice. The main teaching method rests in drama education.

1. The concept of the personality-based, social competence of a teacher

Specification of the personality-based, social competence and its structure was 

inspired by the works by Vyskočilová (1987), Gillernová, Hermochová and Šubrt 

(1990), Langová (1987), Vališová (1994), Svatoš (1998) and Švec (1998). The 

additional source is represented by the works by Goleman (1997), Valenta (2000) 

and Kosová (1998).

The personality-based, social competence is then a set of intrapersonal and 

interpersonal skills, knowledge, experience, attitudes and properties which 

enable the individual to behave and act in a social way corresponding with the 

given social situation and the given problem. The teacher is thus able to behave 

and act skilfully and efficiently in corresponding standard and non-standard 

pedagogic situations. 

From the intrapersonal point of view we namely bear in mind the sphere of 

perceiving of one’s own abilities, skills and properties of the given personality, of 

his/her positives and negatives with respect to the teacher profession; perceiving 

of one’s own external behaviour aspects and looking for individual ways to master 

them in pedagogic practice; self-reflection (in modelled and real situations), the 

process knowledge on selected methods of self-reflection and the skill to apply 

some of them (the self-reflection in seminars, the diary method, etc.). 

From the interpersonal point of view there are the following areas: 

a)  Social perception - perceiving of partners (to perceive a partner, to under-

stand the way he/she behaves (verbal and non-verbal aspects), the ability to 
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perceive (understand) abilities and skills of a partner (those of the same age 

- in model situations, pupils - in real situations); empathy and its develop-

ment, etc.).

b)  Pedagogic communication (e.g. the appropriate application of non-verbal 

components of communication in the pedagogic situation; establishing and 

maintaining of contact with a group and an individual (in modelled and real 

situations, etc.).

c)  Acting in pedagogic situations (e.g. prompt reaction to circumstances of 

situations and their changes - the improvisation abilities (in modelled and 

real situations); process knowledge of acting in conflicting situations (in 

modelled situations), specific skills (formulating of a problem, looking for 

potential solution alternatives, etc.).

d)  Adopting the social role of a teacher (to start with the acceptance of the 

social role of a teacher).

2. Research objectives, questions

The main research objective rests in the verification of the efficiency of drama 

education methods in the study subject of the Basics in professional practice for 

primary school teachers, relating to the professional self-development.

The main research issue (question): How can drama education help in the 

development of personality-based, social competence of students? 

Sub-questions: 

  I.  Which changes occur in the personality-based, social competence of stu-

dents when applying the drama education methods (in the discipline of 

basics in professional practice)?

 II.  What are the opportunities and limitations of drama education as a method 

supporting the development of personality-based, social competence 

needed for the teacher profession?

III.  How can the self-development of personality-based, social competence 

followed up, evaluated and managed by students?

3. Research methods

For the purpose of verification of the drama education methods in the study 

subject of the Basics in professional practice we used the combination of qualitative 

and quantitative methods and advantages as a result of such a combination. Data 

were acquired mostly by qualitative methods, some results were quantified; narra-

tive summarizing of results is prevailing, as well as the attempt for the holistic view 

of the issues; to ensure results validity, we applied the triangulation and the overall 

objective rested in the attempt to change some aspects of the given phenomenon. 
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In spite of the fact that we combined both methods, the research was of action 

character:

1.  The research was conducted by the teacher herself, she was participating in 

the process.

2.  The research was divided into three phases (three years) during which the 

methodology and theory were developed and, at the same time, the subject 

programme was modified - the intervention strategies.

3.  The results of each phase were used as a basis for the decision making relat-

ing to the programme or methodology modifications.

4.  The impacts of the programme or methodology modification were evaluated 

at the end of each phase.

5.  All the methods applied during the action research served as tools for the 

self-reflection of participants - students. 

6.  The research was not conducted by the research team, but to be able to verify 

the validity of the applied methods we invited another two ladies as partici-

pants (a university teacher of pedagogy who does not teach the Basics in 

professional practice and a primary school teacher). Students were then both 

the subject and object of the research and they participated in some steps 

(the evaluation of the observation scale). 

Apart from the above-mentioned features as a part of the action research, the 

verification of the study subject programme titled the Basics in professional prac-

tice included also the following attributes:

1.  Validity was assured by the so called triangulation (of both methods and 

experts in the evaluation of the assessment scale). 

2.  Most often the narrative summarizing of results was carried out, comple-

mented by the statistical summarisation of qualitative methods results (with 

strong focus on casuistry). 

3.  The holistic way of description was preferred (casuistry again). 

4.  Description of the empiric part of the research

The drama education method in the discipline of the Basics in professional 

practice started to be followed up and verified in the academic year 1999/2002 

and the verification process can be divided into three phases. The first phase in 

the academic year 1999/2000 can be identified as a phase of the search for meth-

ods and innovations of the Basics in professional practice programme, the 

second one in 2000/2001 as the verification of research methods, interpretation 

of first results and the third phase (2001/2002) then covered the systemic verifi-

cation of the drama education method in the Basics in professional practice 

programme.
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5. The empiric research – conclusions

1)  Students observe changes in their personality-based, social competence, 

which occurred in the course of the study of the Basics of professional 

practice. Such changes can be evaluated as positive, prospective and motivat-

ing for further development of the students’ professional competence.

2)  Students can observe and manage (direct) their self-development, for which 

they can use the following tools: the written self-reflection – the participant’s 

diary, the evaluation scales and questionnaires. The research results also 

include newly created and verified tools for the evaluation of the subject 

called the Basics in professional practice which can also serve for the self-

reflection and self-regulation of students. 

3)  Students realise the importance of the personality-based, social competence 

for their future profession and get the idea of its individual components.

4)  Students observe and assess key changes and the development of their 

competence to accept and adopt the new social role and to clarify their 

opportunities and limitations relating to such competence. 

5)  The development of intrapersonal competence is the key assumption for 

other personality-based changes and, at the same time, the above competence 

is differentiated further on; the end of the Basics in professional practice 

teaching was partially modified. For a more accurate interpretation and 

follow-up of changes, it would be desirable to differentiate the above-men-

tioned competence even more.

6)  The results have shown that the drama education methods can efficiently 

influence the individual approach towards students. In spite of common 

characteristics, students’ progress occurs in an individual way, which results 

from their needs and the development level of their personality-based, social 

competence. 

7)  Such methods are considered as efficient by students, which makes it pos-

sible to help them to study in an active way. Students consider the drama 

education methods as appropriate and satisfactory for active study. From the 

results as a whole we can see that also other methods have been evaluated 

and therefore we should preserve their diversity; the above-mentioned 

methods should thus be enriched and should draw the inspiration from other 

systems, as well. 

8)  Students are able to identify their needs relating to their further self-develop-

ment. It is evidence that there is a certain level of self-regulation and that 

students are able to manage (direct) the further development of their per-

sonality-based, social competence themselves. 
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The verification of the drama education methods in the study subject of the 

Basics in professional practice has brought about the answers to the raised ques-

tions:

Which opportunities and limitations are relating to the drama education as a 

method of development of personality-based, social competence needed for the teacher 

profession?

The verification of the programme of the Basics in professional practice has 

confirmed the following assumption: it is efficient to apply active learning methods 

to develop the personality-based, social competence, where the drama education 

methods occupy a significant position. Namely, those which are based on fictitious 

situations with conflicts, as students can thus view the situation as such, their 

behaviour and the partner’s reactions, as well. Further on, such methods are based 

on role playing and they enable students to understand the future social role of a 

teacher and motivate them to look for their own way how to fulfil the social role. 

The importance of drama education methods for the development of the per-

sonality-based, social competence rests in the opportunity to develop personality 

and its social aspects in a balanced way, it also rests in the complex learning proc-

ess which covers all personality components, in an individualized approach to the 

development of individual students, in the opportunity to apply context-oriented 

learning which provides an opportunity to look for related contexts and is superior 

to “technical” skills mastering and, last but not least, the drama education methods 

motivate students for further self-development and initiate their self-regulation 

processes.

There are certain limitations, such as time demand, necessity to select appropri-

ate situations which cannot cover the whole range of the personality-based, social 

competence, as well as the necessity to establish groups with a smaller number of 

students.

Which changes of personality-based, social competence of students occur when 

applying drama education methods (in the discipline of the Basics of professional 

practice)?

Basing on the research results we can state that the drama education methods 

can namely be applied in an individual approach to the development of personal-

ity-based, social competence of students. 

The above-mentioned results have confirmed that the application of the drama 

education methods helps in development of the full range of personality-based, 

social competence (in all the five spheres); though the drama education is most 

efficient in the development of intrapersonal competence (namely, self-knowledge 

and motivation of students for further self-development) on the one hand, and on 
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the other one, it helps in the development of cognition, motivation and acceptance 

of the teacher role. Students can familiarise themselves with requirements of the 

future social role and confront them with their own, identified prerequisites for 

such a role.

Students will get a real idea of their own participation in the development of their 

personality-based, social development. At the end of the workshop they are able to 

identify other directions of their development in a more accurate and individual 

way, they know quite a lot about the teacher role and its demands and are able to 

plan their further development in this respect. The fact that they know much about 

that role and its demands leads them to more accurate directing of their self-devel-

opment. Students express their motivation for self-development in the teacher role 

through their self-reflections – e.g. in their diaries and dialogues (interviews). 

The drama education methods are efficient for better recognition of the teacher 

role and of the personality-based and social competence necessary for the teacher 

profession. 

How can students follow up, evaluate and manage the self-development of person-

ality-based, social competence?

Students can follow up, evaluate and manage their self-development directly in 

the course of the study, through the drama education methods, namely in role 

playing and in reflections, feedbacks and evaluations. Further on, by means of tools 

for self-evaluation, such as the assessment (evaluation) scale, written self-reflec-

tion – e.g. a diary, by means of the micro-outputs analysis and by comparison of 

an attitude questionnaire which includes items relating to the personality-based, 

social competence.

B. Skills to conduct a dialogue in drama games and improvisations of students 

specialized in drama education

Conducting of a dialogue in drama games and improvisations is a more specific 

skill than dialogue itself in common social or pedagogic communication, and 

therefore mastering of such skills to lead a dialogue we offer sufficient space in the 

specialisation of dramatic education for the primary school teachers. Basing on 

our own as-of-to-date experience in teacher education, specialised in dramatic 

education, I assume that without mastering of the above-mentioned skill it is not 

possible to teach dramatic education as a subject at a sufficiently good level, either, 

but nor is it possible to apply, in a sufficiently specialized way, the dramatic educa-

tion as a teaching method to other subjects. Due to this fact, I consider the focus 

on the above issues as very important and helpful, namely in the pre-service teacher 

education for primary schools. 
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1. Theoretical assumptions were therefore based on the following sources:

•  pedeutology, namely the theories of teacher education focused on skills 

development: E. Krejčová, E. Vyskočilová, V. Švec, T. Svatoš, Ch. Kyriacou, 

J. Mareš, H. Lukášová aj.

•  theory of dramatic education: E. Machková, J. Valenta, S. Macková, D. Svoz-

ilová, J.Somers, D. Hoetcoet, B. Way, G. Bolton, etc.

•  theory of a dialogue from the point of view of:

•  theatre science (O.Zich, I Osolsobě, J. Vostrý, J. Císař, I. Vyskočil, Čechov, 

B. Brecht, Stanislavkij, P. Brook aj.)

•  pedagogic and socio-psychological view (J. Mareš, J.Křivohlavý, P. Gavora, 

etc.)

•  philosophical, linguistic, socio-linguistic view (M. Buber, Levinas, E. Fink, 

R. Palouš, Tenenová, O. Mülerová, J. Hofmanová, H. Široký, F. Syřištová, 

etc.)

The skill to conduct a dialogue in drama games (role playing) and 
improvisations

As for the skill, we will analyse it as the skill to conduct a dialogue, which, to 

some extent, is conditioned by inborn personal dispositions (talents). The dialogue 

skill should be understood as a psychosomatic skill of creative nature in the broader 

sense than as a habit only; it rather means surpassing oneself which does not result 

in a routine and is always of personal character (cf. E. Vyskočilová, 1997, p. 24). 

There is no definite target phase of dialogue mastering, when we could say we have 

mastered it already, as it is a kind of skill which is maintained at a certain level by 

frequent activation, examination and cultivation. Therefore I. Vyskočil speaks 

about “being in good shape” when he mentions the development of the dialogue-

based behaviour. 

The dialogue in drama games (role playing) and improvisations also has its own 

specificity, as it is conducted in a fictitious situation, with an important role of 

imagination, in a game accompanied by magic words like “as if ”, “if ”, which can 

be reflected also in the skill to conduct the dialogue in drama games (role playing) 

and improvisations. As for such skill, the point is:

–  to be “real”, authentic in a game in a given role (at the level of role-based 

playing of simulation and alteration, or even characterisation, too)

–  openly and without fear to present one’s own feelings, views, interests, atti-

tudes, values (in the course of one’s acting during the game and also in the 

follow-up reflections)
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–  to improvise in a creative way, within the scope of a given (new) task 

–  to resolve the drama game conflict in a constructive way (destructive? way 

within the scope of the given task)

–  to think and try to reach to the essence of the problem, to go beyond one’s 

experience

–  to co-operate with the partner (a co-player) (to compete? playing the fair)

–  to be able to participate in the creation of relationships between co-players 

and also between individual roles in the game

–  to view the problem from various angles

–  to maintain the game in the atmosphere of safety (fully aware of the fact that 

it is “only” a game) 

–  not to show off oneself and not to escape from the game in a non-authentic 

way

–  during the game, to be fully concentrated on the investigation and exploration 

of the issues specified before

–  to view the learning process in the sphere of experience, based on our own 

experience and that of a partner, as well.

2. Project designing and research execution

•   When specifying the project scope, it was necessary to understand and find 

out how the dialogue skills of the primary education students are developed; 

it will be also necessary to take into consideration all important associated 

issues, which can have an impact on such a development process. Further, it 

was necessary to describe in detail the process of learning (mastering) of such 

a skill in the course of the specialisation study and to find appropriate alterna-

tives for its development monitoring. The research project was, in fact, an 

action research project and was realised in the 2nd study year in the subjects 

of drama education – main streams 1 and 2 (two half-year terms) and in the 

theory of instruction for drama education 1 (the summer term). The research 

had the key feature of the action research.

Formulating of topical problems resulting from the students’ practice training:

1.  How to diagnose the development of skills of the dialogue conducting in 

dramatic games and improvisations? 

2.  How to identify indicators for skills, e.g. how can such skills appear and thus 

become visible?

3.  How to encourage students for self-regulation when developing their above 

mentioned skills?
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Selection of persons participating in the research project was targeted, as it was 

a group of students who passed the primary school teacher education in the spe-

cialisation of drama education. 

Validity and reliability was verified by repeated research but specifically by the 

long-term follow-up of the development of skills and triangulation, e.g. application 

of more research methods for results verification.

Research methods:

•  The teacher and students make records in their diaries and analyse their 

records

•  A questionnaire with the self-evaluation scale for students

•  Observation – the analysis of video-records with micro outputs by the open 

coding – it was done by the teacher-researcher

3. Preliminary conclusions after the realisation of individual research methods

Below you will find the conclusions from all the three research steps and appli-

cation of individual methods: the analysis of the students’ diaries, the self-evalua-

tion questionnaire and the open coding of micro outputs.

Mapping of the art of dialogue in students’ diaries

There was obvious progress in the diary records, as at the beginning there were 

mainly brief descriptions of activities and lessons content, in the form of rather 

disorganized impressions from the lesson, very often without a clear personal 

opinion, attitude, at the level of considerations rather than of real evaluation. 

Students described some situations which they considered as important in detail. 

They mentioned, for instance, their reactions or those of their partners and reflected 

the shift in skills development. 

By encouraging the teacher’s feedback, though, more and more reflections and 

self-reflections appeared in the diaries, in which the authors were thinking about 

important phenomena related to the educational process. Gradually, qualitative 

changes appeared, in the descriptions as the students were learning how to reflect 

and evaluate individual phenomena, without any impetuous, distorted “labelling” 

(did like – did not like, good – bad) influenced by subjective impressions. More 

accurate description, fully accepting the presence of feelings, then led to full-value 

considerations of even a dialogue-type nature, with – in some cases – important 

questions raising and potential doubts about certainties attained. There was a space 

then for the creative process of teaching and mastering of the art of dialogue, not 

only for the conducting of dramatic games and improvisations. The diaries were 
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becoming very efficient means of self-regulation (auto-regulation) of teaching 

process and self-creation of a teacher as a professional.

Measuring of the development of selected skills of students of drama education 

study specialisation, by means of the self-evaluation scale

Below you will find the results of the self-evaluation questionnaires, see Table 1, 

which shows how students viewed the difference between summer and winter 

terms, as for the development of skills in individually defined areas.1 In the head-

ings there are the students’ nicknames and below the average values which were 

calculated as the summary of the scores and were divided by the number of skills, 

e.g. Mt=total number of scores allocated to skills/the number of skills in the given 

area.

It is evident from the above table that as for the total average, the students have 

progressed most in area B.3.c) Competence as a player and an actor for methods 

of a teacher in the given role – Mr=2.0 and in area B.2. Competence in dramaturgy 

and as a producer – Mr=1.9. the lowest values were found in the B.4. Scene-setting 

competence – Mr=0.5 and in the A. Personality-based and social competence – 

Mr=0.7. We provide these figures as an illustration, as they can lead to considera-

tions relating to the evaluation of the teaching method and the self-reflection of a 

teacher; they can become feedback for consideration and potential analysis, which 

would show whether there are any areas which are paid only little attention to. 

Qualitative differences in this specific, pedagogic-artistic dialogue helped us to 

differentiate also between questionnaires and common discussion about visible 

results and make them more objective. The comparison of one’s own imaginations 

with abstract digits (figures) and the return to individual skills enabled us to gain 

deeper understanding of reality but also to raise doubts about their formulations 

and scaling. The research methods thus fulfilled also the diagnostic function; they 

made it possible to identify the current level of one’s own assumptions, experience 

and skills and also to consider the motivating function; so now the students are able 

to realise what to improve to be able to successfully cope with the school practice. 

Open coding in the comparison of micro outputs of the
pre-service, primary education students 

The summary of the results of micro outputs of the pre-test students (owing to 

the concurrent creation of the research procedures it was realised at the end of the 

winter term) and after-test students (end of the summer term) can be summarised 

in a couple of items:
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Table 1

Competence-areas-skills clusters 

(groups)

Mt – average values in skills clusters of students (in summer and winter terms)
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ZS LS ZS LS ZS LS ZS LS ZS LS ZS LS ZS LS ZS LS ZS LS L-Z

A. Personality-based and social 
competence 4.9 5.3 5.2 6.9 2.1 5.5 5.3 5.3 3.1 5.4 3.7 3.7 4.3 4.5 2.4 4.1 4.9 0.7

B.1 Diagnosis and planning of 
socio-creative teaching 1.8 4.3 1.1 2.6 1 2.9 2.6 4.6 1.9 1.8 0.9 1.5 3.3 2.8 2.6 1.7 2.9 1.2

B.2.Competence in dramaturgy 
and as a producer 1.7 4.6 1.4 5.4 1.6 3.9 3.3 5.4 1.9 2.3 1.6 2.3 4.5 2.3 2.7 2.0 3.9 1.9

B.3 Comp. as a player and an actor 4.4 5.8 4.2 6.6 3.8 6 4.8 5.4 1.2 2.8 2.4 2.6 6.4 4.8 3 3.7 4.8 1.2

B.3.a) for a game in the role at 
a basic level 3 5.6 4.8 6.6 4.8 6.4 5.6 5.8 2.2 4.6 2.8 4 7 5.4 3.6 4.1 5.5 1.4

B.3.b) for improvisation 4 5.6 5.8 7 2.4 5.4 4.8 5.4 3 5.4 2.8 2.8 7 5.4 3 4.0 5.2 1.2

B.3.c) for methods of a teacher in 
the given role 2.6 4.I 3.4 6.I 1.2 3.I 1.2 4.I 0.2 1.I 1 1.I 6.I 3.8 2.8 1.9 3.9 2.0

B.4.Scene-setting competence 4.5 4.5 7 4.5 6 7 5.5 6 1 4 1 2.5 6 5 3.5 4.3 4.8 0.5

B.5.Theatre-critical competence 3 5 2 5 6 7 7 6 1 7 1 4 6 5 2 3.6 5.3 1.7

 1 For the evaluation of skills level an assessment scale was developed for students (0 to 7), for which, 

during the final evaluation, the identical number of scores was allocated. The aim was to try to differ-

entiate the individual stages of skills development also by means of visible scoring. To create individual 

stages, we were inspired by stages of the process of skills mastering (cf V. Švec, 1998, pp. 31–34): 

0 –  I have no idea about the given skill, nor am I motivated to master it

1 –  I am motivated and realise the necessity and significance of the skill which I am learning

2 –  I have some initial information about the given, fully developed skill

3 –  I clearly understand the structure of the skill I am mastering and recognize even its more 

difficult elements

4 –  I realise the skill I am mastering and also the way how to apply it in a more effective way

5 –  I am able to integrate the given skill with other skills, experience, knowledge and also habits

6 –  Iapply the given skill in a wider set of situations, different from those under which it was 

mastered

7 –   Now I myself am able to guide the process of further development of the skill I am mastering

0 –  I am not able to assess that 

Note:  Ms – the summary of average values in clusters (groups) of skills of all students (in winter and 

summer study term), divided by eight (summary of columns in the winter term is divided 

only by seven, e.g. without the student named Strkal (Pusher)); 

Mr – the difference between the sum of average values in all students (in summer and winter 

study terms)
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•  The dialogue in drama games and improvisations is really very closely linked 

with certain personality and social maturity of individual students and thus 

linked with individual skills which depend on how well the students can 

conduct dialogue when solving dramatic situations, not only in dramatic 

games and improvisations.

•  As for the visible changes of individual character, they rest in the intentional, 

socio-artistic teaching through dialogues in drama games and improvisations, 

in all identified skill areas B – B5 (cf. Annex 2). More detailed analysis of these 

areas was of significance when comparing partial results of the analysis of 

micro outputs with those of the self-evaluation questionnaires.

Conclusion

It appears that drama education can be an effective means in the pre-service 

teacher training if it is applied in a systemic way and is thoughtfully linked with 

other study subjects. Students have a chance, based on their own self-development, 

to acquire competence for using drama education as an efficient method in the 

primary education.

It contributes to the development of professional competence, namely of those 

which we call personality-based and social ones and of their components of 

intrapersonal competence. Its methods, based on fictitious situations and role-

playing, provide a chance to apply active, experience-based teaching. The dramatic 

education, too, supports the individualized approach to the personality-based and 

social development and results in the integral and context-based teaching. The 

motivating function is not negligible, either, not only with respect to the personal-

ity-based and social development of students as such but also with the view to the 

adoption of a new social role and to individual search for its implementation. 

In the pre-service education for primary school teachers, the drama education 

enables students to develop their personality-based and social maturity for con-

ducting a dialogue and even the specific competence of dialogue conducting in 

drama games and improvisations. Thus the students enhance their ability (com-

petence) to teach by mastering the process of socio-dramatic teaching, by means 

of drama games and improvisations methods.
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Embedded Lifelong Learning: Demands on the 
Integration of Learning into the Daily Routine

Abstract

The Research Studio eLearning Environments has developed the “Learning 

Pulse”. The “Learning Pulse” makes use of a PUSH technology and supports 

repetitive learning activities by utilizing ICT. The PUSH technology is based on 

external initiation of a learning activity. This terminology is derived from web-

application programming. This article reflects on the background and the relation-

ship between the “Learning Pulse” and lifelong learning, focusing on aspects of 

motivation, flexibility, and learner dropouts. In the second part the idea behind 

the “Learning Pulse” is compared with the settings in which “conventional” self 

directed learning takes place. Based on these assumptions it is described how the 

PUSH approach can be used for embedding learning activities into the daily 

routine of a learner.

Key words: Lifelong learning, learner’s motivation, flexibility of learning, information 

and communication technologies, micro activities. 

Introduction

The Research Studio eLearning Environments has developed the “Learning 

Pulse”. The “Learning Pulse” is a technology which enables learners to embed 

learning activities into a person’s daily schedule. The objective of this technology 

is to trigger off learning activities to regular patterns by linking learning activities 

to the daily use of ICT. The invention assures that a learner will be aware of the 

learning situation; the learning context does not interrupt another running activ-

Christian Glahn,
Gerhard Gassler, Theo Hug
Austria
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ity; and makes use of ICT as a promoter of extrinsic motivation for learning 

activities. The “Learning Pulse” uses a PUSH approach to provide highly compact 

and interactive learning objects – so-called micro activities (Gassler, Hug and 

Glahn 2004). These micro activities can be embedded into various learning designs, 

strategies and concepts (cf. Heitkämper 2000) and thus enrich and enhance the 

learning process.

In this article we reflect on the relationship between the “Learning Pulse” and 

lifelong learning. In the first section we focus on the background of lifelong learn-

ing and the related concepts of motivation and flexible learning concentrating on 

reasons for learner dropouts in flexible adult-learning scenarios. In the second 

section we compare the PUSH approach of the “Learning Pulse” with the PULL 

approach of concepts of self directed learning. Finally, we describe how the PUSH 

approach can be used to embed learning activities into the learner’s daily rou-

tine.

Lifelong Learning

Lifelong learning is an important issue for social and economic development 

(OECD 1995, p. 7; Chisholm 2004, p. 7; Fretwell 2003, p. 54, Slide 8). The idea of 

lifelong learning “goes beyond providing a second and third chance for adults and 

proposes that everyone should be able, motivated and actively encouraged to learn 

throughout life” (OECD 1996, p. 15). In particular, lifelong learning focuses on 

learning processes beyond initial and higher education which the institutionalized 

education systems take care of (Kallen 2002, p. 33). 

Due to technological and social development everybody has to improve their 

knowledge and skills continuously (Fretwell 2003, p. 267). On a large scale, how-

ever, adult learning and vocational training face different problems from the 

educational system. Although the learning strategies of adults do not strictly differ 

from those of children, they have different objectives over their individual learning 

processes (Illeris 2003a) and demand more control of the curriculum, the learning 

material used, the time schedule and the location (Illeris 2003b; OECD 1995, p. 16; 

Chisholm 2004, p. 19). By controlling curricula, learning materials, timetables and 

rooms, schools and universities are able to construct “protected environments” for 

learning. In adult learning, people have problems in creating such environments 

uniquely for learning. For the most part, learning activities share the available time 

with other activities such as work, travel, recreation and housework (Aggeli and 

Vassala 2003; Krieger 2003, p. 188; McCall, Lombardo, and Morrisson 1988; 

Mungania 2003; O’Connor et at 2003, pp. iv-v).
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ICT can serve the purpose of making high-quality education and training 

accessible to learners outside of the educational system. The key question in the 

use of ICT in education is “how can we assure that the new generation of learning 

technologies do not just benefit the better-educated and the better-motivated?” 

(OECD 1995, p. 18) Until now, though, this point has never been addressed in 

a critical way (cf. Chisholm 2004, p. 20). ICT and media have predominantly been 

mentioned as a means to convey learning material or learning scenarios within 

the framework of the higher educational system (cf. Chisholm 2004, p. 23). These 

scenarios have been developed from seminar room environments and hence they 

have been commonly used by more educated and motivated learners.

Motivation

The learner’s motivation is a key factor for skill development and lifelong learn-

ing (cf. Sloboda 2001, p. 107; Dörnyei and Ottó 1998; Chisholm 2004, p. 29). 

Especially in vocational training and adult learning, motivation replaces the 

instrumental constraints of the educational system as present in classroom sce-

narios (Chisholm 2004, p. 10, p. 19). In order to attract learners to start and con-

tinue a learning process it is important to know what motivation is and how it 

prompts activity.

Edelmann (2000) defines motivation as the process that energizes or maintains 

a person’s behaviour. It describes how much an individual wants to initiate a certain 

action (Edelmann 2000). If motivation is to trigger off a learning activity, it is the 

combination of personal and situational factors which determine an individual’s 

behaviour or non-behaviour. Both factors are crucial once a certain activity has 

been initiated. Together, these factors give the ratio of an individual’s motivation 

to process a task. Thus, to induce an individual to process learning activities both 

personal and situational factors must be taken into account. 

The personal factors are also called intrinsic motivation. This term describes 

all kinds of motivation which have their origin in the individual itself (Edelmann 

2000). Beside basic needs, intrinsic motivation can result from emotional stimu-

lation, curiosity or anticipation of success (Edelmann 2000, p. 258). Situational 

factors – or extrinsic motivation – sum up all conditions that influence the indi-

vidual from the outside. Extrinsic motivation may result from social or economic 

demands, coercion, rewards, or instantaneous necessities. These situational fac-

tors usually provide additional goals for the individual’s behaviour. “Goals may 

be proximal or distal. Proximal goals are those that can be achieved in a reason-

ably short time, whereas distal goals are those that will be met far into the future. 
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Typically, proximal goals are associated with maintaining motivation.” (Hodges 

2004, p. 2)

By definition, educational and didactic considerations on motivation can only 

deal with external factors. Utilising external factors for motivation may affect the 

learner’s motivational potential either positively or negatively. If negative factors 

dominate, the initiation of learning activities becomes less likely. Examples of 

negative factors are tight schedules, conflicts, stress or a heavy workload. 

Flexibility

Derived from the vision of lifelong learning to “facilitate learning in different 

places according to the needs of the learner […]” (OECD 1995, p.21) e-learning has 

been developed from ideas of flexible and distance learning (Mason 2002). The 

slogan “learning – any time, anywhere” is linked to this idea. It also links flexibility 

to the learner’s location and the time of learning. The dominance of this slogan in 

the discourse about adult learning and flexible learning, the scope of the term “flex-

ible learning” has been narrowed to the flexibility of the learner’s location and the 

decision about when learning activities should take place. In the context of lifelong 

learning, a broader view on flexibility was barely stressed in the past. Referring to 

adult learning, flexible learning focuses on organizational factors. Vavoula and 

Sharples (2001) define three operational levels for the organisation of learning:

“[…] At the lowest level, the learner performs learning activities such as reading, 

discussing, observing and taking notes. These activities are then grouped at the mid-

dle level into distinct learning experiences based on (learner’s) criteria such as the 

topic of learning, the time, and the context in which the activities are performed.

At the top level, the learner organises learning experiences into learning projects 

based largely on purposes and outcomes: experiences which add to the achievement 

of a certain aim are likely to be grouped under a single project.” (Vavoula and Shar-

ples 2001).

At the lowest level flexibility can be achieved on four sublevels (cf. Doherty 

1998): 

(a)  environmental level such as the learner’s location and the situational con-

text; 

(b)  temporal level such as time of learning, duration of a learning activity or the 

frequency of learning activities; 

(c)  didactic level like learning material or methodology; and

(d)  technological level which involves distribution channels, technical devices, 

or data formats .
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The requirements for learning approaches and didactic settings depend on the 

types of flexibility that should be achieved.

Flexible learning to date

Many flexible and distance learning approaches offer learners the choice of when 

and where to learn within a predefined curriculum. This concept is still widely used 

in distance learning; it was adopted to computer based training (CBT) and later 

transferred to Web based technologies. The use of technology helps to make teach-

ing and learning activities independent of a specific location. Even if one no longer 

has to be physically present, flexible learning still requires spending a couple of 

hours in the evening dealing with learning material provided via the internet. The 

potential of flexible e-learning which goes beyond traditional learning scenarios 

used in educational institutions has not been fully exploited yet. 

A special problem of adult learning is that attempts at learning are often aban-

doned even before the learning process has actually been fully initiated (cf. Dörnyei 

and Ottó 1998, p. 56). In distance learning, the group of so-called “non-starters” 

is usually the largest group of dropout students (Fox 2002, p. 8; Fritsch 2003; Fritsch 

2004, p. 1). As an explanation Aggeli and Vassala (2003) as well as Mungania (2003) 

mention several conflicts of required time and available time for processing par-

ticular learning material in distance learning. Mungania’s (2003) empirical study 

on “barriers in e-learning” shows that time conflicts are major barriers to success-

ful learning processes (Mungania 2003, pp. 21–23). O’Connor et al. (2003) indicate 

“time conflicts with work and family commitment” as one of the key factors influ-

encing dropout rates in adult learning” (O’Connor et al. 2003, pp. 8–9). 

From a more “technological” view these findings can be described as follows – 

“the space of lifelong learning interferes with other institutionalised social spaces, 

such as the family or the workplace” (Faßler 1996, p. 45). Learning during working 

hours could conflict with economic interests and necessities while learning during 

recreation time often lacks motivation and concentration. These frictions are dif-

ficult to unravel by the learners on their own. (Aggeli and Vassala 2003).

The current concepts of flexible learning release the individual from the con-

straints of location and time schedule prominent in classroom training. It gives 

learners more control over the learning process, but there is no gain without loss: 

control brings about the responsibility to create new constraints when it comes to 

embedding learning processes into daily routines.
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Push or Pull?

Learning requires recurring learning activities in order to improve knowledge 

and skills. Thus, flexible learning approaches do not only require concepts and 

models of the learning process as such (Mason 2002), but also a clear notion of the 

organisation of learning (cf. Vavoula and Sharples 2002). Focusing on the organi-

sational aspects with regard to learning activities, these concepts must answer how 

learning activities are initiated and which frequency of learning activities is required 

to keep up the learning process. With reference to web-applications two core 

models can be distinguished: (Client) PULL and (server) PUSH are the two core 

technologies to initiate and maintain data-streams between client and servers in 

web-application development (cf. Gundavaram 1996).

As far as the PULL technology is concerned, a user activity causes a client 

application (usually the WWW-browser) to generate a request and send this 

request to a server system, the server system handles the request and the data 

related to the request is sent back to the client. This approach is called PULL, 

because the server remains inactive unless some client request is received – a client 

pulls information from a server.

The PUSH technology is different. The client only initiates a connection to 

a server system. Once this connection has been established, the server sends data 

to the client until either the server or the client breaks the connection. Instead of 

waiting for client requests the server actively pushes data to the connected clients.

Using the classical communication definition of sender and receiver as a meta-

phor, in flexible learning the learner is the client and a teacher, a library, a school 

or another training facility is the server. PULL and PUSH describe who initiates 

a learning activity. 

In our metaphor the PULL approach is related to the concept of self directed 

learning, because the learning activities result from intrinsic motivation and com-

mitment of a learner. In case of ideal environmental conditions each learner can 

actively pull “learning objects” in order to go ahead with the learning process. 

Implicitly this approach requires a learner to perform a rather complex set of 

activities before learning takes place. In e-learning these activities include the decision 

to learn, the decision about the subject, to log into a learning environment, choosing 

the content and so forth. In short, learners pull everything required for learning to 

their environment. The learner’s deliberate decision and reflection regarding the 

intended learning activities are prerequisites of the PULL approach. Hence, the 

context in a PULL approach is always equivalent to that of a learning environment.

The problem of the PULL approach is that it relies on the learners’ ability to 

find appropriate learning environments and to motivate the learners to initiate 
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learning activities. Depending on the environment and the individual motivation 

long phases of inactivity might take place. If specially structured learning material 

is used, the learner’s efforts to pick up the learning thread are increased by the 

duration of the intervals of inactivity. In the special case of formalised distance 

education, a learner is falling behind schedule and unable to satisfy the formal 

conditions of a curriculum, often drops out silently. (cf. Fritsch 2003; Mungania 

2003).

In a PUSH approach learners do not “get away that easy”. Since they are pushed 

into learning situations, extrinsic motivation affects any learning activity. This 

approach does not require any preparatory activities on the part of the learners: 

they are presented some learning objects and asked to perform some learning 

activities using these “objects”. Even if this approach does not require any preced-

ing activities, the framing context is important as it provides learning opportunities 

that stimulate learning in different contexts.

In adult learning the challenge the PUSH-approach poses is to find the best 

moment to instigate a learning activity , since pushing a learner into a learning 

situation in the middle of another process is usually equated with interruption and 

does conjure up a whole set of negative side-effects. When applying the PUSH 

approach, a fundamental requirement on the learning context is that educational 

settings do not cause conflicts with other processes and activities.

The use of ICT and the daily routine

ICT is an opportunity to embed learning activities into daily routines. As ICT 

has become a part of daily life, ICT devices, services and applications play an 

important role in communication as well as in compilation, storage, and access of 

data. In the EU about two thirds of the consumers have access to ICT devices and 

use them daily (EUROSTAT 2004). Voice calls or SMS on the telephone, e-mails 

or instant messages on the computer, and programmes like word processors or 

computer games structure the daily schedule of an individual. Often short com-

municative activities are the footprints of our daily agenda. As ICT was becoming 

more and more ubiquitous, the technology was acquiring a more personal touch. 

Today, personal computers (PC), mobile devices such as mobile phones and per-

sonal digital assistants (PDA) are usually considered private tools. Through these 

tools it is possible to contact individual learners almost everywhere by just know-

ing their telephone number or e-mail address.

To assure privacy many devices and services combine communication services 

with authentication mechanisms, which restrict the use of a service or a device to 
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authorised users. Authentication itself is a short activity preceding the intended 

communication. Entering the PIN code on a mobile phone or the password of one’s 

Internet banking account are examples for such authentication procedures.

Other common activities preceding the use of ICT are switching off the screen 

saver of a PC or disabling the key lock of a mobile phone. Unlike the means of 

authentication the latter actions do not restrict usage, but delay access to a service. 

Commonly such “access delays” are seen neither as disturbing nor time consuming 

by the learners. Apart from that the procedures of authentication and access delay 

are not yet part of the communicative process. 

A side effect of using ICT is that it focuses a user’s attention on a device. This is 

particularly true if one starts a programme interactively, dials a friend’s telephone 

number, switches off a screen saver, or starts writing an e-mail.

The ideal moment to “push” a learner into a learning situation is just after 

authentication and before the initiation of the communication activity. At these 

moments the learners’ attention is focussed on the device, so they are susceptible 

to the learning situation. Additionally, the communication activity has been pre-

pared, but not started yet. The learning context thus promoted does not interfere 

with any other activity. As ICT is frequently used during the day, there are plenty 

of opportunities to present learning situations to a learner.

Motivating Learners to Learn

Learning requires activity and commitment from a learner. One has to construct 

operations actively, in order to represent the terms and concepts. “Personal learn-

ing starts with a learner in a social, cultural and technological environment. The act 

of learning involves the artful deployment of the environment, including its tools and 

resources, to solve problems and acquire new knowledge.” (Sharples 2000, p. 180). 

However, a “learning environment” itself is not sufficient for a learner to initiate 

learning activities. Pushing learners will put them into a learning situation which 

hopefully stimulates them to start some learning activities. In case of triggering 

PUSH by employing ICT, a learner’s primary intention is to use the requested 

service rather than learning. It is less likely that a learner will handle the learning 

situation on their own, since personal factors must be considered reasonably low. 

Hence, other situational factors have to be applied to motivation.

Extrinsic motivation can be heightened by rewards or enforcement (Edelmann 

2000, p. 258). Both reward and enforcement are not necessarily related to the 

learning topics. The use of extrinsic motivation should be flexible in order to avoid 

learning resistance or incidental learning of the external factors.
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Enforcement of learning describes a situation when no alternative choice other 

than learning is available to the learner. Although enforcement is often associated 

with punishment, the latter does not cover the entire concept of enforcement. As 

opposed to punishment, enforcement can also be interpreted as necessity. In 

adult learning such necessities are common starting points for learning. For 

instance, if a company buys new financial software replacing an old one, employ-

ees are required to learn how to use this new software to guarantee efficient 

application.

Rewards can be prizes you win, but also proximal goals such as feedback, cer-

tificates, and grades (especially if they are combined with some kind of ranking). 

The use of rewards as a form of extrinsic motivation for learning is ambivalent. On 

one hand rewarding can stimulate a learner to participate in a learning process, on 

the other rewards may lead to situations where the actual learning process is 

shadowed by learning the behaviour to collect the rewards.

In the PUSH approach a learner will not process a learning situation in order 

to learn, but to gain access to the originally requested service. In this case the 

aspect of enforcement is applied because learners have to pass a learning situa-

tion before they can access the desired communication service, which is the 

“reward” for the learning activity. The concept of access delay is important for 

motivation by rewards and it influences the design of a learning situation. First 

of all, the success of the learning activity in terms of correct and incorrect must 

be irrelevant for passing a learning situation. The learners must not be restrained 

from using the requested service, even if they are pushed into learning situations. 

External enforcement is thus restricted to the limitation of alternatives. In the 

event of access delays limitation means that the learners have to pass the learning 

activity, before they can access the requested service. Secondly, the learning 

situation has to be compact, i.e. a learner must be able to pass a learning situation 

rapidly and achieve access to the communication service as soon as possible. This 

reduces the pressure which may be exerted on the learners, because they are 

conscious of the fact that the access to the service does not depend on the success 

of their previous learning activity. As communication is important, the proximal 

goal to use a device can be considered as good motivation to start learning 

activities. 

Taking into account the previous thoughts about motivation, the possible dura-

tion of learning activities is limited to a few moments. A learning activity is of 

similar duration as the time required to remember and enter the PIN code on 

a mobile phone.
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Conclusions

Lifelong learning demands new approaches to concepts of teaching and training. 

In particular, in the area of adult learning embedding learning activities into one’s 

daily routine becomes increasingly important. The PUSH approach is one solution 

for embedded flexible learning. We described it as an alternative to the PULL 

approach, which is widely used in distance and adult education. By pushing a 

learner into learning situations one is released from the organizational overhead 

of planning the learning schedule. However, the PUSH approach does not make 

this overhead disappear, but moves it back to the learning management system. 

Hence, the learning management system needs to be able (1) to detect appropriate 

contexts for pushing learning activities; (2) to send these learning tasks to a learner; 

(3) to draw the learner’s attention to the learning situation; and (4) to detect if the 

pushed learning activity is in conflict with other activities. The “Learning Pulse” 

technology utilizes the social function of ICT and according to the given require-

ments it identifies moments to push learning opportunities. Integrated into ICT 

devices the “Learning Pulse” makes use of ICT as extrinsic motivation for learning 

activities.
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Experience of Technical Students 
with E-educational Media

Abstract

Using electronic educational media is a matter of obligation in contemporary 

higher education. Less attention is given to a systematic quality assessment of e-

learning and blended learning. Results from a survey on students´ opinions on 

possible implementation of electronic educational media in a bachelor technical 

teacher programme are presented in the paper. 

Key words: opinions of students, electronic educational media, technical teacher 

education

1. Introduction

Experience with the content of international educational e-media conferences 

proves their multi-disciplinary character. But it also proves that more advancement 

in the research, development and application of e-educational media can be 

observed in engineering, managerial and science programmes. Less attention is 

given to e-media in education (pedagogy), other humanities, or art programmes.

In the Czech Republic, some graduates from master engineering programmes 

start their careers as teachers of technical subjects at secondary schools. Not every 

expert in his branch (e.g. electrical engineering, machinery, and building) is at the 

same time an excellent teacher. The level of teachers´ competence is based on their 

personal qualities, which are indispensable for teaching performance: reflections 

on pedagogical experience, improvement of personal teaching style, reflective 

feed-back on teaching activity, etc. Some pedagogical qualities are gained in teach-

Dana Dobrovska
Czech Republic
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ing practice, some need special training. According to the regulations of the 

Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic, engineers without pedagogical 

qualification are obliged to study a complementary programme (either the so- 

called long-life education programme or bachelor programme) in engineering 

pedagogy. These programmes are offered by major universities and technical 

universities of the country, some are accredited by the International Society for 

Engineering Education – IGIP, (one of the most influential European organizations 

in technical education).

2. Technical teacher education at the CTU in Prague

The Department of Engineering Pedagogy of the Masaryk Institute of Advanced 

Studies at the Czech Technical University in Prague offers an accredited bachelor 

programme both for the students and for the graduates from a master engineering 

programme, future or in-service teachers of technical subjects. Technical teachers 

are supposed to gain educational competence through 3 “components“ – knowl-

edge, methodological repertory and ethical values. The curriculum of this inter-

disciplinary programme includes subjects like pedagogy, psychology, educational 

methodology, philosophy, sociology, rhetoric, technology assessment, school 

management, biology of youth, economics in education, logic and educational 

practice. 

In 2003–2004, the Department of Engineering Pedagogy designed, developed 

and distributed a CD ROM, a Guide through the technical teacher education pro-

gramme. The authors – teachers of the programme – prepared texts for all the 

subjects according to the following structure: 

educational target/s of the subject 

chapters with basic theses 

control questions 

available literature 

names of experts connected with the topic 

basic terminology

The texts of the CD ROM were accompanied by additional visual and aural 

information (pictures, schemes, graphs, book covers, and audio sequences). The 

CD ROM was not designed as a standard text-book with full information, but as 

a general support (reference) for the students. It was intended as a motivation tool 

for further individual home study of students. Classical class teaching remained 

the basis of the programme.
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3. Inquiry on e-educational media in technical teacher education

The CD ROM was distributed to undergraduate students of a master engineer-

ing programme who study in the parallel technical teacher education programme. 

The students were asked to become familiar with it during their first term. In 

December 2004, an inquiry was made to a group of 124 students from all the 

faculties (mostly from the building faculty) in their psychology course.

4 main topics were tested by a questionnaire:

1)  Previous experience of students with e-media in their engineering pro-

gramme. The students were asked to name the subjects/courses with major 

e-support

2)  Opinions and attitudes of these e-media quality (e-materials are sometimes 

developed regardless of cost or point, which may result in lower quality of 

the educational process and a teacher can lose his/her control over the 

educational process)

3)  Opinions of the CD ROM “A guide through Technical teacher education 

programme“ and of its quality

4)  Students’ proposals for further development of educational e-media in 

technical teacher education programme (where, what, how, how much, etc.)

Beside the questionnaire, the students were asked to write a free essay on 

e-learning, blended learning, F2F teaching, project work, cooperative learning and 

computer-mediated communication. (The students get familiar with these key 

expressions in the course of theory of education). The quality of the students´ essay 

was taken into consideration in their psychology course assessment.

4. Research results

The questionnaire was composed of 14 semi-opened items with the possibility 

of completing them by a free commentary.

In the first item, the students described their previous experience with electronic 

educational media during their engineering studies. 111 students confirmed that 

teachers had been using electronic media during their lessons, 2 have not experi-

enced any media support and 11 students have rarely experienced electronic media 

in class. The frequency of use and variety of the media differed in the pro-

grammes – the pre-graduate students in computer science have been using them 

daily, other have not. The internet has been the most frequent electronic educa-

tional medium (80 students), followed by CD ROMs (38) and data projectors (31). 
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Video, specialized SW and intranet were mentioned less often. The 2nd item aimed 

at the purpose of using the electronic media: the students were offered 6 options: 

additional presentation of learning material, knowledge assessment, demonstration 

(simulation) of learning material, didactic game, consultation with teachers and 

other use. According to the students´ answers, teachers mostly use the electronic 

media as an additional presentation of learning material (80 answers) and as a 

demonstration (simulation) of learning material (64) and for knowledge assess-

ment (34). 25 students have used the media for communication with teachers 

(project work, consultation, etc.). No didactic games were mentioned in the ques-

tionnaires.

In the next item, the students described their personal experience with the 

electronic media. All the students except one use e-media almost every day, mostly 

the Internet and e-mail. Some students (69) confirm the electronic media helped 

them substantially, sometimes even did the work instead of them. Some students 

use the Internet information for further transformation, some use mathematical 

help, and some misuse the Internet information to do homework for them. Other 

students deny misuse of the internet information (40). Some students are aware of 

the uncertain quality of Internet information (…“quantity of information is an 

advantage, quality is a disadvantage of the Internet…“).

The students also expressed their attitudes and personal preferences of educa-

tional media they have come across in their engineering courses: the Internet was 

chosen most often (85 answers) followed by CD ROMs (34 answers). The students 

mostly appreciate PowerPoint, ICQ, interactive software or combinations of all the 

media. Nevertheless, some students (21) prefer a classical text-book or the teacher’s 

word (7) as they can read it in bed, eyes do not get so tired (compared with the 

computer), they can read books on the bus on their way to campus, they learn more 

when they listen to a lecture, etc..

The next 2 questions pointed at the electronic communication between students 

and the electronic communication between students and university staff. The 

answers prove that almost all the students are used to everyday e-contact with other 

students (114 of 124 answers), although some negative consequences might occur 

(loss of personal contact, development of an unreal virtual identity, and distortion 

of natural language). 91 students use the e-contact with teachers – they send their 

homework, consult their projects and diploma works, “order” face to face consul-

tations with teachers, fulfil their administrative duties, etc.

The second half of the questionnaire polled the students´ attitudes towards the 

new CD ROM – a guide through the technical teacher education programme and 

towards general opinions of students how to use the e-media in the courses of 

humanities. 114 of 124 students became familiar with the CD ROM within few 
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weeks after the distribution: 28 students assessed it by the mark “excellent”, 96 by 

“good” and no students by “poor”. All students considered it useful as a “study 

support”, a “good summary”, a “basic orientation”, a substantial help for exam 

preparation (…“now I know what this study is about”…, …“pictures of my teachers 

make the information more personal“…,…“I get motivated when I understand what 

the teachers want me to learn“…). Some risks arise when the information offered 

by the CD ROM is mistakenly believed to be sufficient for a successful exam pass-

ing (8 answers).

The students appreciated the fact they did not have to pay for the CD ROM – they 

would like to have some more e-texts they could use during their study. They also 

compared the “strong points” and the “weak points” of the Internet and CD ROMs. 

The first one is often used in the university libraries (free of charge) and besides 

the study work the students relax while surfing. Nevertheless, the students know 

that the quality of the Internet information resources is often disputable. 

A CD ROM is transportable and students do not depend on Internet access. The 

quality of its information is guaranteed by the authors (often university teachers) 

and searching for appropriate information is more timesaving.

The answers to the next question demonstrated some helplessness of the stu-

dents – many did not answer or did not get any suggestion how to use the electronic 

educational media in the courses of humanities. The remaining students would 

appreciate more CD ROMs and some e-books parallelly to classical text-books 

(financial reasons). Another spur (input) concerned the use of data projectors and 

PowerPoint which seem to be popular among students (…“PowerPoint is much 

more amusing than overheads if the teacher knows how to use it properly…“, …“a good 

lecture assisted by PowerPoint can motivate me to attend a lecture“… …“a PowerPoint 

presentation can change difficult learning material into a challenge for me…“)

The students were also asked to reflect the prospective electronic version of the 

programme technical teacher education. 79 of 124 students dislike such an idea, 

25 support such an idea and 20 suggest some form of blended learning: the pure 

theoretical part of the programme could be offered in an e-version on the univer-

sity web, the remaining substantial part would keep its present class form. The 

students’ objections against the full electronic version can be summarized: 

a technical teacher educational programme demands a regular interaction of 

students and teachers, some courses are based on a specific training (e.g. rhetoric, 

educational technology, part of psychology, theory of methodology, etc.). Some 

students admit they need regular contact with other students, some need a “whip” 

of everyday school presence to support their will to work hard. 25 students who 

supported the electronic version of the programme explained they did not attend 

lectures anyway and that is why an e-version would suit them better. These students 
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take university study as an accumulation of information without any deeper reflec-

tion on the nature of the technical teacher preparation. They perceive their future 

second qualification as a kind of social insurance on the labour market, but they 

would prefer to work as chartered engineers. The job of a technical teacher is not 

really too interesting for them.

In the last item, the students were supposed to specify if they had come across 

a similar kind of questionnaire (which aimed at the assessment of the quality of 

electronic educational media) during their previous study. A great majority of 

students (107 of 124) confirmed they had not participated in such an inquiry, just 

17 students answered similar questions in faculty research on the organizational 

issues.

Conclusion

Although a limited group of students participated in the inquiry, there are some 

suggestions to be taken into consideration: e-educational media became an every-

day part of the student life. Teachers use them for additional presentation of 

learning material, knowledge assessment or demonstration (simulation) of learn-

ing material. Both teachers and students use them as a rational tool of communica-

tion. The implementation of educational e-media in the technical teacher education 

programme is desirable, but the blended learning seems to be more appropriate 

than “pure” e-learning.
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Education and Social Justice: 
12th Congress of the World Council of Comparative 

Education Societies 

The 12th Congress of the World Council of Comparative Education Societies 

took place October 25th–29th, 2004 in Havana, Cuba. The World Council of 

Comparative Education Societies (WCCES) and the Association of Cuban Peda-

gogues (APC - Associacion de pedagogosa de Cuba) participated in its preparation. 

It was the first time the Congress was held in a Spanish-speaking country.

The Congress took place at the exclusive International Congress Palace, a com-

plex equipped with modern technology and perfectly furnished for professional 

and other occasions. Simultaneous interpreting was provided in three languages – 

English, French, and Spanish – during the plenary sessions and sessions of some 

sections.

The Congress attracted a record number of almost one thousand participants 

from sixty-eight countries from all continents, the largest number of participants 

in the history of WCCES so far. The groups of participants came especially from 

Latin America, the USA, Canada, Asian countries, namely China and Japan, 

African countries, and Australia. Fewer groups came from Europe, with smaller 

countries represented by individuals. The author of this report was the only par-

ticipant from the Czech Republic. As the representative of the Czech society of 

comparative education, she also participated in the executive session that contrib-

uted to deeper understanding of WCCES’ activities, which the report discusses 

below. 

The hospitality, enthusiasm, and helpfulness of the Cuban hosts made a great 

impression. Intensive preparations of the Congress took almost three years, during 

which regional conferences, where Cuban pedagogues presented the findings and 

results of their comparative research and projects, were organized in all fourteen 

Eliška Walterová
Czech Republic
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provinces. These conferences also served as a competition – the best reports were 

selected and included in the Congress programme.

The name of the Congress, “Education and Social Justice,” describes its overall 

theme. In her opening address the President of the Congress, Professor Lidia 

Turner Marti, stressed that the Congress was opening a space for an exchange of 

opinions and search for answers to global challenges, and it contributed to the 

identification of educational strategies that support social justice and respect cul-

tural and national differences.

The Minister of Education, Minister of Higher Education, and other leading 

figures of Cuba as well as Havana, were present at the opening ceremony as repre-

sentatives of the host country and its capital. The Minister of Education of the 

Cuban Republic, Dr. Luis Goméz Gutiérrez, presented the inaugural address, titled 

“Cuba: The Profound Educational Revolution.”

The actual proceedings took place in fourteen thematic groups: 1) Education, 

Peace, and Justice; 2) Education in Situations of Conflict and Reconstruction; 3) 

Educational Policies in a Changing World; 4) Comparative Education: Theory and 

Methods; 5) Lifelong Learning; 6) Social Inclusion; 7) Language, Culture, and 

Education; 8) Literacy and Basic Education for All; 9) Teacher Education and 

Professional Activity; 10) Curriculum, Reform, and Innovation; 11) Childhood 

World; 12) Higher Education; 13) Educational Governance, Planning, Financing, 

and Management; 14) New Technologies, Distance Education and Learning.

Several concomitant activities were part of the whole programme: professional 

seminars, professional and student forums, visit of Havana University and discus-

sion with its students, pedagogical excursions, visits to Cuban schools, publication 

exhibitions, and a cultural gala evening with performances by pupils and students 

from Cuban art schools. (The system of art schools in Cuba includes all levels of 

education, from the pre-school facilities to universities; the system is designed for 

pupils selected for drama, fine arts, music, singing, and dancing; the actual art 

schools are selective ones, which are a regular part of the otherwise nonselective 

Cuban educational system.)

The central topic and structure of the thematic groups underscored the impor-

tance of education and life-long learning as a relevant global problem and concen-

trated on its priority areas. The Congress allowed for a broad scale of presentation 

of opinions, theories, and research findings that reflect not only cultural diversity 

and national specifics, but also differences in the advancement of educational 

systems and the social and economic conditions in which these systems develop. 

The following ideas were stressed as the credo of the Congress:

•  Social justice is a human right that should secure education, health care, 

employment, social guarantees, and participation in political and civic deci-
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sion-making processes for all citizens regardless of race, ethnic origin, reli-

gion, gender, or physical and intellectual conditions.

•  Education is a necessary instrument for achieving social justice. By securing 

access to quality education for all during the life-long learning cycle as well 

as by opening education possibilities in various spheres of society (life-wide), 

lifelong learning is promoted, formal education converges with informal one, 

and education becomes participatory and flexible. 

•  In the global context, the importance of comparative and international 

education, which is going through a period of renaissance, paradigm change, 

and the acceptance of new roles and goals, is growing. 

The following goals of comparative education for the 21st century were espe-

cially stressed:

–  to support understanding of different conditions and levels of education in 

different regions of the world, in the context of a multicultural society and 

worldwide mobility;

–  to help overcome the negative consequences of globalization and global gaps 

by deepening understanding of difference and encouraging tolerance and 

human values in education;

–  to reflect different conditions and cultural and social determinants of educa-

tion, and to search for the optimal variants of development that would secure 

just access to education for all;

–  to fundamentally contribute to forming educational perspectives and strate-

gies of educational policies in the global context by cooperating with non-

government and supranational institutions, especially with UNESCO;

–  to contribute to critical reflection and self-reflection in the development of 

regional and national educational systems by studying historical traditions 

and identifying the strong and weak aspects, opportunities, and risks of 

further development;

–  to introduce comparative education as a subject in the education of teachers 

and education experts as an important source of knowledge and a develop-

mental factor in perspective educational strategies;

–  to form networks of cooperating institutions that deal with comparative 

education at the regional, national, continental, as well as global level;

–  to transmit and exchange information through modern information and 

communication technologies.

The Congress also addressed the theoretical and methodological questions of 

comparative education. The current conception is interdisciplinary and it is 

interested not only in educational reality, i.e. the educational process itself, its goals, 

organization, actors, and instruments, but also in the context in which education 
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takes place and by which education is defined, and the influence and consequences 

of education in society from an international comparative perspective as well as in 

the global dimension. The traditional conception of comparative education as an 

academic discipline is increasingly replaced by the conception of international 

education, oriented toward interdisciplinary studies of educational systems or their 

parts in their international, or global, context. The economic, sociological, demo-

graphic, cultural, or political aspects have become completely legitimate attributes 

of comparative education. International comparisons are becoming an indispen-

sable source for forming strategies and programmes of educational policy.

Critical theories analyzing the negative consequences of globalization and the 

dictate of the so-called digital economy that support the hegemony of the com-

petitive model of education have a very strong impact. This model is in contra-

position with the model known as ETA (Education for All), supported by 

UNESCO and developed within the concept of J. Delors’ four pillars of learning 

(Learning – The Treasure Within, UNESCO 1996). The critics of the UNESCO 

model point especially to the absence of an important factor of the globalizing 

society – using information and communication technologies in education, 

penetration of new contents from the society based on technology and informa-

tion, and the necessity of protection against the danger of manipulation and 

misinformation.

A significant methodological principle that has a great impact on today’s com-

parative education arises from the philosophy of cultural pluralism (as opposed 

to the formerly used neopositivist objectivism), which reflects the different per-

spectives and manifestations of human values. The educational ideal is considered 

to be applicable only within a certain culture – there is no absolute, universal model 

that is culturally neutral. Cultural unification or hegemonization of one of the 

dominant cultures of the past centuries (European, American, etc.) is being denied 

not only by the former recipients of cultural models (former colonies, countries 

with less developed educational systems), but also by their carriers. Respecting the 

identity and legitimacy of all cultures is oriented against cultural dictates. The term 

“cultural equity” is even used, without which justice in education cannot be 

achieved. Acknowledging only those cultural practices that respect human rights 

and freedom of personal development is stressed.

The delivered reports and research findings documented also the widening 

diversification of methods used in comparative education. Qualitative method-

ologies are developing significantly, with ethnographic methods and oral history 

in particular bringing new views on education and cultural contexts. The keynote 

address by the present President of WCCES, Professor Anne Hickling Hudson, titled 

Cultural Complexity, Postcolonial Perspectives and Educational Change: Challenges 
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for Comparative Education) was in this sense remarkable. Her ethnographic study 

of a native school is a brilliantly complex analysis of the changing educational 

model in a postcolonial multicultural society. She convincingly documented the 

role of a comparativist as both an expert and leading actor of the qualitative change 

of the school model that reflects the complex impact of factors on the real function-

ing of a school. Moreover, the pictorial model form of the presentation (also used 

by some other participants), by which she illustrated the possibilities of compara-

tive analyses using image documentation, was also impressive.

The special panel The History of WCCES was dedicated to the development of 

this association as a worldwide forum for comparative education on the thirtieth 

anniversary of its foundation. WCCES was founded in 1970 by the national asso-

ciations of countries in which comparative education had had a long tradition. The 

associations of other countries joined them. In the 1980s WCCES expanded to 

other regions and countries. In 1991, the association accepted, through the section 

of comparative education of the Pedagogical Association, also Czechoslovakia. 

Among the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, the following associations or 

sections of pedagogical societies are also members of WCCES: Bulgaria, Hungary, 

Poland, Russia, and Ukraine.

The reports delivered by the former WCCES chairmen E. Epstein, V. Maseman, 

and A. Hickling-Hudson documented the formation and development of this 

worldwide association. The representatives from the associations of its fifteen 

members critically evaluated the development of comparative education in their 

respective countries, discussed problems in forming a network of cooperating 

institutions and its infrastructure, expressed opinions about the future roles of 

comparative education, and reflected on the new challenges and perspectives of 

development. The author of this paper delivered a report in the panel dedicated to 

the history of WCCES and its member associations with the theme Changing Roles 

and Paradigms of Comparative Education: Case of the Czech Republic. The partici-

pants in the panel volunteered to join an initiative to form an international publi-

cation dedicated to the history of WCCES and its members. Preparation of the 

monograph is already underway under the editorship of M. Bray and V. Maseman, 

with publication anticipated for 2005. We will deliver a review of this publication 

for readers of this journal.

WCCES has currently 32 members who represent associations with various 

status and extent of their operation. It includes associations of comparativists from 

entire continents (for example, the Comparative Education Society of Asia) or 

individual countries (e.g., Japan Comparative Education Society), with varied 

conceptions and orientations (e.g., British Association for International and Com-

parative Education and Southern African Comparative and History of Education 
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Society), or sections of larger educational societies (e.g., the Hungary, German, 

and Czech section). 

WCCES is establishing itself as one of the few professional associations in the 

field of education with a global mission and link to the activities of supranational 

organizations. Cooperation with UNESCO is in particular being developed inten-

sively. One of the speakers at the Congress, Cecilia Braslavski from Geneva, direc-

tor of the UNESCO IBE institute (International Bureau of Education), delivered 

an appeal to deepen this cooperation. Experts from the members’ associations and 

the representatives of WCCES collaborate with the World Bank and other institu-

tions on analyses and educational projects, especially in developing countries.

The World Congress of Comparative Education takes place once every three 

years in one of the member countries. It represents not only an opportunity to meet 

and exchange opinions and knowledge, but also a certain mission that follows the 

intention to support the development of comparative education, mutual under-

standing, and cooperation of the international community with a given region. The 

next Congress will be held in Sarajevo in 2007, and it is expected that it shall 

promote a dialogue with the Arab countries and Islamic culture. 

WCCES has had its own website since 1998, administered by the Comparative 

Education Research Centre, Faculty of Education, The University of Hong Kong 

(CERC). Professor Marc Bray, dean of this faculty, was elected the new President 

of WCCES during the Congress. CERC currently represents one of the key centres 

of comparative education in the world and offers a variety of publications that 

should not be lacking in our country. I refer readers to the following web address: 

www.hku.hk/cerc/wcces.html.

As a conclusion, I would like to invite those who are interested in comparative 

education to follow the news about the revitalization of the Czech section, which 

we will report after the annual conference of the Czech Pedagogical Society that 

will be held in February 2005.
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